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Introduction
The Standard Model of elementary particles is the theory that describes three of the four fun-
damental interactions (the strong, weak and electromagnetic ones) in a coherent framework.
It has been developed during the last century and has proven to be extremely successful pro-
viding excellent description of all the phenomena observed in the particle physics domain up
to energies explored by LEP (Large Electron-Positron collider) and Tevatron. Nevertheless,
the origin of particle masses remains an open question. The electroweak symmetry breaking
mechanism as introduced by Peter Higgs [1] and others [2, 3] provides an elegant answer.
However, it predicts also a yet undiscovered particle, the Higgs boson. The LEP experiment
excluded a Higgs boson with a mass lighter than 114.4 GeV[4], while the Tevatron experi-
ments recently excluded the existence of a Higgs boson with a mass close to 170 GeV[5] in
95% of C.L. Precision tests of the electroweak interaction favor a light Higgs boson with a
mass below 185 GeV[6]. Chapter 3 gives an introduction to the Standard Model followed by
an introduction to Higgs mechanism.
In the year 2010, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is scheduled to start its
operation. After a few run-periods, it is scheduled to reach its nominal energy and luminosity
performance and then, p−p collisions with a center of mass energy of up to √s=14 TeV and
a luminosity of up to 1034 cm−2s−1 will open up a new era in high energy particle physics,
allowing a potential discovery of the Higgs boson over its entire allowed mass range. There-
fore, the LHC is expected to provide an answer to the question whether the Higgs mechanism
exists in nature and it is responsible for the electroweak symmetry breaking which explains
the way particles acquire masses. In particular, the general-purpose detector ATLAS (A
Toroidal LHC AparatuS) is designed to discover the Higgs boson and to study a wide range
of other physics subjects and new potential phenomena, such as supersymmetric particles [7],
extra-dimensions particles [8] or mini black holes [9]. Chapter 1 summarizes the design and
the properties of the LHC and ATLAS detector followed by the ATLAS performance aspects
focusing on the necessary constituents of VBF H → τ+τ− analysis, which is the main topic
of the present document. These constituents are the electron/muon/hadronic tau identifica-
tion and reconstruction, the missing transverse energy and hadronic jets reconstruction and
finally the b-jet tagging efficiency (identification of jets originating from a b-quark)
Chapter 4 presents a study of the Standard Model Higgs boson decay into a τ lepton
pair which further decays into leptons and/or hadrons produced via Vector Boson Fusion
(VBF) mechanism. This process is one of the most promising for the discovery of a light
Higgs boson with a mass below ∼150 GeV. The VBF production mechanism provides a set of
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specific characteristics which allow the rejection of large background expected in LHC. This
characteristic signature consists of only two highly energetic jets in the forward regions of
the detector while the Higgs decay products are preferably emitted into the central detector
region. In the same chapter, details of this Higgs decay channel and the most important
background processes are discussed, as well as, the specific cut criteria which can be used
to discriminate signal from background events. Considering the electroweak character of
Vector Boson Fusion process, which implies a limited QCD radiation, no other jet activity
is expected a fact which allows the application of a central jet veto (CJV) cut to suppress
potential background. A study of CJV cut optimization is also presented.
Finally, an important aspect of VBF H → τ+τ− analysis is the presence of missing
transverse energy ( 6ET ) due to the neutrinos originating from the τ decays. A good under-
standing of 6ET variable will be of crucial importance, since 6ET resolution is directly reflected
in the Higgs boson mass resolution. This was the motivation for performing a commissioning
analysis of ATLAS calorimeters studying 6ET variables focusing on real noise data obtained
during the single-beam/cosmic data-taking period of fall 2008, presented in chapter 2. Noise
in ATLAS LAr (Liquid Argon) and Tile calorimeters is addressed, being a very important
input for every physics analysis especially related to jet and 6ET . An understanding and a
parameterisation of the noise is discussed, providing at the same time a useful calorimeter
commissioning tool, which allowed the observation and the correction of several unexpected
features. Part of the results obtained by this study are already officially approved by the
ATLAS collaboration [10].
Chapter 1
ATLAS experiment in LHC
ATLAS (A large Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is one of the six particle detector experiments
(ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, TOTEM, LHCb, and LHCf) constructed at the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC). ATLAS is designed as a general-purpose detector in order to measure the
broadest possible range of signals. This is intended to ensure that, whatever form any new
physical processes or particles might take, ATLAS will be able to detect them and measure
their properties. These different types of new physics that might become detectable in the
Figure 1.1: An overview of LHC illustrating the positions of the 4 main experiments including
ATLAS.
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energetic collisions of the LHC such as confirmations or improved measurements of Standard
Model (through the discovery of Higgs boson), super-symmetric particles or exotic particles,
are some of the examples of new physics that might be detected in ATLAS. In the follow-
ing chapter LHC accelerator is first presented, followed by a detailed description of ATLAS
experiment emphasising in Liquid Argon calorimeter. The main aspects of ATLAS physics
and detection performance are also highlighted.
1.1 LHC (Large Hadron Collider)
The LHC (figure 1.1) is the world’s largest and highest-energy particle accelerator, intended
to collide opposing particle beams, of either protons at an energy of 7 TeV per particle, or lead
nuclei at an energy of 574 TeV per nucleus. It lies in a tunnel 27 kilometres in circumference,
located 175 meters deep, beneath the France-Swiss border near Geneva. After LEP (Large
Electron-Positron Collider) which was operating until the year 2000 and TeVatron, which is
collecting collision data at the moment, LHC will be the new particles collider devoted to
discovery Physics.
Figure 1.2: The CERN accelerator complex. Protons follow the following path before enter
LHC: (i)Linac, (ii)PSB (Booster), (iii)PS, (iv)SPS and finally (v)LHC.
The main characteristics of LHC are presented in table 1.1. Protons before injected in
the main ring to reach the energy of 7 TeV, are being accelerated through a pre-acceleration
system which is summarised as followed (figure 1.2):
i. Linac: an acceleration up to 50 MeV
1.1. LHC (LARGE HADRON COLLIDER) 5
Circumference 26.7 km
Injection energy 450 GeV
Beam energy 7 TeV
Magnetic field of a dipole 8.4 Tesla
Nominal luminosity 1034cm−2s−1
Luminosity life-time 10 h
Beam life-time 22 h
Number of bunches 2808
Number of particles per bunch 1.15 × 1011
Time interval between two bunches 25ns
Space interval between two bunches 7.5 m
Bunch length 7.55 cm
Transverse beam size at the interaction point 16.7 µm
Table 1.1: Nominal LHC characteristics at high luminosity period.
ii. PSB(Booster): an acceleration up to 1 GeV
iii. PS: an acceleration up to 26 GeV
iv. SPS: an acceleration up to 450 GeV
v. LHC: an acceleration up to 7 TeV
The number of produced events is given by the equation:
Nevent = σevent · L (1.1)
where σevent is the cross section of the event and L the luminosity of LHC, a quantity that






• Nb : the number of particles per bunch (∼ 1011 for high luminosity, ∼ 1010 for low
luminosity).
• nb : the number of bunches per beam (2808).
• frev : the revolution frequency (40 MHz).
• γr : the relativistic gamma factor.
• n : the normalised transverse beam emittance (3.75).
• β∗ : the beta function at the collision point (0.55 m).
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• F : the geometric luminosity reduction factor due to the crossing angle at the interac-
tion point (285 µrad).
The beam life time is expected to be ∼ 22 h, however luminosity is being reduced with a
factor of 2 after 10h and therefore a new injection to LHC is needed. There are two operation
periods foreseen for LHC, for the nominal energy at the center of mass:
• A low luminosity period for the first years (L = 1033cm−2s−1). One year of this
operation (∼ 100 days) corresponds to an integrated luminosity of L =10fb−1.
• A high luminosity period which will follow (L = 1034cm−2s−1) with a respective inte-
grated luminosity of L =100fb−1/year.
Apart from ATLAS experiment which is described in details in the following sections,
three other major detectors are placed at the different interaction points as shown in figure
1.1. ALICE[12] will study heavy ion collisions focusing in quarks-gluon plasma analysis.
LHCb[13] is designed to study CP− violation and perform precision measurements exploit-
ing B-meson decays and finally CMS[14] is a general-purpose detector similar to ATLAS,
but using different technologies. CMS is constructed around a unique solenoidal magnetic
field and the tracking detector is based entirely on Silicon technology. Its electromagnetic
calorimeter is homogenous, constituted by PbWO4 crystals.
1.2 ATLAS detector
Before issuing the technical details of ATLAS[15, 16], the presentation of some definitions
and conventions is required. The nominal interaction point is defined as the origin of the
coordinate system, while the beam direction defines the z-axis and the x− y plane is trans-
verse to the beam direction. The positive x-axis is defined as pointing from the interaction
point to the centre of the LHC ring and the positive y-axis is defined as pointing upwards.
The side-A of the detector is defined as that with positive z and side-C is that with negative
z. The azimuthal angle φ is measured around the beam axis, and the polar angle θ is the




The transverse momentum pT , the transverse energy ET , and the missing transverse energy
EmissT (or 6ET ) are defined in the x− y plane. The ∆R cone in the pseudorapidity-azimuthal
angle space is defined as
∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 (1.4)
Due to particles properties expected to be observed in the high luminosity of LHC, respective
requirements are set to ATLAS design. ATLAS will be able to detect hadrons due to the
high cross-sections of QCD interactions and all the range of the known particles in order
to perform studies in electroweak interactions, and flavour physics. The top quark will be
produced at the LHC at a rate of a few tens of Hz, providing the opportunity to test its
couplings and spin.
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Figure 1.3: ATLAS detector. The dimensions of the detector are 25 m in height and 44 m
in length. The overall weight of the detector is approximately 7000 tonnes.
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The most important benchmark in the ATLAS performance has been set by the potential
discovery of the Standard Model Higgs (see chapter 3 and [17]).Higgs boson searches are a
challenging task since they demand combination of a high range of production and decay
mechanisms of Higgs boson due to its low cross section and the high background. Searches
for the Higgs boson beyond the Standard Model will be also feasible in ATLAS detector and,
for such particles as the A and H± of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard
Model[7], an excellent ATLAS performance (see section 1.3) is required.
New heavy gauge bosons W ′ and Z ′ could be discovered for masses up to ∼ 6 TeV. To
study their leptonic decays, high-resolution lepton measurements and charge identification
are needed in the pT -range of a few TeV. Another class of signatures of new physics may
be provided by very high-pT jet measurements. Furthermore, the decays of supersymmetric
particles, such as squarks and gluinos, which would involve cascades which, if R-parity
is conserved, always contain a lightest stable supersymmetric particle (LSP) will be also
possible to be observed. As the LSP would interact very weakly with the detector, the
experiment would measure a significant missing transverse energy, 6ET , in the final state.
The rest of the cascade would result in a number of leptons and jets. In schemes where the
LSP decays into a photon and a gravitino, an increased number of hard isolated photons is
expected.
Several new models which propose the existence of extra dimensions leading to a charac-
teristic energy scale of quantum gravity in the TeV region will be tested in ATLAS. In terms
of experimental signatures, this could lead to the emission of gravitons which escape into
extra dimensions and therefore generate 6ET , or of Kaluza-Klein excitations which manifest
themselves as Z-like resonances (Z ′) in a mass range of a few TeV. Other experimental signa-
tures could be anomalous high-mass di-jet production and miniature black-hole production
with spectacular decays involving democratic production of fundamental final states such as
jets, leptons, photons, neutrinos,W ′s and Z ′s.
Due to the experimental conditions at the LHC, the detectors require fast, radiation-
hard electronics and sensor elements. Furthermore, a detector with granularity is required
to deal with the variate particle fluxes and to reduce the influence of overlapping events. In
addition, large acceptance in pseudorapidity with full azimuthal angle coverage is required.
Summarising all the LHC experimental physics requirements, ATLAS (figure 1.3) detector
is designed to fulfil the following expectations
• Tracking Detector
– Good charged-particle momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency are es-
sential. Very high vertexing resolution is also required to contribute in tagging of
τ -leptons and b-jets detecting secondary vertices.
• Calorimetry system
– Electromagnetic calorimeter (EM): Very good performance needed for electron
and photon identification and measurements.
– Hadronic calorimeter: Full-coverage will provide accurate measurements for jets
and 6ET calculations, elements that play a significant role in almost every physics
analysis.
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• Muon Spectrometer
– Good muon identification and momentum resolution over a wide range of mo-
menta and the ability to determine unambiguously the charge of high pT muons
are fundamental requirements of ATLAS detector.
• Trigger system
– A highly efficient trigger system is required being capable to detect a wide range
from low to high transverse-momentum objects rejecting sufficiently the back-
ground. Trigger implementation is done in two main steps: (i) at hardware level
with dedicated sub-detectors and (ii) at software level.
The vector boson fusion Higgs search analysis described in this document rely on almost
all aspects of the ATLAS detector, making use of electron and muon identification, charged
particle reconstruction for hadronic tau decay identification, and finally jets and 6ET .
1.2.1 Tracking Detector
The ATLAS Inner Detector (often called Inner Detector, ID) is designed to provide her-
metic and robust pattern recognition, excellent momentum resolution and both primary and
secondary vertex measurements [18] for charged tracks above typically 0.5 GeV.
The ID layout (figure 1.4) is contained within a cylinder of length 3.5 m and of radius
of 1.2 m, within a solenoidal magnetic field of 2 T. The ID consists of three independent
but complementary sub-detectors. Starting from the inner radii to larger, it consists of:
(i) Pixel detector: a sub-detector designed for precision measurements very close to inter-
action point. (ii) Silicon microstrip sensors (SCT): a sub-detector complementary to Pixel
detector dedicated to precise track and vertexing measurements. (iii) Transition-radiation
tracker (TRT): it provides a continuous tracking to enhance the pattern recognition and im-
prove the track momentum resolution. It also contributes to the identification of electrons.
The ID is designed in such a way that charged particles in general hit 3 layers of the
Pixel detector (sec. 1.2.1.1), 8 layers of SCT (sec. 1.2.1.2), ∼31 layers of TRT (sec. 1.2.1.3).
1.2.1.1 Pixel Detector
The pixel detector consists of 3 barrel layers of a radius of 50.5, 88.5 and 122.5 mm respec-
tively and 3 end-cap layers that reach until 200 mm of radius. Its geometry is such that all
charged particles independent to their η hit always 3 of these layers. This detector gives the
highest spatial resolution for tracks and vertices and therefore the size of pixels has to be
kept as small as possible giving a granularity R − φ × z of 50 × 400µm2 in a total number
of ∼ 80.4 million pixels. The resulting resolution is 10 µm in R− φ and 115 µm en z. This
detector is particularly important for the identification of secondary vertices and thus of the
quarks b. The innermost plane (b− layer) is exposed to a very high radiation level and might
thus be replaced after a few years. To reduce the radiation damages and also to obtain the
adequate performances, the detector is maintained at a temperature between -5 and -10 0C.
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Figure 1.4: Drawing showing the sensors and structural elements traversed by charged tracks
for End-Cap part of inner detector (above) and barrel part (below). Track traverses succes-
sively, the three cylindrical silicon-pixel layers, the four cylindrical double layers of barrel
silicon microstrip sensors (SCT), and approximately 36 axial straws contained in the barrel
transition-radiation tracker (TRT).
1.2.1.2 SCT
The SCT inner sub-detector is composed by eight strip layers placed in 2-by-2 structures
resulting to four space points for each track that crosses them. In the barrel region, this
detector uses small-angle (40 mrad) stereo strips to measure both coordinates, with one set
of strips in each layer parallel to the beam direction, measuring R − φ. They consist of
two 6.4 cm long chained sensors with a strip pitch of 80 µm. In the SCT end-cap region,
the detectors have a set of strips running radially and a set of stereo strips at an angle of
40 mrad. The mean pitch of the strips is also approximately 80 µm. The intrinsic accuracies
per module in the barrel are 17 µm in R−φ and 580 mm in z and in the disks are 17 µm in
R−φ and 580 mm in R. The total number of readout channels in the SCT is approximately
6.3 million.
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1.2.1.3 TRT
A large number of hits (typically 31 per track) is provided by the 4 mm diameter straw
tubes of the TRT, which enables track-following up to |η| = 2.0. The TRT only provides
transverse information , for which it has an intrinsic accuracy of 130 µm per straw. In
the barrel region, the straws are parallel to the beam axis and are 144 cm long, with their
wires divided into two halves, approximately at η = 0. In the end-cap region, the 37 cm
long straws are arranged radially in wheels. The total number of TRT readout channels is
approximately 351.000 .
1.2.1.4 Inner detector Performance
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Figure 1.5: (left) Transverse impact parameter, d0, resolution as a function of |η| for pions
with pT = 1, 5 and 100 GeV. (right)Track reconstruction efficiencies as a function of |η| for
muons with pT = 1, 5 and 100 GeV [19].
Figure 1.5 shows the efficiencies for reconstructing isolated muons and the transverse
impact parameter resolutions for isolated pions, assuming the effects of misalignment, mis-
calibration and pile-up to be negligible. The TRT measurements are included in the track
fits for tracks with |η| <2.0, beyond this range, there are no further TRT measurements. As
expected, a very good efficiency is achieved and it becomes larger and more uniform as a
function of |η| at higher energies. Similarly, moving to higher values of |η| resolution becomes
slightly worse.
1.2.2 Calorimetry
A layout of the ATLAS calorimeters is presented in figure 1.6. These calorimeters provide a
coverage of |η| < 4.9, using different technologies suited to the widely varying requirements
of the physics processes of interest and of the radiation environment over this large η range.
Over the η region matched to the inner detector (section 1.2.1), the fine granularity of the
EM calorimeter is ideally suited for precision measurements of electrons and photons. The
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coarser granularity of the rest of the calorimeter is designed in such a way to satisfy the
physics requirements for jets and transverse missing energy (6ET ) measurements.
Figure 1.6: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system pointing out all the main
calorimeter sub-detectors.
Calorimeters must provide good measurement of electromagnetic and hadronic showers
avoiding as much as possible the punch-through into the muon system. Therefore, calorime-
ter depth is an important design aspect. The total thickness of the EM calorimeter is > 22
radiation lengths (X0) in the barrel and > 24 X0 in the end-caps whereas for the hadronic
Tile calorimeter, the ∼10 interaction lengths (λ) of active calorimeter are sufficient to pro-
vide good resolution for jets. The total thickness, is 11 λ for η = 0 and has been found both
by measurements and simulations to be sufficient to reduce punch-through well below the
irreducible level of prompt or decay muons as well as to keep the shower leakage in low level.
Together with the large η-coverage, this thickness will also ensure a good 6ET measurement.
ATLAS calorimetry constituents (figure 1.6) are the following:
• Electromagnetic Calorimeter
– LAr electromagnetic barrel
– LAr electromagnetic end-cap




– Tile extended barrel
– LAr hadronic end-cap
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– LAr forward calorimeter (outer part)
Following the technology used for the different sub-detectors of ATLAS calorimeters, the
description which follows is divided in LAr calorimeters and Tile calorimeters.
1.2.2.1 LAr
The LAr calorimeter is divided into one EM barrel part (|η| < 1.475), two EM end-cap
components ( 1.375 < |η| < 3.2), two hadronic end-caps (1.5 < |η| < 3.2) and two forward
end-caps1 ( 3.10 < |η| < 4.83). LAr calorimeter technology demands a very low temperature
for operation therefore all the LAr components are housed in special cryostats (see later). EM
barrel and the two EM end-caps consist of three successive layers and a presampler detector
in the innermost region. The presampler covers the the region |η| < 1.8 and it provides
a measurement of the energy lost in front of the electromagnetic calorimeters allowing the
correction for the energy lost by electrons and photons upstream of the calorimeter. The
hadronic end-caps and the FCal consist of four and three successive layers respectively. The
main parameters of LAr calorimeters are presented in table 1.2.
Liquid Argon: a sampling calorimeter
The principle of a sampling calorimeter is discussed in this section. Such a calorimeter
is composed in an alternative way by:
• active medium, in which an electrode collects the charges from the ionisation of the
medium while particles are crossing it.
• passive medium (commonly called absorber), which consists of a dense material (lead in
ATLAS calorimeter) and in which the particles lose most of their energy. That allows
to reduce the size of the calorimeter since it shares with the active medium the task of
making the particles loose their energy (what is actually the goal of the calorimetry in
order to be able to measure particles’ energy with the highest possible accuracy).
The successive layers of active medium and passive medium (figure 1.7) have to be placed
in such a way that the particles cross them rather perpendicularly.
The sampling fraction is a quantity which defines the energy fraction deposited only in the














where Lactive is the thickness of a layer of the active medium and Lpassive is the one of a
layer of the passive medium. The closer the sampling fraction is to 1, the more accurate
is the energy measurement of the calorimeter; for ATLAS electromagnetic Liquid Argon
calorimeter fsampling is about 0.2. To obtain the appropriate sampling fraction for electrons,
it is necessary to multiply to fsampling, a factor called e/µ ratio, which takes into consideration
the fact that contrary to a minimum ionizing particle, many low energy photons existing in
1FCal
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Barrel Endcap
LAr EM Calorimeter
Granularity ∆η ×∆φ versus |η|
Presampler 0.025× 0.1 |η| < 1.52 0.025× 0.1 1.5 < |η| < 1.8
1st layer 0.025× 0.1 |η| < 1.40 0.050× 0.1 1.375 < |η| < 1.425
0.025× 0.025 1.40 < |η| < 1.475 0.25× 0.1 1.425 < |η| < 2.5
0.1× 0.1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
2nd layer 0.025× 0.025 |η| < 1.40 0.050× 0.025 1.375 < |η| < 1.425
0.075× 0.025 1.40 < |η| < 1.475 0.25× 0.25 1.425 < |η| < 2.5
0.1× 0.1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
3rd layer 0.050× 0.025 |η| < 1.35 0.050× 0.025 1.5 < |η| < 2.5
Number of readout channels
Presampler 7808 1536 (both sides)
1st,2nd & 3rd layer 101760 62208 (both sides)
LAr Hadronic end-cap
|η| coverage 1.5 < |η| < 3.2
Number of layers 4
∆η ×∆φ 0.1× 0.1 1.5 < |η| < 2.5
0.2× 0.2 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
Readout channels 5632 (both sides)
LAr Forward Calorimeter
|η| coverage 3.1 < |η| < 4.9
Number of layers 3
Granularity FCal1: 3.0× 2.6 3.15 < |η| < 4.83
∆χ×∆y (cm) FCal2: 3.3× 4.2 3.20 < |η| < 4.81
FCal3: 3.3× 4.2 3.29 < |η| < 4.75
Readout channels 3524 (both sides)
Table 1.2: Granularity, η coverage and read-out channels of LAr calorimeter system.
an electromagnetic shower produced in the calorimeter, are absorbed due to the photoelectric
effect. Considering the material Z5 dependance of the photoelectric effect cross section, these
photons are mainly stopped in the absorber, resulting in a reduction of the measured signal.
The e/µ ratio is determined by measurements during test-beam and it is found to be 3/4
[20]. In the case of ATLAS, the selected active medium is liquid Argon. This choice is
justified by the following arguments:
• signal uniformity, allowing the application of simple calibration methods (using injected
current).
• stability and high resistance in radiations, during the full duration of ATLAS operation.
• a high density1, higher than the one of a gas or a liquid which optimises the ionization
process.
11392.8 kg/m3 (1.013 bar at boiling point)
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Figure 1.7: Diagram showing the alternative layers of lead absorbers, gaps of liquid argon
and the electrodes in the punts parts of the LAr calorimeter.
The main difficulty that had to be over-passed was that LAr calorimeter operates at a
very low temperature (between 87 and 89 K), resulting to a placement of the whole LAr
calorimeter into a cryostat, which introduces dead matter not useful for particles detection, in
which particles loose part of their energy. Special corrections are being applied to overcome
this issue.
An accordion geometry has been chosen for the absorbers and the electrodes of the barrel
and endcap electromagnetic calorimeters (see figures 1.8 and 1.9). Such a geometry provides
naturally a full coverage in φ without any cracks, and a fast extraction of the signal at
the rear or at the front of the electrodes. In the barrel, the accordion waves are axial and
run in φ, and the folding angles of the waves vary with radius to keep the liquid-argon gap
constant, thus a constant sampling fraction. In the end-caps, the waves are parallel to the
radial direction and run axially. Since the liquid-argon gap increases with radius in the end-
caps, the wave amplitude and the folding angle of the absorbers and electrodes vary with
radius. All these features of the accordion geometry lead to a very uniform performance in
terms of linearity and resolution as a function of φ.
The signal readout in LAr calorimeter consists of cells, which are defined by pads etched
on the central foil in each gap. The arrangement of these pads provides a semi-pointing
geometry. The size of the readout cells is in (∆η ×∆φ) is presented in table 1.2 and it can
vary depending on the LAr layer they are found. As can be seen from figure 1.8, the first
layer is finely segmented along η, as for example in the barrel where there are eight strips
in front of a middle cell. One can note however the coarser granularity of the first layer in
the edge zones of the barrel and end-caps, as explicitly given in table 1.2. The second layer
collects the largest fraction of the energy of the electromagnetic shower, and the third layer
collects only the tail of the electromagnetic shower and is therefore less segmented in η.
A high voltage of 2000 V is applied to the electrodes, whereas the absorbers are connected
to ground resulting in a voltage of 0V, for the LAr electromagnetic barrel, while a varying
high voltage is applied to the LAr electromagnetic end-cap electrodes, depending on the
radius. The reason is that the gap size between liquid argon and absorbers in end-caps,
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Figure 1.8: Layout of the signal layer for the four different types of electrodes before folding.
The two top electrodes are for the LAr EM barrel and the two bottom electrodes are for the
LAr EM end-cap inner (left) and outer (right) wheels. Dimensions are in millimetres. The
two or three different layers in depth are clearly visible.
varies according to the radius resulting in a varying sampling fraction. This effect is thus
compensated to first order by the application of a respectively varying high voltage. High
voltage is supplied to the electrodes by a single connection at the back of each electrode for
a ∆η=0.2 sector, and it is distributed to all cells through resistors.
As already mentioned, the absorbers are made of lead plates, to which two stainless-steel
sheets (0.2 mm thick) are glued to provide mechanical strength. The lead plates in the barrel
have a thickness of 1.53 mm for |η| < 0.8 and of 1.13 mm for |η| > 0.8. The change in lead
thickness at |η| = 0.8 limits the decrease of the sampling frequency1, as |η| increases. In the
end-cap calorimeters, the plates have a thickness of 1.7 mm for |η| < 2.5 and of 2.2 mm for
|η| > 2.5. The readout electrodes [21] are located in the gaps between the absorbers and
consist of three conductive copper layers separated by insulating polyimide sheets (figure
1.7). The two outer layers are at the high-voltage potential and the inner one is used for
reading out the signal via capacitive coupling. The segmentation of the calorimeter in η and
in depth is obtained by etched patterns on the different layers, as shown in figure 1.8. Each
barrel gap between two absorbers is equipped with two electrodes, one type for |η| < 0.8 and
another one for |η| > 0.8. Similarly, each end-cap gap between two absorbers is equipped
1the number of successive layers of liquid argon and absorber crossed by an electromagnetic shower
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with one type of electrode for |η| < 2.5 and with another for |η| > 2.5.
∆ϕ = 0.0245




















Strip cells in Layer 1
Square cells in 
Layer 2
1.7X0
Cells in Layer 3
∆ϕ× ∆η  = 0.0245× 0.05
Figure 1.9: Sketch of a LAr EM barrel module where the different layers are clearly visible
The granularity in η and φ of the cells of each of the three layers and of the trigger towers
is also shown.
The hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC)[43],[23] is a liquid-argon sampling calorimeter
with a flat-plate design, which covers the range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. The HEC shares each
of the two liquid-argon end-cap cryostats with the electromagnetic end-cap (EMEC) and
forward (FCal) calorimeters (see figure 1.10). The HEC consists of two wheels in each end-
cap cryostat: a front wheel (HEC1) and a rear wheel (HEC2), each wheel containing two
longitudinal sections. The wheels are cylindrical with an outer radius of 2030 mm.
An important aspect of the HEC is its ability to detect muons and to measure any
radiative energy loss.
The forward calorimeters (FCal) are located in the same cryostats as the end-cap calorime-
ters and provide coverage over 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 (see figure 1.10). FCal is composed by three
layers (see figure 1.11) which are located at high η, at a distance of approximately 4.7 m
from the interaction point, they are exposed to high particle fluxes. This has resulted in a
design with very small liquid-argon gaps, which have been obtained by using an electrode
structure of small-diameter rods, centred in tubes which are oriented parallel to the beam
direction.
1.2.2.2 Energy reconstruction in LAr calorimeter
As described in previous section, the particles interact with the calorimeter matter which
are the absorbers and the active medium. At the active medium (LAr in ATLAS) the signal
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Electromagnetic end-cap calorimeter
Forward calorimeter
Feed-throughs and front-end crates
Hadronic end-cap calorimeter
Figure 1.10: Cut-away view of an end-cap cryostat showing the positions of the three LAr
end-cap calorimeters. The outer radius of the cylindrical cryostat vessel is 2.25 m and the
length of the cryostat is 3.17 m.
is generated and it is collected by the read-out electrodes. The overall readout architecture
of the LAr calorimeters is sketched out in figure 1.12 and described as following:
Triangular signal
The electric field applied between a read-out electrode and the absorber, collects the
electrical charges produced by the ionization of liquid Argon. Thus, the induced current has







where td is the average drift time of the electrons in Argon, about 450 ns, and Q0 is the
total charge deposit in Argon. This signal passes afterwards through an electronic card in
the Front End Board (FEB).
Pre-amplification and shaping
Passing through the FEB’s, the triangular signal is amplified by pre-amplifiers to obtain
a signal superior of the electronics noise level. Afterwards, signal is being transported to
special shapers which are bipolar filters type CR - RC2 which give the bipolar pulse shape
of figure 1.13. The goal of such a procedure is to make the whole time integral to be zero.























































































































































































Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram showing the three FCal modules located in the end-cap cryo-
stat. The diagram has a larger vertical scale for clarity.
Such a configuration allows the average signal to be null even in case of pile-up.
Sampling
The bipolar shape is sampled every 25 ns (every bunch crossing in nominal LHC config-
uration) as shown in figure 1.13. These samplings are digitised by an analogical-numerical
converter (ADC) and then they leave the FEB’s being transmitted to the ROD. The LAr
calorimeter records only the 5 first samplings in nominal configuration, but for special studies
more samplings can be recorded.
Gain
Another function of the shapers described in previous paragraph is to amplify even more
the signal, using 3 different types of linear gain:
• High gain: a factor of 93
• Medium gain: a factor of 9.3
• Low gain: a factor of 1
Signal is digitised for the three gains, in parallel. From these 3 gains, only one is finally kept
according to certain thresholds in ADC counts on the Medium gain. This allows to balance
precision and large dynamic range.
Calibration Board
The purpose of the calibration card is to establish a correspondence ADC counts↔ cur-
rent. During calibration run (typically during period without beams), it injects a signal at
the detector output in the liquid Argon. The calibration signal is produced in the following
way: a digital-analogical converter (DAC), produces a voltage, converted then into contin-
uous current feeding an inductance (RL); the discharge produces a decreasing exponential













































































































































Figure 1.12: Block diagram depicting the architecture of the overall LAr readout electronics
[16].
distribution mimicking the triangular signal. The signal is then injected to the electrodes
through an injection resistance (Rinj) and then passes by all the read-out electronics chain
until its conversion into ADC counts.
The electronics gain of each channel is determined through a procedure called ramp
where for a given number DAC values (∼10), the average ADC for certain number of events
is computed. The fit of DAC in function of ADC provides this gain, done independently for
the high, medium and low cases. Typically, the non-linearity with respect to this slope is of
the level of 0.1 %.
Knowing the correspondences ADC↔DAC(ramp), DAC↔tension and tension↔current
(in function of Rinj), it is then possible to obtain the global correspondence ADC↔energy.
This last factor current↔energy is obtained by test beam and simulation measurements.
It is important to highlight that the signal produced by the calibration card is exponential,
similar to the triangular signal of the calorimeters but even after the shaping the two signals
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Figure 1.13: Amplitude versus time for triangular pulse of the current in a LAr barrel elec-
tromagnetic cell and of the FEB output signal after bi-polar shaping. Also indicated the
sampling points every 25 ns.
(ionization and calibration) are not exactly identical.
Pedestal and Electronics noise
In absence of input signal in the calorimeter, the signal at the output of the electronics
chain is called pedestal. For each channel, the signal of an event varies from one event to
another through a Gaussian distribution, following the effect of the noise produced by the
whole read-out electronics chain which treats the signal. This noise, which depends on the
shapers gain, is called electronics noise. It is measured through the RMS of the signals of
a given channel. Such a measurement is performed only to one pedestal for a given gain.
Similarly, the pedestal can be measured by taking this time the average value of the signals.
Approximatively, it has a value of 1000 ADC counts, allowing the measurement of negative
part at the bipolar shape of the (figure 1.13). Pedestal and Electronics noise are defined as
the following:
Pedestal =< EADC > (1.7)
Electronics noise =
√
< E2ADC > − < EADC >2 = σ (1.8)
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where EADC is the signal energy in ADC counts, only produced by the electronics.
ROD
ROD boards (ReadOut Driver), after having received the information from ADC and
information from the calibration board, perform the procedure of optimal filtering (see next
paragraph). Then ROD boards send the signal to ROB modules (ReadOut Buffer), in the
form of a triplet: energy, time, and data quality. ROB’s are the input of the data acquisition
system (DAQ). If the event is picked by the trigger system, this information is written on
disk. For each event, all cells information is written out without any zero suppression.
OFC method
To minimise the influence of electronics noise and the pile-up effect, and to ensure also the
condition that a shift on time of the signal will not alter the energy measurement, the ADC
samplings are combined using special weights as coefficients, which are calculated by the
optimal filtering method[24]. Thus, these coefficients are called optimal filtering coefficients
(OFC). OFC method is described in following paragraphs. The observed signal is expressed
in function of time:
S(t) = Ag(t+ τ) + n(t) ∼ Ag(t) + Aτg′(t) + n(t) (1.9)
where A is the amplitude of the signal and g defines its form (Figure 1.13), g′ is the time
derivative of g, and τ is the time shift which is taken as small enough so that the above
approximation described in equation 1.9 is valid, n(t) is the noise contribution. In time sam-
plings terms (tk), where tk corresponds to the time of beam crossing (see previous paragraph
Sampling), equation 1.9 can be written:
Sk ∼ Agk + Aτgk + nk (1.10)
The optimal filtering method consists of minimising the variance of the two following quan-








bkSk , < V >= Aτ (1.12)
The coefficients ak and bk are called Optimal Filtering Coefficients (OFC). The equations
1.11,1.12 lead to the following conditions, taking into consideration as well that the noise















k = 1 (1.14)
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where ACjk correspond to the elements of the auto-correlation matrix noise (filled from the
variance of njnk). By minimising these variances, using the method of Lagrange multipliers,
the following expression for the OFC can be obtained:
a =
(g′ ·Rg′)Rg − (g ·Rg′)Rg′
(g ·Rg)(g′ ·Rg′) − (g ·Rg′)2 (1.16)
b =
(g ·Rg)Rg′ − (g ·Rg′)Rg
(g ·Rg)(g′ ·Rg′) − (g ·Rg′)2 (1.17)
where the matrix R is the inverse of the auto-correlation matrix of AC. The energy and the
time shift are reconstructed from the different samplings using the equations 1.11 and 1.12.
In ATLAS LAr it is planned to use 5 samplings centered on the maximum of the bipolar
curve (figure 1.13). The energy in MeV is finally measured by the following formula:
E = CONVADC→MeVEM ×
∑
i
(Samplingi − Pedestal) ·OFCai (1.18)
The OFC are computed for each cell and stored in a database. Specific computations are
done for cosmics data taking as explained in the following chapter (section 2.3).
The calculated energy, in MeV, is the particle energy deposit only in the active medium
which is the LAr. To pass the initial particle energy at the interaction point, it is necessary
to multiply with the fsampling and the e/µ ratio presented in previous section.
The energy is by convention at the electromagnetic scale, thus appropriate for electrons
and photons. Further calibration for e.g. jets is applied at a later stage in reconstruction.
A summary of the most important characteristics of LAr calorimeter components is
presented in the following table 1.3. The stochastic and constant terms for the energy
resolution are measured in older test beam studies [16].
1.2.2.3 Tile
The Tile calorimeter is placed directly outside the EM calorimeter envelope (figure 1.6). Its
barrel covers the region |η| < 1.0, and its two extended barrels the range 0.8 < |η| < 1.7.
It is a sampling calorimeter using steel as absorber and scintillating tiles as active material.
Between the Tile barrel and the Tile extended barrel, the Tile Gap module is placed, a small
Tile sub-detector which is formed only by scintillating tiles. Radially, the tile calorimeter
extends from an inner radius of 2.28 m to an outer radius of 4.25 m. It is segmented in depth
in three layers, approximately 1.5, 4.1 and 1.8 interaction lengths (λ) thick for the barrel
and 1.5, 2.6, and 3.3 λ for the extended barrel. The total detector thickness at the outer
edge of the tile-instrumented region is 9.7 λ at η = 0. The tile calorimeter is segmented
in three-dimensional cell structure, creating a projective geometry for trigger and energy
reconstruction (figure 1.14). ∆φ×∆η granularity equals to 0.1×0.1 in the first two samplings
and 0.1×0.2 in the outermost sampling. The energy resolution σE/E was measured in test
beam test with pions resulting to a stochastic term of 56.4% and to a constant term of 5.5%.
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LAr Coverage Energy Resolution Radiation / Interaction
components η σE/E Length
EM Barrel / End-Cap |η| <3.2 10%/
√
E(GeV ) ⊕ 0.7% 22-30 X0
Hadronic End-Cap 1.5< |η| <3.2 50%/
√
E(GeV ) ⊕ 3% ∼11 λ in total
Forward Calorimeter 3.1< |η| <4.9 100%/
√
E(GeV ) ⊕ 10% ∼11 λ in total
Table 1.3: Summary of LAr calorimeter main characteristics. The stochastic and constant
terms are provided for the energy resolution.
1.2.2.4 Noise in Calorimeters
Given the number of calorimeter read-out cells (∼180k), a significant contribution of noise
is caused by the reading of cells signal. This noise is mainly dominated by the noise deriving
from the pre-amplifiers [27] and it is measured for each cell in randomly triggered events. For
the cosmics analysis shown in this document, the noise was measured from random trigger
stream on run 92048 for LAr and on run 90272 for Tile (see section 2.2.1 for random trigger
definition). Figures 1.15 and 1.16 show this measured electronic noise at cell level (σnoise),
as a function of η for all longitudinal compartments of LAr and Tile calorimeters.
In the EM part of LAr calorimeters, a noise variation of 10 to 100 MeV is measured
whereas for the hadronic part of LAr calorimeter the respective range varies from 100 to
600 MeV. For Tile noise, the variation is comparable to the one of EM LAr and it varies
from 20 to 70 MeV in mean values.
1.2.3 Muon Spectrometer
A layout of ATLAS muon spectrometer is shown in figure 1.17, which was designed having
as a goal to achieve resolution of approximatively 10 % for a 1 TeV muon. Muon momenta
measurement is based on the magnetic deflection of muon tracks in the large superconduct-
ing air-core toroid magnets, instrumented with separate trigger and high-precision tracking
chambers. Over the range |η| < 1.4, magnetic bending is provided by the large barrel toroid.
For 1.6 < |η| < 2.7, muon tracks are bent by two smaller end-cap magnets inserted into
both ends of the barrel toroid. Over 1.4 < |η| < 1.6, usually referred to as the transition
region, magnetic deflection is provided by a combination of barrel and end-cap fields. This
magnet configuration provides a field which is mostly orthogonal to the muon trajectories,
while minimising the degradation of resolution due to multiple scattering and in average
value equals to 0.5 T.
In the barrel region, tracks are measured in chambers arranged (MDT) in three cylindrical
layers around the beam axis; in the transition and end-cap regions, the chambers (CSC) are
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Figure 1.14: Cell granularity for Tile Calorimeter shown in th r-z plane. Note the 3 longi-
tudinal layers (A, BC, D).
installed in planes perpendicular to the beam, also in three layers.
1.2.3.1 Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC)
The muon precision momentum measurement is performed by the Monitored Drift Tube
chambers (MDT) at the barrel region (|η| < 2.0) and by Cathode-Strip Chambers (CSC) in
the end-cap region (2.0 < |η| < 2.7). MDT are typical drift tubes (figure 1.18) of a diameter
of ∼3cm. In the center of the tubes a wire of tungsten-rhenium with a diameter of 50µm
and holding a tension of 3kV collects all the electrons resulting from ionization. These tubes
are placed in the Muon Spectrometer forming MDT chambers which consist of three to eight
layers of drift tubes. The layers distance is 5 m in average values and the resolution achieved
is in average 800 mm per tube, or about 35 mm per chamber. The CSC system consists of
two disks with eight chambers each (eight small and eight large). The resolution achieved is
40µm in (R) and 5 mm in φ.
1.2.3.2 Resistive Plate chambers (RPC) and Thin-gap chambers (TGC)
RPC and TGC are sub-detectors which provide the first level (L1) of muon trigger for barrel
end end-cap regions respectively. As shown in figure 1.19 MDT are embedded inside two
layers of RPC and CSC are embedded in two layers of TGC respectvely. These trigger
chambers provide a very fast response within a spatial resolution in the order of a few µm.
1.2.4 Trigger System
The proton-proton interaction rate at the design luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1 is approximately
1 GHz, while the event data recording, based on technology and resource limitations, is
limited to about 200 Hz. This requires an overall rejection factor of 5×106 against minimum-
bias processes while maintaining maximum efficiency for keeping interesting events which
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Figure 1.15: Electronic noise (σnoise) at EM scale in individual cells of the various longitu-
dinal layers of the calorimeters as a function of η for LAr sub-detectors [25]. Noise values
are averaged over ϕ and positive and negative η values.
Figure 1.16: Electronic noise (σnoise) at EM scale in individual cells of the various longi-
tudinal layers of the calorimeters as a function of η for Tile layers [26]. Noise values are
averaged over ϕ.
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Figure 1.17: ATLAS muon spectrometer layout.
lead to new physics. This rejection is achieved by the ATLAS trigger system.
ATLAS trigger consists of three levels of event selection: Level-1 (L1), Level-2 (L2),
and event filter. The L2 and event filter together form the High-Level Trigger (HLT). The
L1 trigger is implemented using custom-made electronics, while the HLT is almost entirely
based on algorithm level.A block diagram of the trigger is shown in figure 1.20.
The L1 trigger searches for signatures from high-pT muons, electrons/photons, jets, and
τ -leptons decaying into hadrons. It also selects events with large missing transverse energy
(6ET ) and large total transverse energy. The L1 trigger uses reduced-granularity information
from a subset of detectors: the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) and Thin-Gap Chambers
(TGC) for high-pT muons, and all the calorimeter sub-systems for electromagnetic clusters,
jets, τ -leptons, 6ET , and large total transverse energy. The maximum L1 accept rate which
the detector readout systems can handle is 75 kHz, and the L1 decision must reach the
front-end electronics within 2.5 ms after the bunch-crossing with which it is associated. The
L2 trigger is seeded by Regions-of-Interest (RoI). These are regions of the detector where
the L1 trigger has identified possible trigger objects within the event. The L2 trigger uses
RoI information on coordinates, energy, and type of signatures to limit the amount of data
which must be transferred from the detector readout. The L2 trigger reduces the event rate
to below 3.5 kHz, with an average event processing time of approximately 40 ms. The event
filter uses oﬄine analysis procedures on fully-built events to further select events down to
a rate which can be recorded for subsequent oﬄine analysis. It reduces the event rate to
approximately 200 Hz, with an average event processing time of order four seconds. The HLT
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Figure 1.19: ATLAS muon spectrometer cross-section.
algorithms use the full granularity and precision of calorimeter and muon chamber data, as
well as the data from the inner detector, to refine the trigger selections. Better information
on energy deposition improves the threshold cuts, while track reconstruction in the inner
detector significantly enhances the particle identification (for example distinguishing between
electrons and photons). The event selection at both L1 and L2 primarily uses inclusive
criteria, for example high-ET objects above defined thresholds. One exception is the L2
selection of events containing the decay of a b-hadron, which requires the reconstruction of
exclusive decays into particles with low momentum.
Figure 1.21 illustrates the expected event rates for several physics processes at the nominal
LHC luminosity of L = 1034cm−2s−1, superimposed with the trigger event rates inputs and
outputs. It is obvious that the level of the HLT output rate (at the order of kHz) is
compatible with the expected event rate of all interesting physics processes at the LHC,
such as electroweak, Higgs, SUSY, etc.
1.2.5 ATHENA: ATLAS software framework
ATLAS software framework called ATHENA [28] (figure 1.22), is an enhanced version of
the original C++ based software framework GAUDI [29], initially developed by the LHCb
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Figure 1.20: ATLAS trigger block diagram.
collaboration. ATHENA is a common software design of large scale projects where numerous
types of internal and external software components need to be encompassed in a single
application. The component library structure allows that modules are loaded as shared
libraries at job configuration level.
Three main basic building blocks can be named, which form the pillars of the Athena
architecture:
• The “Service” class is designed to provide dedicated functionality throughout the exe-
cution of the program. One of the important realization of a “Service” is the transient
data store, “StoreGateSvc” (or simply StoreGate). The instance of “Service” classes
is handled by a central “ExtSvc manager” that regulates initialization and finalization
and the facility is uniformly provided to all ATHENA components.
• The “Algorithm” class represents the primary algorithmic part of an ATHENA appli-
cation. It is dedicated to actions, which are taken exactly one time at every event and
classes derived from the “Algorithm” class need to be registered to the central “Appli-
cationMgr” that steers initialization, finalization and the execution of the “Algorithm”
at every event.
• The “AlgTool” class provides more flexible solution for smaller pieces of algorithms that
are typically invoked multiple times within different contexts. “AlgTool” instances are
called through an “Algorithm” that either owns “AlgTool” (called private in this case)
instances or retrieves them through the central “ToolSvc” where all public tools are
registered. This pattern allows “AlgTool” classes to be instantiated multiple times
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Figure 1.21: Expected event rates for several physics processes at the LHC design luminosity
[19]. Process qq → qqHSM correspond to Vector Boson Fusion Higgs production discussed
later in this document.
with different configurations or once with same configuration but used multiple times
from different “Algorithms”.
“Algorithm” and “AlgTool” are usually written in C++ since it is advantageous in terms
of computing efficiency for it produces compiled binary libraries. On the other hand, robust
configuration capabilities are provided in Athena by Python scripting language [31]. So-
called “Python bindings” enable configuration of C++ “Algorithm” and “AlgTool” from
the Python interpreter. Being an interpreted language, Python is equipped with a dynamic
scripting environment, which favours rapid development and interactivity. In addition, it
is a language with support for high-level dynamic data types and a design concept such as
object-orientation.
Generally, the “Algorithm” is responsible for retrieving input data collections from and
writing the output data to the transient event store, “StoreGateSvc”. On the other hand,
modularisation of analysis can be achieved by taking advantage of light-weight “AlgTool”
classes, which are self contained collection of small algorithms that can be dynamically
chained together through “Algorithm” using run-time configuration.
1.3 ATLAS performance
As mentioned in the introduction, the physics analysis part of this document describes
a Higgs boson search produced via the vector boson fusion (VBF) decaying in the di-tau
channel. The special topology of VBF combined with the presence of τ ’s implies an excellent
performance of ATLAS detector concerning the identification and reconstruction of different
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Figure 1.22: Various computing tasks in Athena components model. [30]
particle objects and a high efficiency in tagging technics especially related to jets. Higgs
boson production via VBF as shown in chapter 4, requires a very good jet reconstruction:
(i) in the forward regions of the calorimeter (high values of |η|) to probe the two tagging
VBF jets, and (ii) in the central part of the calorimeter where a jet veto cut is applied. The
importance of a robust jet finding algorithm is therefore illustrated.
Moreover, τ leptons as Higgs boson decay products imply electrons, muons, tau-jets and
neutrinos in the final state of the event. High efficiencies in electron and muon identification
are necessary for obtaining a high number of signal statistics considering the low cross section
of the process. Neutrinos are reflected in missing energy in the transverse plane ( 6ET ), so
an accurate 6ET reconstruction will be a crucial part of VBF H → τ+τ−analysis giving the
possibility to include neutrinos in Higgs boson mass reconstruction. Finally, the identification
of jets either as tau-jets or b-jets will also play an important role tagging hadronic decays of
τ lepton increasing signal statistics and furthermore, rejecting background which could fake
signal events.
ATLAS was designed taking into consideration all physics requirements including those
mentioned above, providing a full and complete reconstruction and identification of all mea-
sured quantities in such a high-energy experiment. In the following sub-sections the recon-
struction of electrons, muons and taus is discussed. The reconstruction of jets, the measure-
ment of missing transverse energy and the b-tagging are also addressed. All these quantities
are essential ingredients not only for VBF H → τ+τ−study but for almost all physics pro-
cesses studied in ATLAS. The reconstruction and identification algorithms described in the
following are based on release 12 of ATLAS software.
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1.3.1 Electrons reconstruction and identification
ATLAS electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter is designed in such a way that it is able to identify
efficiently electrons and photons within a large energy range (5 GeV to 5 TeV), and to
measure their energies with a linearity better than 0.5%. In this section, the focus will be
given to the electron reconstruction and identification but similar methods are applied for
the respective procedures related to photons.
The procedure to measure the energy of an incident electron in the ATLAS EM calorime-
ter has been described in details in ref. [15]. One of the key ingredients for the description
of the detector performance and especially of EM calorimeter which mainly participates in
electron studies, is the amount and position of the upstream material and its geometry. The
amount of material in front of the calorimeter (figure 1.23 for the as-built detector is signifi-
cantly larger than was initially estimated, this leads to larger energy losses for electrons and
a large fraction of converted photons.
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Figure 1.23: Material distribution (X0) at the exit of the ID envelope, including the services
and thermal enclosures. The distribution is shown as a function of |η| and averaged over φ
[16].
A sliding window algorithm [32] is used to identify and reconstruct electromagnetic clus-
ters. Rectangular clusters are formed with a fixed size, in such a way that their position
corresponds to the maximum amount of energy deposited inside them (a minimum energy
of 3 GeV is required). The optimal cluster size depends on the particle type being recon-
structed and the calorimeter region. Electrons need therefore larger clusters than photons
due to their larger interaction probability in the upstream material and also due to the fact
that they bend in the magnetic field, radiating soft photons along a range in φ. Several
series of these kinds of clusters are then built by the reconstruction software, corresponding
to different sliding window sizes. These clusters are the starting point of the calibration and
selection of electron candidates.
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For each of the reconstructed clusters, the reconstruction tries to find a matching track
within a ∆η×∆φ range of 0.05×0.10 with momentum p compatible with the cluster energy
E (E/p < 10). If one is found, the reconstruction checks for presence of an associated
conversion. An electron candidate is created if a matched track is found while no conversion
is flagged. This early classification allows to apply different corrections to electron candidates
and it is the starting point of a more refined identification based on shower shapes and on
respective cuts. Three levels of electron quality are defined (loose, medium, tight):
• Loose cuts: This set of cuts performs a simple electron identification based only on
limited information from the calorimeters. Cuts are applied on the hadronic leakage
and on shower-shape variables, derived from only the middle layer of the EM calorime-
ter. This set of cuts provides excellent identification efficiency, but poor background
rejection.
• Medium cuts: This set of cuts improves the background rejection quality, by adding
cuts on the strips in the first layer of the EM calorimeter and on the tracking variables.
Strip-based cuts are adequate for e−pi0 separation. The tracking variables include the
number of hits in the pixels, the number of silicon hits (pixels plus SCT) and the
tranverse impact parameter. The medium cuts increase the jet rejection by a factor of
3-4 with respect to the loose cuts, while reducing the identification efficiency by ∼10%.
• Tight cuts: This set of cuts makes use of all the particle-identification tools currently
available for electrons. In addition to the cuts used in the medium cuts set, cuts are
applied:
– on the number of vertexing layer hits (to reject electrons from conversions)
– on the number of hits in the TRT
– on the ratio of high-threshold hits to the number of hits in the TRT (to reject the
dominant background from charged hadrons)
– on the difference between the cluster and the extrapolated track positions in η
and φ
Two different final selections are available within this tight category: they are named
tight (isol) and tight (TRT) and are optimised differently for isolated and non-isolated
electrons. In the case of tight (isol) cuts, an additional energy isolation cut is applied
to the cluster, using all cell energies within a cone of ∆R < 0.2 around the electron
candidate. This set of cuts provides, in general, the highest isolated electron identi-
fication and the highest rejection against jets. The tight (TRT) cuts do not include
the additional explicit energy isolation cut, but instead apply tighter cuts on the TRT
information to further remove the background from charged hadrons.
Figure 1.24 compares the distributions expected from Z → e+e− decays and from the
QCD di-jet sample for one of the main basic discriminating variables described above, which
is the ∆η between cluster and extrapolated track position.
The electron efficiency as a function of |η| and ET for loose, medium, and tight electron
cuts is shown in figures 1.25(a)-(b). Here, only electrons with |η| <2.5 and ET >5 GeV
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Figure 1.24: Difference in η (∆η) between cluster and extrapolated track positions for elec-
trons from Z → e+e− decays (solid line) and for QCD di-jets sample (dotted line) [19].
are considered. The drop in efficiency at low ET is mainly due to the loss of discrimination
power of the cuts at lower transverse energies. The loss of the efficiency is in |η| ∼1.5 is due
to the transition region between the barrel and end-cap calorimeters.
In addition to the standard cut-based electron identification described above, several
multivariate techniques have been developed and implemented in the ATLAS software. These
include a likelihood discriminant, a discriminant called H-matrix, a boosted decision tree,
and a neural network[19]. Using a likelihood discriminant method for instance, significant
gain is observed in the efficiency and rejection with respect to the cut-based methods. Figure
1.25(c) shows the rejection versus efficiency curve obtained using the likelihood discriminant
method, compared to the results obtained for two sets of tight cuts. The multivariate method
provides an improvement in rejection of about 20-40 % with respect to the cut-based method
for the same efficiency of 61-64 %. Furthermore, it provides a gain in efficiency of 5-10%
(tight cuts) for the same rejection. Multivariate methods providing in general a more refined
and accurate identification will only be used once the detector performance is understood.
For the early data, the robust cut-based methods will be used.
1.3.2 Muons reconstruction and identification
ATLAS employs a variety of strategies for identifying and reconstructing muons. The direct
approach is to reconstruct standalone muons by finding tracks in the muon spectrometer
and then extrapolating these to the beam line. Combined muons are found by matching
standalone muons to nearby inner detector tracks and then combining the measurements
from the two systems. Tagged muons are found by extrapolating inner detector tracks to
the spectrometer detectors and searching for nearby hits. The current ATLAS baseline
reconstruction includes two algorithms for each strategy. The collections (and families) of
reconstructed muons are referred by the names of the corresponding combined algorithms:
Staco [33] and Muid [34]. The Staco collection is the current default for physics analysis.
As already mentioned, ATLAS muon spectrometer is designed in such a way to provide
a resolution (figure 1.26 ) of 10% for a muon of 1 TeV . In performance terms, given the
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Figure 1.25: Electron identification efficiency as a function of |η| (a) and ET (b) for electrons
with ET >5 GeV from H → eeee decays. Jet rejection versus isolated electron efficiency
obtained with a likelihood method compared to the results from the two sets of tight cuts.
Only electrons with ET >17 GeV are selected in this case (c). [19].
magnetic field produced by the toroids (∼ 0.5 T) and the size of muon chambers, a curve
distance of ∆ ∼ 500 µm is expected and therefore a 10% resolution results to a δ=50 µm
spatial resolution.
1.3.2.1 Standalone muon candidates
The standalone algorithms first build track segments in each of the three muon stations and
then link the segments in order to form tracks. This extrapolation also takes into consid-
eration the effect of muons multiple scattering and muons energy loss in the calorimeter.
Standalone algorithms have the advantage of slightly greater |η| coverage out to 2.7 com-
pared to 2.5 for the inner detector (see later), but there are holes in the coverage at |η|
(see figure 1.27) near ∼0.0 (cabling area) and ∼1.2 (transition between barrel end end-cap
parts of muon spectrometer). Very low momentum muons (around a few GeV/c) may be
difficult to reconstruct because they do not reach the external stations. Muons produced
in the calorimeter, e.g. from pi and K decays, are likely to be found in the standalone
reconstruction and form a background of fake muons for most physics analyses.
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Figure 1.26: Contributions to the momentum resolution for muons reconstructed in the Muon
Spectrometer as a function of transverse momentum for |η| < 1.5 [19].
1.3.2.2 Inner detector as a starting point
The primary track reconstruction algorithm for the inner detector is described in Ref. [35].
Space points are identified in the pixel and microstrip detectors, these points are linked to
form track seeds in the inner four layers, and tracks are found by extending these seeds to
add measurements from the outer layers. This strategy is expected to give high detection
efficiency over the full detector acceptance, |η| < 2.5.
1.3.2.3 Combined muon candidates
Both of the muon combination algorithms, Staco and Muid, pair muon-spectrometer tracks
with inner detector tracks to identify combined muons. The match chi-square (χ2match),




T MS −−→T ID)T (CID + CMS)−1(−→T MS −−→T ID) (1.19)
provides an important measure of the quality of this match and is used to decide which pairs
are selected. Here
−→
T denotes a vector of (five) track parameters, expressed at the point of
closest approach to the beam line, and C is its covariance matrix. The subscript ID refers
to the inner detector and MS to the muon spectrometer (after extrapolation accounting
for energy loss and multiple scattering in the calorimeter). Figure 1.28(a)-(b) shows the




























Figure 1.27: Number of detector stations traversed by muons passing through the muon
spectrometers a function of |η| and ϕ [16].
combined tt¯ direct muon efficiency and fake rates as a function of η for low luminosity for
Staco and Muid. When matching inner detector and muon spectrometer tracks, both muon
identification algorithms calculate a χ2 factor (equation 1.19) which serves as a discriminant
for separating real and fake muons. The fakes include pion or kaon decays in or near the
calorimeter. These fake rates as a function of muon efficiency for different muon pT is shown
in figure 1.28(c)-(d) for Staco and Muid. The higher Staco fake rates for the high values of
efficiency come from looser cuts during reconstruction.
1.3.2.4 Tagged muon candidates
The spectrometer tagging algorithms extrapolate all inner detector tracks with sufficient
momentum out to the first station of the muon spectrometer and search for nearby segments.
These algorithms simply use the inner detector track to evaluate the muon kinematics, so
the inner track and spectrometer hits are not combined to form a new track. This is not very
important in the low-pT regime that these algorithms were originally intended to address.
They were being further developed to allow extrapolation, to other and multiple stations
providing the possibility to include the spectrometer measurements in a track refit.
In general, these tagging algorithms were developed to identify low-pT muons, which have
such a low pT which is not sufficient to make them reach the muon spectrometer. Further-
more, these algorithms are also adequate for muons that interact a lot through Brehmstralung
in calorimeters causing electromagnetic showers (muon energy loss) and lose part of their
energy. In this case it is rather difficult starting an identification from muon spectrometer
since numerous hits are produced from the EM shower.
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Figure 1.28: Combined muon efficiency and fake rate for Staco (a) and Muid (b) as functions
of true η for direct muons in tt¯ at low luminosity. The upper curve (blue) is the efficiency
to find the muon while the lower curve (green) additionally requires a good match between
reconstructed and true track parameters. Fake rates as a function of efficiency as the muon
pT threshold is varied. Results are shown for Staco (c) and Muid (d) [19].
1.3.2.5 Merging muon candidates
The muon efficiency may be increased by including muons found by multiple algorithms
but special attention must be drawn to remove overlaps, i.e. cases where the same muon
is identified by two or more algorithms. This is done when muon collections are created.
Standalone muons that are successfully combined are not recorded separately. In those cases
where a standalone muon is combined with more than one inner detector track, exactly one
of the muons is flagged as best match. In the Staco collection, the tagged and combined
muons do not overlap by construction, while in Muid collection, overlaps are removed by
creating a single muon when both have the same inner detector track.
1.3.3 The lepton τ identification and reconstruction
Tau leptons are expected to play an important role at the LHC. They will provide an excellent
probe in searches for new phenomena such as the Standard Model Higgs boson at low masses,
the MSSM Higgs boson or Supersymmetry (SUSY). In particular for this document, the
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decay of Higgs boson in two taus (H → τ+τ−) is studied (chapter 4, therefore, understanding
taus reconstruction, their selection methods and thus efficiencies is an essential part of the
analysis.
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Figure 1.29: The visible transverse energy of τ leptons from different physics processes: top
quark decays, W/Z production, Standard Model vector boson fusion Higgs boson production
for mH = 120GeV with H → ττ , for τ leptons from low energy Supersymmetry with a light
stau (SU1 sample), heavy Z ′ bosons, and heavy Higgs bosons from bbH production in the
MSSM with tanβ = 2 for a mass of 400 GeV [19].
Tau leptons are massive particles with a measurable lifetime (∼ 10−14s or ct = 87.11 µm)
undergoing electroweak interactions only. The production and the decay of τ leptons are well
separated in time and space (Γτ/mτ ∼ 10−11), providing potential for unbiased measurements
of the polarisation, spin correlations, and the parity of the resonances decaying into τ leptons.
The interesting transverse momentum range of τ leptons ranges from below 10 GeV up to at
least 500 GeV. Experiments at the LHC will thus have to identify them in a wide momentum
range. The low energy range should be optimized for analyses related to W and Z boson
decays to τ and also to Higgs boson searches and SUSY cascade decays. The higher energy
range is mostly of interest in searches for heavy Higgs bosons in MSSM models and for extra
heavy W’s and Z’s gauge bosons. Figure 1.29 shows the transverse energy spectrum of the
visible decay products of τ leptons from different processes of interest normalized to the
predicted cross-section with which they will be produced at the LHC and to an integrated
luminosity of 10 fb−1.
τ leptons decay hadronically in 64.8% of all cases, while in 17.85% and 17.36% of the
cases they decay to an electron and a muon respectively. From the detection point of view,
hadronic modes are divided by the number of charged pis among the decay products into
single-prong (one charged pi) and three-prong (three charged pis) decays (figure 1.30). In
general, one- and three-prong modes are dominated by final states consisting of pi± and pi0.
Therefore, the reconstruction of τ leptons is in general understood as a reconstruction of the
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Figure 1.30: A schema of a hadronic τ decay jet (τ− → pi0pi−pi+pi−vτ).
hadronic decay modes, since it would be difficult to distinguish leptonic modes from primary
electrons and muons. The availability of various decay modes makes τ leptons a rich but
not totally unique signature. Hadronically decaying τ leptons are distinguished from QCD
jets on the basis of low track multiplicities contained in a narrow cone, characteristics of the
track system and the shapes of the calorimetric showers. Isolation from the rest of the event
is required both in the inner detector and the calorimeter. From this information, a set of
identification variables is built, to which either a traditional cut-based selection or multi-
variate discrimination techniques are applied. Table 1.4 summarizes the principal τ decay
modes which are fundamental characteristics in the τ reconstruction as described below.
Decay modes Branching ratio
leptonic (e and µ) ∼ 35.2%
1-prong (τ → npi0 pi±v) ∼ 49.5%
3-prong (τ → npi0 pi±pi∓pi±v) ∼ 14.6%
Table 1.4: Tau lepton (τ) principal decay modes, where n is a multiplier factor such as
n = 0, 1, 2, ...
The inner detector provides information on the charged hadronic track or the collimated
multi-track system reconstructed in isolation from the rest of the event. These tracks should
neither match track segments in the muon spectrometer nor reveal features characteristic
of an electron track (e.g. high threshold hits in the Transition Radiation Tracker). In the
case of a multi-track system, they should be well collimated in (η, φ) space and the invariant
mass of the system should be below the τ lepton mass. The charge of the decaying τ lepton
can be directly determined from the charge(s) of its decay product(s).
Calorimetry provides information on the energy deposit from the visible decay products
(i.e. all decay products excluding neutrinos). Hadronically decaying τ leptons are well colli-
mated leading to a relatively narrow shower in the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter with,
for single-prong decays with one or few pi0s, a significant pure electromagnetic component.
On average, in this case, about 55% of the energy is carried by pi0s present among the decay
products.
The calorimeter and tracking information should match, with narrow calorimeter cluster
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being found close to the track(s) impact point in the calorimeter. Furthermore, the invariant
mass of the cluster should be small and the cluster should be isolated from the rest of the
event. The algorithms for the reconstruction of hadronically decaying τ leptons are consid-
ered as combined reconstruction algorithms, as they use components provided by algorithms
specific to different subdetectors like track reconstruction in the inner detector or topolog-
ical clustering of the energy deposits in the calorimeter. At present, two complementary
algorithms have been implemented into the ATLAS oﬄine reconstruction software.
• The calorimetry-based algorithm starts from clusters reconstructed in the hadronic and
electromagnetic calorimeters and builds the identification variables based on informa-
tion from the tracker and the calorimeter.
• The track-based algorithm starts from seeds built from few (low multiplicity) high
quality tracks collimated around the leading one. The energy is calculated with an
energy-flow algorithm based only on tracks and the energy in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. All identification variables are built using information from the tracker
and the calorimeter.
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Figure 1.31: Reconstruction efficiency for tracks from charged pis for one- and three-prong
hadronic τ decays from W → τν and Z → ττ signal samples as a function of the pseudora-
pidity |η| for three different ranges of track pT (a) and of the transverse momentum of the
track (b) [19].
Summarizing, a hadronic decay of a lepton τ has the following characteristics: collimated
calorimeter cluster, low charged tracks multiplicity, displaced secondary vertex and single-
prong or three-prong decays.
The efficiency for track reconstruction in τ decays is defined as the probability for a
given charged pi from a τ decay to be reconstructed as a track. With respect to the reference
tracking performance of the detector established for single muons in the low pT range a drop
due to hadronic interactions (a charged pi interacting with the material of the inner detector)
is expected. In the higher pT range a degradation is caused by the strong collimation of the
multi-track system for three-prong decays (figure 1.31(b)).
Good quality tracks reconstructed with pT as low as 1 GeV are required by the track-
based algorithm, while the calorimeter-based algorithm accepts any track with pT >2 GeV.
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To complete the τ reconstruction some quality criteria are then added: good quality tracks
are required to satisfy a specific χ2 threshold, to have a number of pixel and SCT hits >7
and transverse impact parameters d0 <1 mm. For the leading track in addition the number
of low threshold TRT hits has to be larger than 10 in a pseudorapidity η range up to 1.9,
while for the second or third track the presence of a b-layer hit and ratio of the of high-to-low
threshold hits of smaller than 0.2 are required. Both requirements were added to minimize
the number of accepted tracks from conversions. A dedicated veto against electron tracks
being used as leading tracks is not applied at the reconstruction level. This will be taken
into consideration separately as part of the event selection analsysis, as it will be the case in
VBF H → τ+τ−analysis (chapter 4).
Figure 1.31 shows the reconstruction efficiency for pT =1-50 GeV using the standard
quality selection. Adding the additional quality criteria as described above, the overall
efficiency for reconstructing good quality tracks from τ lepton hadronic decays is reduced
to 82-83%. The reconstruction efficiency is slightly higher for tracks from single prong
decays compared to three-prong decays, where tracks could be very collimated particularly
for boosted τ leptons, such as τ leptons in H → τ+τ−1.
1.3.4 Missing transverse energy (6ET)
Since neutrinos do not interact in the detector, they deposit no energy. However, it is
possible to calculate the sum of all neutrino energies in an event in the plane transverse
to the beam axis by using momentum conservation. The colliding protons do not have
transverse momentum components and therefore the sum of the transverse momenta of all
final state particles has to vanish as well. Thus, the sum of the transverse momenta of




T = 0 =⇒ EmissT = −EvisibleT (1.20)
A very good measurement of the missing transverse energy 6ET is essential for many
physics studies in ATLAS. Events with large 6ET are expected to be the key signature for
new physics such as supersymmetry and extra dimensions. A good 6ET measurement in
terms of linearity and resolution is also important for the reconstruction of the top-quark
mass from tt¯ events with one top quark decaying semileptonically. Furthermore, it is crucial
for the efficient and accurate reconstruction of the Higgs boson mass when the Higgs boson
decays to a pair of τ -leptons (see chapter 4).
The transverse missing energy 6ET [19] in ATLAS is mainly reconstructed from energy
deposits in the calorimeter and reconstructed muon tracks. Other 6ET contributions have their
origins in the underlying events, pile-up and electronics noise. Additional energy corrections
due to dead matter are taken into consideration. There are two kinds of algorithms for
6ET reconstruction in ATLAS that use different aspects of energy deposit classification and
calibration.The Cell-based algorithm origins in the energy deposits in calorimeter cells that
survive a noise suppression procedure. The cells can be calibrated using global calibration
weights depending on their energy density. This procedure is robust and it will be used at
1mH/2 >> mτ
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initial data taking for commissioning reasons. Further information regarding the Cell-based
6ET can be found in chapter 2
For the further LHC collision data analysis, the 6ET object-based algorithm will deal with
the reconstructed, calibrated and classified objects in the event such as e/γ, muons, τs, jets,
etc. The energy remnants outside these objects that are still deposited in the calorimeter are
classified as low pT deposit from charged and neutral pions and being calibrated accordingly,
they are taken into the 6ET consideration. This is a more refined method adequate for physics
analyses that deal with 6ET quantities.
The noise in calorimeters presented in the previous section is a very important factor of
6ET calculation (if all cells are naively summed it would contribute by 13GeV to the width
of 6ET distribution) especially for events with low energy deposit which can be comparable
with the noise deposit and therefore be suppressed within the two algorithms. This noise
suppression is common for the Cell- and Object-based [19] algorithm and is described in
the two following subsections.
1.3.4.1 Standard Noise Suppression Method ( 6ET -base)
This method is based on using calorimeter cells fulfilling the following criteria:
|Ecell| > n · σnoise (1.21)
where σnoise is the cell-by-cell noise presented in section 1.2.2.4. The threshold n is being op-
timized in studies including 6ET resolution, the scale of 6ET and energy deposits in calorimeter
and a value n = 2 is chosen. In the assumption of a noise which can be modeled through
a Gaussian Probability Density Function, a selection of n = 2 as an energy threshold to the
previous equation implies a selection of only 4.6% of cells (cf figure 1.32), in empty events.
Figure 1.32: A Gaussian PDF. The red lines indicate the limits imposed by equation 1.21 for
the used threshold of n = 2.
1.3.4.2 Noise Suppression using TopoClusters (6ET -topo )
Typical energy deposit in the calorimeter stems from electromagnetic or hadronic showers
that spreads over several adjacent cells. Hence a topological 3 dimensional clustering of
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calorimeter cells was devised as follows. An iteration procedure is being applied searching
cell-seeds for the so-called topo-cluster that fulfill the criteria:
|Ecell| > nseed · σnoise (1.22)
After having found the cell-seed a new iteration procedure searches all the neighbor-cells
around the seed and adds to the cluster those which fulfill:
|Ecell| > nneigh · σnoise (1.23)
Finally, after having completed the layer of neighbor-cells a final layer of cells is added to the
cluster adding all the surrounding cells ( |Ecell| > 0 · σnoise ). After Monte-Carlo and test-
beam studies it was found that the optimal configuration for the nseed and nneigh is 4 and 2
respectively (referred to as 4/2/0 configuration). This configuration was used in the following
study and it is the default used by ATLAS collaboration. Figure 1.33 illustrates an example
of a topo-cluster. When doing noise studies, and in the assumption of a gaussian modeled
Figure 1.33: A 3D topocluster is formed around a seed cell above a given seed-threshold
(4*σnoise) and neighbouring cells are added to it if their energy is above a given neighbour-
threshold (2*σnoise).
noise (figure 1.32), the number of selected cells is greatly reduced in the 6ET -base method
since there are only 0.4% of the cells that can be seed cells for the default configuration of
4/2/0.
As is explicit in the formulae, the cells are selected based on the absolute value of their
energy, in order to avoid an overall bias (there would be a positive bias if only upwards fluc-
tuations were chosen). This implies in particular that negative energy clusters are possible.
From test beam studies,it is found that 6ET -topo shows a better global 6ET resolution com-
pared to the 6ET -base . Results on noise 6ET performance obtained using both suppression
methods is the main purpose of the following study.
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1.3.4.3 6ET resolution
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Figure 1.34: Resolution of the two 6ET components with refined calibration as a function of
the total transverse energy,
∑
ET [19].
Figure 1.34 shows the expected resolution of the missing transverse energy measurement
from the detailed detector simulation as a function of the absolute value of the missing
transverse energy. The curve correspond to the best fit of σ= 0.53
√
ET through the points
from Z→ ττ events. The reason why 6ET resolution follows this curve is that it is completely
dependent on the resolution of ATLAS calorimeter. As shown in previous section, the most
dominant component of 6ET contribution is the calorimetric one, and resolution in calorimeter
is defined as σE = α%
√




For an 6ET of ∼50 GeV, which is a typical value in the case of H → τ+τ−, the resolution
is in the order of 10%.
1.3.5 Jet reconstruction
High quality and highly efficient jet reconstruction is an important tool for almost all physics
analyses to be performed with the ATLAS experiment, similarly to 6ET reconstruction dis-
cussed in previous section. Typically, an absolute systematic uncertainty better than 1%
is desirable for precision physics like the measurement of the top quark mass, and the re-
construction of some SUSY final states and it is the achieved performance of ATLAS jets
algorithms.
The principal detector for jet reconstruction is the calorimeter system (section 1.2.2),
with its basic components illustrated in figure 1.6. All the different features of calorimeter
described in previous sections allow a high quality jet reconstruction in the challenging
environment of the proton-proton (pp) collisions at the LHC.
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1.3.5.1 Jet Algorithms in ATLAS
One important characteristic of the jet defined within the jet algorithm used, is its size
represented by a cone in ∆R:
Cone of a jet
Rcone is defined by the following formula :
Rcone =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 (1.24)
where Rcone is an indicative quantity for the size of the formed jet. It actually refers to the
resolution in (η, φ) that a jet algorithm has in order to reconstruct a jet. Two jets that have a
distance lower than the Rcone will finally reconstructed as one jet. The typical default values
used in ATLAS are 0.4 and 0.7. Figure 1.35 illustrates an example of a different Rcone value
in the jets algorithms. The two arrows corrspond to the (η, φ) directions of two jets and the
cones correspond to the reconstructed jets. At the left, a jet algorithm with a smaller Rcone
is used so the two jets are well separate, while is not the case for the image at the right
where Rcone has a higher value.
Figure 1.35: Jet reconstruction algorithms using different Rcone values.(left) A jet algorothm
with a smaller Rcone can discriminate between 2 jets that are found close in ∆R while (right)
only one jet is reconstructed in the case of a higher Rcone.
Several jet collections are built during event reconstruction in ATLAS, varying the input
to the jet finder and the jet finding algorithm. The inputs considered for the jet finder are
calorimeter towers (calotowers) and topological clusters (topoclusters).
Calorimeter towers
In case of the towers, the cells are projected onto a fixed grid in pseudorapidity (η) and
azimuth (φ). The tower bin size is ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1 in the whole acceptance region of
the calorimeters, i.e. in |η| < 5 and −pi < φ < pi with 100 × 64 = 6.400 towers in total.
Projective calorimeter cells which completely fit inside a tower contribute their total signal.
Non-projective cells and projective cells larger than the tower bin size contribute a fraction
of their signal to several towers, depending on the overlap fraction of the cell area with the
towers (see figure 1.36 for illustration). Following a cone-based jet finding algorithm cells
within the towers as selected to from jets, as follows:
1. Finding a maximum EcellT in (η − φ) space use the cell as a seed for a jet candidate




threshold is a parameter for the jet definition. The default
Eseedthreshold value for ATLAS cone-based jet algorithm is set to 1 GeV.
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Figure 1.36: Calorimeter cell signal contributions to towers on a regular ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1 ×
0.1 grid, for projective and non-projective cells. The signal contribution is expressed as a
geometrical weight and is calculated as the ratio of the tower bin area over the projective cell
area in η and φ.
2. Make a cone of radius R around the seed center and sum the ET of cells inside the
cone. R is also a parameter of jet definition and as mentioned before, typical values
are 0.4 and 0.7 for ATLAS jets.
3. A cone with ET > E
cone
threshold is a jet, where E
cone
threshold is another parameter of the jet
definition, indicating the minimum ET contained in a jet. The default value used for
the VBF H → τ+τ−analysis presented in chapter 4, is 15 GeV.
4. Repeat the steps 1, 2, and 3 until there is no more seed found.
Topological clusters
Topological clusters are built according to criteria that identify significant energy deposits
in topologically connected cells, similarly to the 6ET -topo noise suppresion method (see section
1.3.4.2). Three different levels of signal significance are applied to the seed, the neighboring
and surrounding cells. Currently, the settings of (4, 2, 0) in units of σnoise are used. Similarly
to what mentioned in previous paragraph, a so-called topo-jet is formed when the clusterET >
Econethreshold. As it will be further discusses in the chapter 4, topo-jets show better performance
in the forward regions of the detector and this is the reason why they are used in the VBF
H → τ+τ−study.
Figure 1.37 illustrates the different approach of the two jet algorithms. It refers to a QCD
sample of 4 jets in the final state. Cluster jets provide a more refined noise suppression and
as a consequance less cells are finally selected to form a jet. The main common feature of
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all jet finder implementations in ATLAS is the full four-momentum recombination whenever
the constituents of a jet change, either through adding a new constituent, or by removing
one, or by changing the kinematic contribution of a given constituent to the jet. Also, in
the ATLAS reconstruction software framework ATHENA, the same jet finder code can be
run on objects like calorimeter signal towers, topological cell clusters in the calorimeters,
reconstructed tracks, and generated particles and partons.
Figure 1.37: A simulated QCD event with four jets in the final state, as seen at particle level
and in the ATLAS calorimeters when using towers or clusters [19].
Two calibration approaches are developed in ATLAS, the global and the local schemes
[16]. The global scheme uses H1-style weights [16] to correct calorimeter cells after jet finding.
The weights are based on the energy density in a cell. This calibration is specific to each
type of jet finder. In the local scheme, jets are built from pre-calibrated topoclusters, which
already include hadronic calibration, as well as dead material and out-of-cluster corrections.
1.3.6 b-tagging
Another important aspect of ATLAS performance is the ability of identifying jets originating
from the hadronization of b quarks, commonly called b-tagging. This aspect is particularly
useful to select very pure top samples, to search and/or study Standard Model or supersym-
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metric (SUSY) Higgs bosons which couple preferably to heavy objects or are produced in
association with heavy quarks, to select or veto the large dominant tt¯ background for several
physics channels and finally to search for new physics: SUSY decay chains, heavy gauge
bosons, etc.
Figure 1.38: A schema illustrating a b-jet. Primary and secondary vertices are shown as
long as the soft lepton, a product decay of the b-quark.
The identification of b-jets takes advantage of several of their properties which allow to
distinguish them from jets which contain only lighter quarks. First the fragmentation is
hard and the b-hadron retains about 70% of the original b quark momentum. In addition,
the mass of b-hadrons is relatively high (> 5GeV ). Thus, their decay products may have a
large transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis and the opening angle of the decay
products is large enough to allow separation. The third and most important property is the
relatively long lifetime of hadrons containing a b quark, of the order of 1.5 ps (cτ ∼ 450µm).
A b-hadron in a jet with pT = 50GeV will therefore have a significant flight path length
< l >= βγcτ , traveling on average about 3 mm in the transverse plane before decaying.
Such displaced vertices can be identified inclusively by measuring the impact parameters of
the tracks from the b-hadron decay products. The transverse impact parameter, d0, is the
distance of closest approach of the track to the primary vertex point, in the r−φ projection.
The longitudinal impact parameter, z0, is the z coordinate of the track at the point of closest
approach in r−φ. The tracks from b-hadron decay products tend to have rather large impact
parameters which can be distinguished from tracks stemming from the primary vertex. The
other more demanding option is to reconstruct explicitly the displaced vertices. These two
approaches of using the impact parameters of tracks or reconstructing the secondary vertex
will be referred as spatial b-tagging. Finally, the semi-leptonic decays of b-hadrons can be
used by tagging the lepton in the jet. In addition, thanks to the hard fragmentation and
high mass of b-hadrons, the lepton will have a relatively large transverse momentum and
also a large momentum relative to the jet axis. This is the so-called soft lepton tagging (the
lepton being soft compared to high-pT leptons fromW or Z decays).
Figure 1.38 illustrates a b-jet showing the displacement of the secondary vertex which
corresponds to the b quark decay vertex. In ATLAS, a sophisticated algorithm takes into
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3D impact parameter + secondary-vertex weight

















Figure 1.39: Jet b-tagging weight distribution for b-jets, c-jets and light jets [19].
b∈B-tagging efficiency,  




















a)  All light jets
Figure 1.40: Rejection of light jets versus b-tagging ef ciency for the default b-tagging al-
gorithm applied on reconstructed jets with different algorithms: cone algorithm with size
∆R=0.4, 0.7 or kT algorithm [19].
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consideration the spatial taggers and the soft lepton taggers described below and based on
a likelihood ratio method, it gives b-tagging weights to jets in order to discriminate b-jets
from other jets originating from lighter quarks or gluons. In figure 1.39 an example of the
discrimination power of this weight is shown for b-quark jets, c-quark jets and a sample of
several light jets. Impact parameters and secondary-vertexing are taken into consideration
for its calculation.
All b-tagging results are given for jets reconstructed with a cone algorithm of size ∆R =
0.4. In this study, electrons faking jets were removed. Figure 1.40 shows the rejection of
light jets versus the b-tagging efficiency obtained with the default tagging algorithm, for
several jet algorithms run on tt¯ events. As observed, the results are different for different jet
definitions. The reason is that in principle, broader jets could be more easily contaminated by
neighbouring tracks originating from distinct partons whose showers could not be resolved:
light jets for instance could be contaminated by heavy-flavour decay products. However,
this effect should be marginal since the maximum track-jet distance for association is kept
to ∆R = 0.4 in all cases.
1.4 LHC early planning
At the time of writing this document (summer 2009), the LHC is scheduled to start operating
at the late autumn of 2009 for one year. The plan is to start with a beam energy at 3.5 TeV
and following the evaluation of this operation it is expected to rise the energy up to 5 TeV
per beam. An energy of 3.5 TeV per beam corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
∼100 pb−1 which can be translated into the observation of more than 25.000 events of
Z → ee for instance. It is clear that a sufficient number of Standard Model events will be
produced with this expected luminosity and thus, several Standard Model oriented physics
analysis’s will take place. Lead-ions are expected to be accelerated for the first time by the
end of 2010, terminating the first complete running period of LHC. A shut down will take
place next and finally, an operation at the nominal energy per beam (7 TeV) is scheduled
afterwards, with an estimated starting date at the late 2011 or 2012.




Since the year 2008, all the ATLAS sub-detectors are installed in their final position and
progressively, they have been all integrated in cosmic data acquisition as well as single beam
data acquisition in September 2008. Several trigger menus were used during this period such
as Minimum Bias triggers [19], L1Calo triggers [19], Cosmic Muon triggers [36] and Random
Triggers. The following commissioning study is focused on random triggers and the noise
measurement is done through calorimeter transverse missing energy variables, which allow
a global study of combining LAr and Tile calorimeters.
The transverse missing energy reconstruction has been described in details in section
1.3.4, while in this chapter the focus is on the calorimeter part of 6ET , which is the most
significant contribution to 6ET .
2.1.1 Calorimeter 6ET motivations
6ET is crucial for many physics analyses in ATLAS and a good measurement of the missing
transverse energy is of high importance. Several examples in the early data such as tt¯ , W,Z
bosons (figure 2.1), τ leptons require a precise measurement of 6ET resolution due to the
presence of neutrinos in order to achieve an accurate mass reconstruction of the final state.
Furthermore, for SUSY searches (figure 2.1) or for Higgs searches especially in the Higgs
boson decay to a pair of τ -leptons (see chapter 4) a good 6ET measurement is very important.
Not only, it plays a significant role in the mass reconstruction of new particles but it also
contributes in suppressing SM background (see figure 2.1 at the right).
For commissioning, calorimeter 6ET variables have the advantage of being global variables
combining LAr and Tile calorimeters. Furthermore, when an 6ET study is performed in
random triggers different tasks are being accomplished:
• several problems can be spotted, such as noisy cells or even calorimeter regions that
shouldn’t give significant energy contributions
• calorimeter energy readout in noise is being validated through Monte Carlo, and thus
a control of calorimeter based tools such as jet/ 6ET , is achieved.
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Figure 2.1: Left plot: The 6ET resolution obtained from W→ev events. Right plot: 6ET dis-
tribution for the background processes for an example of SUSY benchmark point (SU3) in
the one-lepton mode for an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1. The hatched histogram shows the
sum of all Standard Model processes [19].
• a good test of calorimeter operation a few months before the LHC start-up.
• coherent noise can be looked for which is not present in MC. A small shift of each cell
which is systematic could result to a signifciant overall shift in the 6ET distributions.
Figure 2.2[19] illustrates 6ET resolution as a function of ∑ET for LHC low luminosity
phase1. One could expect a noise 6ET resolution which does not exceed 2 GeV, since in an
empty event described by random triggers, the
∑
ET per event is not expected to exceed a
level of ∼10 GeV.
2.2 ATLAS data taking
2.2.1 Random triggers
As described in section 1.2.2, the calorimeter system is composed by around 180k read-
out cells giving a significant contribution in electronics noise. This noise should be under-
stood and thus modeled in order to successfully be removed when reading signals in ATLAS
calorimeters. The adequate trigger fro performing noise studies is the random trigger, which
is designed to serve commissioning tasks. It refers to empty events (often called zero bias
events) where the only contribution should be the electronics noise. Its commissioning use is
mainly to search for signs of energy excesses, or other unexpected effects which will conclude
to a problematic read-out channel. During cosmic data taking, a random trigger is fired
with a frequency of ∼1 Hz without requiring any usual physical trigger criteria. Possible
overlap with other trigger streams is not removed, but the possibility of such an overlap is
very low (< 10−6) and therefore, it is neglected. During collisions, it is foreseen that the
1early run phase
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Figure 2.2: 6ET resolution in QCD dijet events (J0-J3 : different pT thresholds) together with
6ET resolution from minimum bias events as a function of ∑ET . The integrated luminosity
is of the order of 10−5pb−1.[19]
random triggers will be also synchronized to empty bunch crossings, therefore overlap with
collision triggers will be avoided. The random trigger apart from allowing to monitor noise
time fluctuation, it will provide a measurement noise auto-corellation and thus, it will be
useful a tool in incorporating the noise in Monte Carlo samples tuned to data.
All the analysis to be presented in following chapter is based on the random triggers
stream.
2.2.2 ATLAS cosmic rays data taking
Since the early months of year 2008 all ATLAS sub-detectors were installed in their final
position and since the beginning of September 2008 they are all integrated in the data acqui-
sition being ready for the first collisions. Just after the LHC incident [37] which caused the
postponement of LHC collisions data an ATLAS ”exposure” to cosmic muons was performed
for detector commissioning reasons with a duration of two months. As a consequence, thou-
sands cosmic muons were triggered, as long as millions of random triggers. Cosmic events
were first recorded in stable conditions with the full-scale detector and it was possible for the
first time in ATLAS to exercise the object reconstruction in two different contexts: pure noise
(figure 2.3) and localized calorimeter energy deposit caused by muon hard bremsstrahlung
(figure 2.4).
In figure 2.3, the homogenous dispersion of signal in ATLAS calorimeters is observed,
which reflects the capture of a random trigger. On the other hand, figure 2.4 illustrates
an accumulated energy deposit from a cosmic muon localized at the regions of calorimeter
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Figure 2.3: ATLAS event display of a randomly trigger event. The green lines show the
muon segments. The yellow boxes indicate energy deposits in the Tile Calorimeter and the
direction of the reconstructed jet is shown by the gray marker (lower image). The light blue
dotted line is the direction of 6ET (upper image). No track was reconstructed in the inner
detector for this event. The X-Y projection (upper image) and the R-Z projection (lower
image) are shown. Both negative and positive energy is illustrated with the same (yellow)
color. The absolute value of the energy is used for the cells with a negative energy.
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Figure 2.4: ATLAS event display of an event with a single cosmic muon passing through
the detector and depositing more than 1 TeV in Tile Calorimeter cells, through hard
bremsstrahlung. The green lines show the muon segments. The yellow boxes indicate en-
ergy deposits in the Tile Calorimeter and the direction of the reconstructed jet is shown by
the gray marker (lower image). The light blue dotted line is the direction of 6ET (upper im-
age). No track was reconstructed in the inner detector for this event. The X-Y projection
(upper image) and the R-Z projection (lower image) are shown.
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that correspond to its track. It is to be noted that the energy dispersion of figure 2.3 is
also present in the high muon momentum case, but it is negligible and thus, they are not
illustrated as in figure 2.3.
The most interesting cosmic runs of these 2 months of data taking were reprocessed
during the period of Christmas 2008 using the most adequate ATLAS reconstruction tools.
All results presented in the following sections are by default obtained using outputs from
ATLAS algorithms using this reprocessed data. Those events were reprocessed using one
single database containing all the calibration constants concerning in particular pedestal
shift and noise measurements (section 1.2.2.4). Finally, results obtained studying the same
runs but modifying the default reconstruction settings will also be shown.
2.2.3 Reference runs
For the results to be presented in following sections, a reference run was selected from the
cosmic data taking period of September - October 2008. It is the run 91639 which started
at 18:51 of 14th October and ended the 15th October 2008 at 09:36 completing ∼14 hours of
run, having all the different partitions of ATLAS detector on. This night run resulted in a
∼50.000 events statistic of random triggers.
Some other runs containing random triggers were also selected during the same period
to perform calorimeter 6ET studies in order to obtain results related to time evolution [38].
From the LAr calorimeter point of view, all examined runs were 10-samples runs and from
these 10 sample, 5 are used for the energy reconstruction as it will be the case for LHC
collisions data.
2.3 LAr Energy reconstruction during cosmic data tak-
ing period
The method to reconstruct the energy in LAr cells has been described in previous section.
As shown section 1.2.2.1, a good reconstruction is obtained with the method of Optimal
Filtering Coefficients. However, OFC can be applied to events with fixed phase upon small
variations. Concerning LHC collision data, the bunch time crossing will be known and
therefore the time phase as well. However this is not the case for cosmic data taking where
cosmic muons impinge the calorimeter asynchronously. In this scenario, Optimal Filtering
can still be applied and it is possible to obtain an accurate reconstruction introducing an
iterative procedure, specially developed for this reason, which is defined as follows:
2.3.1 Iterative procedure
The iteration procedure consists of an estimation of the initial phase that indicates the index
of the maximum sample. If the maximum sample is the central sample (section 1.2.2.2) the
first iteration begins with Optimal Filtering Coefficients calculated for
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τ0 = 0 ns , (2.1)
while, if the maximum sample differs from the central sample, the coefficients are calculated
for
τ0 = 25(ic − imax) ns , (2.2)
where imax and ic show the index of the maximum and the central sample respectively.










bi |τk−1 Si , (2.4)
where k is the iteration index starting from 1. It has been observed that the amplitude
converges within three iterations for Optimal Filtering weights calculated in steps of 1 ns
[40].
This iterative procedure provides an accurate value of the amplitude for cells with large
signal. However, for cells with small or no signal, the iteration procedure can favor fluctu-
ations towards positive values overestimating the amplitude. In order to avoid this bias to
positive values the reconstruction algorithm should identify the events without signal and
apply a different procedure. In ATLAS LAr reconstruction algorithm a condition is imposed
in order to identify real signal from noise signal (empty events), therefore the iteration is
activated if :
A > n · PRMS (2.5)
where A indicates the sample amplitude in ADC counts, and P its electronics noise expressed
in ADC counts similarly. A typical value of the n is 3 or 4 and in the following section, the
effect of the niter value is studied. For the cases where A < niter ·PRMS, the signal is qualified
as noise and therefore no iteration procedure is performed.
2.4 Stability of cell noise and pedestal
One single set of calibration constants, including pedestals and noise, is used to process all
cosmic runs of period September-October 2008. A first global check of the pedestal and the
noise can be obtained by looking at the distribution of E/σnoise of all the calorimeter cells
for a few hundreds of events of the reference run (figure 2.5). Data (scattered points) are
fitted with a simple Gaussian distribution (red line). At the bottom right part of figure 2.5,
a table is presented with the fit values of mean and width of these Gaussian fits. In all the
liquid argon sub-detectors, the mean is ∼0 and the width ∼1, a proof that noise in these
sub-detectors follows a Gaussian behavior, as expected. A slight discrepancy is shown in
the right tail of EMEC, which caused by one cell with 60 MeV shifted pedestal in the first
layer (at (η, φ) = (−1.816,−2.990), FT24, slot 4, Ch.67.)[38]. On the contrary, sizable non
Gaussian tails are observed in Tile sub-detectors for a reason which is under investigation.
A possible explanation of this effect (or part of it) could be the presence of coherent noise
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Tile Barrel 0.010 0.902
Tile Gap 0.005 0.949
Tile Ext. Barrel 0.003 0.896
Figure 2.5: E/σnoise distributions for all the calorimeter cells, per sub-detector. The markers
correspond to cell energy measured in a sample of 400 randomly triggered events of reference
run (91639). The red lines correspond to Gaussian fits, whose results are indicated in the
bottom right table.
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in Tile sub-detectors [39]. No clear connection is shown and therefore until the finalisation
of the studies within the Tile calorimeter community, this is an assumption.
Since it is important to have an understanding of the noise/pedestal level in order to
perform the 6ET and jet reconstruction, the time stability[38] of these quantities is discussed in
following section. It is to be noted, that measurements of all calibration constants, including
pedestal shifts and noise will be taken in a day-by-day basis allowing more realistic and
accurate measurements of energy reconstruction, during collisions data taking.
2.4.1 Noise level and stability
The noise is calculated for each cell as the RMS of the energy distribution, without demand-
ing any requirements related to the cell energy. As presented in section 1.2.2.4, electronics
noise values, called σnoise, were computed for each cell, using the random trigger stream
of run 92048 (22 October 2008). As a check, the same σnoise quantities are recomputed



























































Figure 2.6: σnoise , i.e. RMS of cell energy distribution measured in reference run (91639),
compared to the official database values in the electromagnetic (a) and hadronic (b) calorime-
ters. Values are averaged over ϕ and 3000 events are used. For both plots, the different colors
correspond to the different samplings as illsutrated in the legend of plot 2.6a [38].
with the reference run taken one week before. The ratio of σnoise measured in both runs is
shown, as a function of η for every layer of the calorimeter system for the electromagnetic
calorimeter (figure 2.6(a)) and for hadronic calorimeter (figure 2.6(b)). A fair agreement
below 5% is observed for the liquid argon sub-detectors, while 10% is the respective one for
Tile sub-detectors. Differences observed in the LAr detectors are probably linked to a change
of the default phase in the energy computation (section 1.2.2.2) between the database noise
processing and the current processing. It should be noticed that they are more pronounced
(3-5% systematic excess) in the second and third layers of the EM calorimeter. The system-
atic drop of 5-10% observed in the Tile calorimeter (|η| < 1.5) is linked to Tile non-Gaussian
noise behaviour in this detector.
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2.4.2 Pedestal stability
Pedestal values included in the official ATLAS database, used for were computed at the
beginning of the period from dedicated calibration runs per sub-detector (13th of September
2008). In the following, the so-called “effective pedestal” is computed for each cell as the
mean of the energy distribution (< E >) for the reference run. These recomputed quantities
are shown as a function of η in every layer of the calorimeter system for the electromagnetic
calorimeters (figure 2.7(a)) and the hadronic calorimeters (figure 2.7(b))[38]. Apart from very
small zones, all values are within ±0.5 MeV for electromagnetic and within ±10 MeV for the
hadronic calorimeter. These variations are compatible with the measured noise variations
(figures 1.15 and 1.16).











































Figure 2.7: Mean cell energy < E > measured in reference run (91639) for the electromag-
netic (a) and hadronic (b) calorimeters. Values are averaged over ϕ and 3000 events are
used [38].
2.5 6ET observables
6ET was defined in section 1.3.4, and it was shown that it consists of a calorimetric term,
a muon term and some extra corrections due to the existence of dead matter in ATLAS
detector where particles loose part of their energy, which cannot be measured. 6ET can be
written as:
6EFinalx,y = 6ECalox,y + 6EMuonx,y + corrections (2.6)
For the needs of this study, a focus is done in the most dominant contribution of 6ET ,
which is the calorimetric term and for the following sections,all 6ET notations will refer to
the respective 6ECaloT notations. For the geometrical cell angles θ and φ, EmissX , EmissY and




Ei · sinθi · cosφi , (2.7)









where the sum is done over the cell energy for each event. The “minus” sign is explained
in 1.20 and EmissX , E
miss
Y and ϕ
miss refer to the x-, y-component of 6ET and to the angle
defined by these two, respectively. It is to be reminded that (x, y) coordinates define the
transverse plane where 6ET is defined perpendicular to the z beam axis. Furthermire the∑





Ei · sinθi , (2.10)
which is the sum of the transverse cells energy per event.
∑
ET as it will be discussed later,
is a very sensitive variable and thus, useful for commissioning studies. The reason is that un-
expected cell energy behavior may compensate within the frame of EmissX or E
miss
Y variables,
while it will cause a bias at the
∑
ET variable, due to the additive character of the transverse
projection of cell energy. Finally the 6ET variable used in physics analysis is defined as follows
per event:
6ET = EmissT =
√
(EmissX )
2 + (EmissY )
2 , (2.11)
Those are the 6ET observables to be discussed in the following sections. It is to be noted
that the sum in energy for equations 2.7, 2.8 and 2.10 is performed fore those cells, which are
selected using either the 6ET -topo or 6ET -base noise suppression methods described in sections
1.3.4.1 and 1.3.4.2.
For the needs of this analysis, a software tool was developed which allowed the reading of
the entire number of the calorimeter read-out cells (∼180k channels), obtaining information
such as the energy, the (η, φ, θ) coordinated, the σnoise , etc, in a cell-by-cell basis.
2.6 Toy Monte Carlo
For a better understanding of data, a toy Monte Carlo is built on a simple assumption:
the energy of each cell is randomly taken in a Gaussian distribution centered on 0 with a
standard deviation corresponding to the cell database noise (figures 1.15 and 1.16). The co-
herent noise is neglected. This building algorithm is implemented in ATHENA code, which
allows to run topoclusters and 6ET algorithms on the randomized cells. Another advantage of
implementing it in ATHENA: since several cells are marked as problematic and are masked
when reconstructing the energy, they will remain masked when calling the toy Monte Carlo.
The ATLAS software tool created for this purpose is called CaloCellRandomizer and it is
now implemented in ATHENA official release, starting from ATHENA release 15.0.0.
CaloCellRandomizer acts at cell level and generates cell energy values derived from a
Gaussian probability density function (PDF) which is centered at zero and has a width
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The σnoise is unique for each cell and comes from an output of CaloNoiseToolDB. It is
measured as the RMS of the cell energy distribution in one randomly triggered run (section
1.2.2.4). Cells that were masked, remain masked with zero energy. The energy randomization
occurs at ATHENA reconstruction level and then all default algorithms such as topocluster
algorithm are run taking as input this new energy. To be noted that CaloCellRandomiser
can act independently randomizing the cells energy only in some of calorimeter sub-layers
(an application is presented in section 2.8.4 for instance).
Another functionality of this tool is to simulate possible pedestal shift in calorimeter
noise. As a result, the user can introduce an offset of the mean value of the Gaussian PDF
which generates the energy values. This shift can be introduced for each sub-calorimeter if
needed:










where µi,shift can correspond to the shift introduced by user for EMB, EMEC, HEC, FCal
concerning LAr and for Tile Barrel, Tile Gap, Tile Extended Barrel concerning Tile.
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Figure 2.8: 6ET toy Monte Carlo distributions for 6ET -base : (left) Selected cells (|E| >
2σnoise ) and (right)
∑
ET . An overall shift of the mean value is applied (eq. 2.13) for
(i) µ = 0.05σnoise (blue), (ii) µ = 0.1σnoise (green), (iii) µ = 0.15σnoise (red), (iv) µ =
0.20σnoise (purple). Distributions are compared with simple toy Monte Carlo case where no
shift is applied (black) as described by equation 2.12.
Figure 2.8 show an application of the toy Monte Carlo when applying an overall shift of
the mean value at all the cells of the calorimeter for the 6ET -base for a sample of 900 events.
As it is extracted from the figure, when the shift gets bigger a positive bias is observed in
distributions of selected cells per event and
∑
ET . No impact is observed in 6ETvariable
since the shift is uniform in φ.
Table 2.1 contains the mean/RMS values of the histogram which describes the number
of selected cells per event in addition to the theoretical expectation values. The expected
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Toy MC Expected
# cells / event # cells / event
No Shift 8461 ± 90 8463
Shift = 0.05σnoise 8509 ± 89 8513
Shift = 0.10σnoise 8663 ± 91 8664
Shift = 0.15σnoise 8912 ± 92 8916
Shift = 0.20σnoise 9266 ± 94 9269
Table 2.1: Number of cells with |E| > 2σnoise per event for each subdetector in random events
of reference run 91639. The expected numbers derived from the Gaussian noise model are in
brackets.




P shiftrand (E)dE (2.14)
which corresponds to the probability |E| > 2σ and multiplying it with the total number of
cells in the calorimeter (180k). An excellent agreement is observed, a proof that the toy
Monte Carlo incorporates successfully a shift of the mean value functionality.
The measured mean values of the
∑
ET distributions are presented in table 2.2. A bias
of ∼ +33 GeV is added for every 5%σnoise shift of the mean value, a fact that shows the
sensibility of
∑




No Shift µ ∼ 0
Shift = 0.05σnoise µ ∼ 33.1
Shift = 0.10σnoise µ ∼ 66.0
Shift = 0.15σnoise µ ∼ 100.0
Table 2.2: Measured mean values of
∑
ET histograms which correspond to left plot of figure
2.8.
Another extension of CaloCellRandomizer allows to parametrize energy using a toy Monte
Carlo based on a double Gaussian pdf. Similarly to the simple case described below, the en-
ergy of each cell is randomly taken separately by two Gaussians (either by one either by the
other one) which are characterized by different σ’s. Such a model, would be more adequate
to describe possible tails that exceed a Normal Distribution (see section 2.9).
It should be noted that quantification effects due to (i) the energy being derived from
ADC counts and (ii) the cell energy saved in integer MeV in RDO are not simulated. The
goal is to describe electronic noise in ATLAS calorimeters based on a Gaussian model and
thus have a reference which will contribute to a better understanding of ATLAS calorimeters.
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2.7 Cell based reconstruction method
In this section, results obtained with the simplest approach of noise suppression: cells enter
the 6ET computation if their absolute energy is 2 times above the σnoise (6ET -base ), are
discussed.
2.7.1 6ET reconstruction
The first result presented, before investigating 6ET variables distributions, is the number of
cells satisfying the noise suppression cut |E| > 2σnoise, since the resolution of the 6ET dis-
tributions depends on this number. A total number of around 8000 EM and 600 Hadronic
calorimeter cells are selected per event. The number of selected cells is shown in figure 2.9
as a function of η and in table 2.3 per subdetectors.
EM Barrel EM Endcap Tile HEC FCal
# cells / event 5250 (4950) 2950 (2900) 250 (230) 220 (220) 140 (160)
Table 2.3: Number of cells with |E| > 2σnoise per event for each subdetector in random events
of reference run 91639. The expected numbers in derived from the Gaussian noise model are
in brackets.
They are compared to the expectations from the toy Monte-Carlo1. Data and expec-
tations are consistent, except for the EM barrel where the ∼ 5% higher number of cells is
explained by the underestimation of the database noise (section 1.2.2.4). As expected, data
and expectations are in very good agreement when measured noise is used in function of
η (figure 2.9). The drop appearing in |η| = 1.5 is explained due to the existence of the


























Figure 2.9: Average number of cells with |E| > 2 ∗ σnoise normalized to one random event
of the reference run, per bin of ∆η = 0.1. Red dots represent the data. Dashed line is the
expected value with the database noise whereas the solid line is the expected value with the
measured noise [38].
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transition region between calorimeter barrel and calorimeter end-cap.





miss distributions for the reference
run illustrating the measured data (scattered points) and the toy Monte-Carlo (solid line)
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ET , and ϕ
miss distributions computed with |E| > 2σnoise
noise suppression cut for random events of the reference run (91639). Red dots represent
the data, whereas the solid line is the toy Monte-Carlo.
distributions are Gaussian of width 3.4, 3.4 and 5.1 GeV respectively, in fair agreement with
the simulation, which are shifted in the terms of mean value with the exception of EmissX .
EmissY mean value appears to be -0.6 GeV and
∑
ET mean value equals to 1.7 GeV while
they are all expected to be zero. The slight negative shift of <EmissY > is reflected to the
ϕmiss distribution where despite an expected flat behavior (solid line of Gaussian model), a
sine effect is appeared. To better understand these discrepancies, it is interesting to look
at the variation of these results within the full time period of data taking (Figure 2.11 left).
The mean value of EmissY is stable with a constant shift of −0.7 ± 0.3 GeV whereas for∑
ET it varies from 0 to 10 GeV depending on the run time. Looking at the results per
sub-detector (figure 2.11 right) it is concluded that the former is due to EM calorimeter
and HEC while the latter comes mainly from the EM barrel calorimeter. In both cases, a
possible explanation can be the pedestal variation as a function of time (section 2.4). To
examine this hypothesis, the effective pedestal was recomputed in four representative runs
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ET Gaussian mean computed for |E| > 2σnoise
noise suppression cut as a function of time, for randomly triggered events. Blue stars show
the results obtained when recomputing the effective pedestal for some randomly triggered runs.
Right: Same results per sub-detector of the calorimeter system [38].
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taken 2, 17, 30 and 43 days after the 10th of September (as it will be when processing the
LHC data). 6ET variables recalculated with this new input are represented with blue stars
on figure 2.11 (left). EmissY mean values are compatible with 0, which consequently flattens
the ϕmiss distribution of Figure 2.10 bottom right.
∑
ET time variation is also suppressed
and a stable residual
∑
ET shift of +2 GeV is observed.
To investigate further the residual shift of +2 GeV presented in
∑
ET distribution, the ref-
erence run was reprocessed using a 5σ threshold for the iteration on the energy reconstruction
instead of the standard 4σ (section 2.3, equation 2.5). The effect at the
∑
ET distribution
is presented in figure 2.12 at a 10k events sample. The shift in the 5σnoise case is -0.4 GeV,
Mean  -0.436
RMS      5.04
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σiter. thres = 5 
Figure 2.12:
∑
ET distribution computed with |E| > 2σnoise noise suppression cut for random
events of the reference run (91639) modifing the iteration threshold from 4 to 5 σnoise . No
pedestal correction is applied.
which means that the
∑
ET mean value is shifted 1.7-(-0.4)=2.1 GeV when modifying
the iteration threshold from 4 to 5 σnoise . This 2.1 GeV that remains is compatible with
the 2 GeV stable shift observed in all the runs when correcting the pedestal (figure 2.11
left, bottom plot). Therefore, if applying both corrections, the results are valid with the
expectations in which a
∑
ET distribution is centered to zero.
To conclude, figure 2.13 shows the 6ET distribution of the reference run compared to the
toy Monte-Carlo, the variable used in physics analyses. A good agreement is obtained in the
core of the distribution, reflecting the very good understanding of the noise in the calorimeter
system. Unexpected tails, representing 0.04% of the events, appear for 6ET> 15 GeV.
Trying to explain the unexpected tails, a parallel study[38] was performed investigating
the existence of jets, in the same reference run. The outcome of this analysis showed the
existence of a few unexpected topo-jets. Normally, no jets are expected in empty events.
This has been traced back to an abnormal coherent noise in the presampler calorimeter
around the region (η,φ)=(-1.0,2.7). This introduced a fluctuation towards high energies of
several presampler cells of this region, seeding topoclusters with a very high number of cells:
of the order of 1000 cells in the jet, resulting to a jet reconstruction.
Following the clear proof of a coherent noise in presampler, this region of the calorimeter
was entirely removed in a private reconstruction when recomputing 6ET distribution. The
result is shown in figure 2.14, where the tail observed in figure 2.13 has now disappeared.
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Figure 2.13: 6ET distribution computed with |E| > 2σnoise noise suppression cut for random
events of the reference run (91639). Red dots represent the data, whereas the solid line is
the toy Monte-Carlo.
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Figure 2.14: 6ET distribution computed with |E| > 2σnoise noise suppression cut for random
events of the reference run (91639) without the EM presampler. Red open dots represent the
data, whereas the solid line is the toy Monte-Carlo.
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The source of this noise was found to be a faulty HV cable which has been replaced and
therefore the problem was fixed.
2.7.2 6ET resolution contributions
An important part of this analysis was also to understand the different calorimeter layers
contributions to the final 6ET resolution (2.3 GeV when presampler is included). Figure 2.15
shows the EmissX resolution per calorimeter layer: full and open markers represent the data










































































































Figure 2.15: EmissX Gaussian width σ as a function of the different layers of the calorimeter
system for data (full dots) and toy Monte-Carlo (open symbols).
contribution to the Gaussian width comes from the second layer of the EM barrel calorimeter
and the HEC. This is a combined effect of the level of the noise in each cell (figures 1.15
and 1.16), the number of cells and the geometrical sinθ which is multiplied to the energy in
order to project the value to transverse plane. These are the reasons for instance why HEC
and FCal show so different contribution in the EmissX resolution while they represent the




ET widths evolutions with
time [38] are shown in figure 2.16, as well as the respectives per sub-detector. The EmissX ,
EmissY Gaussian widths are constant with time inside ±3%, and it is shown that the pedestal
correction (points represented with blue stars) do not influence the width behavior contrary
to the mean values. For
∑
ET , a slow increase of the width, of the order of 10% is observed
and is explained by the EM barrel width increase (figure 2.16 bottom, right).
2.8 Cluster based reconstruction method
In this section, another noise suppression method, based on topological clustering and pre-
sented in section 1.3.4.2 (6ET -topo ) is used for 6ET reconstruction.
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ET Gaussian width σ computed for |E| > 2σnoise
noise suppression cut as a function of time, for randomly triggered events. Solid line is the
expected value and blue stars show the results obtained when recomputing the effective pedestal
for some randomly triggered runs. Right: Same results per sub-detector of the calorimeter
system [38].
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2.8.1 Performance of topological clustering
To more efficiently suppress the electronic noise, 3D topological clusters or topoclusters (see
details in section 1.3.4) are formed around seeds satisfying |E| > 4σnoise (0.006% probability
instead of 4.55% for 2σnoise in the cell based method). A good check consists in measuring the
number of cells satisfying |E| > 4σnoise for each sub-detector and compare it to the numbers
derived from the Gaussian noise model. This is shown in figure 2.17 as a function of η and
in table 2.4 per subdetector. Results from figure 2.17 and table 2.4 can be compared with
EM Barrel EM Endcap Tile HEC FCal
# cells: |E| > 4σnoise / event 10.2 (6.9) 6.1 (4.0) 13.9 (0.3) 0.4 (0.3) 0.2 (0.2)
Table 2.4: Average number of cells with |E| > 4σnoise per event for each subdetector in
random events of reference run 91639. The expected numbers derived from the Gaussian
noise model are in brackets.
those respective from 6ET -base (figure 2.9, table 2.3). One could see that in 6ET -topo method
less cells are selected as expected, due to the tighter cut of topocluster seeds (|E| > 4σnoise).
Focusing on 2.17, a discrepancy between data and expectations in the central part of the
detector is due to non Gaussian Tile noise behavior. The existence of these tails in Tile (figure



















Figure 2.17: Number of cells with |E| > 4σnoise normalized to one random event of the
reference run, per bin of ∆η = 0.1. Blue dots represent the data, whereas dashed line is the
expected value with the database noise.
2.5), makes the possibility of finding a topocluster seed higher than the one extracted from
a Gaussian model. This is the reason why in table 2.4 when focusing on Tile calorimeter,
the Gaussian model predicts 0.3 cells/event with |E| > 4σnoise while 13.9 are found in data.
2.8.2 6ET reconstruction
Similarly to section 2.7, 6ET variables are calculated using the 6ET -topo noise supression. Fig-
ure 2.18 shows 6ET variables computed with topocluster cells. Because approximatively 10
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miss distributions computed with topocluster cells
for random events of the reference run (91639). Blue dots represent the data, whereas the
solid line is the toy Monte-Carlo.
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times less cells are selected for 6ET variables computation compared to cell-based results, the
expected Gaussian width is divided by
√
10 ∼ 3. Nevertheless, this is far from the 0.3, 0.3
and 0.43 GeV expected by the Gaussian noise model for the width of EmissX , E
miss
Y and∑





patible with the expected zero, a slight shift of 0.76 GeV is observed in
∑
ET distribution.
The reason for the
∑
ET shift is explained in previous section (pedestal shift & iteration
threshold equals to 4 instead of 5) but since 6ET -topo demands a tighter noise suppresion and
less cells are selected, the effect of bias is less visible (0.76 GeV shift for 6ET -topo compared
to 1.74 GeV shift for 6ET -base ). Another disagreement is also present in ϕmiss where an
unexpected peak is observed at around ϕmiss ∼0.8. As it will be shown later this featureis
linked to the Tile non Gaussian tails.
Computing these distributions with topoclusters containing only LAr cells (figure 2.19),
a fair agreement between the Gaussian width extracted from the toy Monte Carlo and data
is observed, showing that the Tile noise non Gaussian behavior explains the discrepancy seen
in Figure 2.18.
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miss distributions computed with topocluster cells
taken only from LAr sub-detectors for random events of the reference run (91639). Blue dots
represent the data, whereas the solid line is the toy Monte-Carlo [38].
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As only small deviations from 0 of the mean values of the distributions are observed, the
time stability of these results[38] is shown as the deviation of the Gaussian mean from its
average value over the time (Figure 2.20 ). Variations are observed in
∑
ET time evolution
around its mean value, but they are considerably smaller than the the width of the distribu-
tion (∼ 1.4 GeV). A reasonable stability of all 6ET variables mean values inside ± 0.2 GeV
over 1.5 month of data taking is observed.
Figure 2.21 shows the 6ET distribution of the reference run compared to the Gaussian
noise model. Because of the Tile noise non Gaussian behavior in the data, no matching with
expectations is observed and furthermore similarly to 6ET -base case, tails are observed after
7 GeV. The tail is due to the coherent noise in presampler, a feature presented in previous
section, and when removing presampler contribution in 6ET measurement the lower plot of
figure 2.21 is obtained which excludes the tail feature.
To validate the assumption that the Tile calorimeter non Gaussian behavior is responsible






6ET plot is reproduced incorporating only the LAr cells (figure 2.22) with and without the
presampler to avoid the 6ET tails feature. In this case a reasonable agreement is observed for
the bulk of the distribution. Moreover, similarly to 6ET -base presented in previous section,
unexpected behavior of tail is corrected when presampler is removed. In summary, when
considering only cells from LAr sub-detectors without the presampler (∼ 173 000 cells) to
build topoclusters, a good agreement is obtained between data and simulation (figure 2.22
lower). As mentioned, before this presampler feature, which causes the tail in 6ET , was
understood and solved in hardware level. It is no longer present since the summer of 2009.
2.8.3 6ET resolution contributions




ET Gaussian widths are shown in
figure 2.23. The widths show a remarkable stability remaining constant with time inside
±0.1 GeV range. Some variations observed mainly to the ∑ET width evolution with time




Figure 2.24 shows the EmissX width contribution per calorimeter layer (to be compared
with the respective of 6ET -base , figure 2.15).
As expected, due to fewer selected cells contributing to the 6ET -topo calculation, all
EmissX widths for LAr sub-detectors are smaller compared to the respective ones of figure
2.15 for 6ET -base with the exception of Tile sub-detectors. A very visible excess is observed
in the two first samplings of Tile barrel, a fact that proves that Tile gives the dominant
contribution for 6ET resolution when using the topoclusters noise suppression even though
LAr sub-detectors contains about 173k cells compared to 5k cells of Tile sub-detectors. The
high difference between Tile data and Tile toy Monte Carlo is explained by the non Gaussian
tails.
As a summary, one could say that a Gaussian based approach such as topoclusters, shows
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ET Gaussian mean µ offset computed with
topocluster cells for random events as a function of time. To be noted: <EmissX >=(0.103 ±
0.005) GeV , <EmissY >=(0.023 ± 0.004) GeV , <
∑
ET >=(0.780 ± 0.014) GeV.
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Figure 2.21: Upper: 6ET distribution computed with topocluster cells for random events of
the reference run (91639). Blue dots represent the data, whereas the solid line is the toy
Monte-Carlo. Lower: same distributions computed without the EM presampler.
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Figure 2.22: Upper: 6ET distribution computed with topocluster containing only LAr cells for
random events of the reference run (91639). Blue dots represent the data, whereas the solid
line is the toy Monte-Carlo. Lower: same distributions computed without the EM presampler.
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ET Gaussian width σ offset computed with
topocluster cells for random events as a function of time. To be noted: < σ(EmissX )>=(1.000
± 0.005) GeV , < σ(EmissY )>=(0.932 ± 0.003) GeV , < σ(
∑
ET )>=(1.372 ± 0.006) GeV.







































































































Figure 2.24: EmissX Gaussian width σ as a function of the different layers of the calorimeter
system for data (full dots) and toy Monte-Carlo (open symbols) for 6ET -topo .
a poor performance in the calorimeter 6ET due to the non Gaussian tails of Tile. Cell-by-cell
double Gaussian description is being considered by the Tile community. An attempt of a
similar approach is presented in section 2.9.
2.8.4 Tile non Gaussian behavior affects LAr
In this section possible influence of the non Gaussian Tile behavior to clusters found in LAr is
studied. The idea is simple: since a higher number of seeded topoclusters in Tile is expected
with respect to a Gaussian prediction, then it is likely that some of those topoclusters are
being propagated in neighbor LAr layers affecting finally the 6ET -topo in LAr, since Tile
calorimeter is adjoint to LAr (see figure 1.6).
To test this, a 900 events sample of random triggers of single beam run 88128 (section
2.2.3) was reprocessed, locally replacing only the energy of Tile cells with the output of the
CaloCellRandomiser. As a result, the deduced sample was composed by the measured noise
data for LAr sub-detectors and by a Gaussian, un-corelated noise for Tile sub-detectors.
The plots of EmissX distributions are presented for LAr EM barrel, LAr EM end-cap and LAr
hadronic end-cap in figure 2.251.
1 6ET in one sub-detector system means the somme of the energy of selected cells which are contained in
the studied sub-detector system. In the case of topoclusters, it is likely that a cluster is seeded in one layer
and it is propagated in one or more neighbor layers
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As it is shown, a difference is observed between the data and the results obtained with
the randomized Tile. A better resolution is achieved when energy in Tile follows a Gaussian
model, a proof that Tile non Gaussian behavior affects the neigbor LAr layers. For a more
quantitative representation the widths of the distributions are presented in table 2.5.
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Figure 2.25: EmissX distribution of random stream of single beam event 88128 (black line), su-
perimposed with the repsective EmissX distribution where Tile energy is Gaussianly randomized
(red line) for LAr EMB, LAr EMEC and LAr HEC.
A difference which varies from ∼25% (HEC) to ∼40% (EMEC) is found in the width of
LAr EmissX distributions. Therefore when moving to the whole calorimeter respective plot
figure (2.26) the difference in resolution is not only because of changing of the energy in Tile
but also due to the affected LAr sub-detectors
LAr forward calorimeter results are not presented since there is a perfect agreement
between data and randomised Tile, a clear indication that non Gaussian Tile does not affect
this sub-detector, a fact explained by geometrical reasons, since several LAr calorimeters
layers are found between Tile and FCal, therefore a seed topocluster in Tile will not reach
the FCal (see figure 1.11).
An impact of Tile in LAr when calculating 6ET -topo is observed and therefore a special care
should be given to this aspect when a new paremetrisation for Tile noise will be proposed.
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Figure 2.26: EmissX distribution of random stream of single beam event 88128 (black line), su-
perimposed with the repsective EmissX distribution where Tile energy is Gaussianly randomized
(red line) for whole calorimeter.
Not only a model should take into consideration a new noise description in Tile but also its
influence on LAr clusters.





LAr EM barrel 0.62 0.43
LAr EM end-cap 0.24 0.14
LAr hadronic end-cap 0.65 0.49
Whole Calo (LAr & Tile) 1.91 0.72
Table 2.5: Width values corresponding to EmissX distributions of figure 2.25.
2.9 Tile noise parameterization using a double Gaus-
sian PDF
As described in previous section, a toy Monte Carlo was developed in order to validate results
observed in random triggers. Following the assumption that noise follows a simple Gaussian
distribution, this toy Monte Carlo was developed in a basis of normal distribution PDF. It
is already shown that the noise could be modeled through this model in LAr sub-detectors
but it is not the case for Tile. Figure 2.27 illustrates the square root of the variance (σ) of
a simple Gaussian fit for noise in the different Tile sub-detectors as a function of eta. One
would expect points which will slightly fluctuate around one in the scenario that noise in
Tile would be Gaussian, but divergences from one are observed which in some cases reach
almost 20%.
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Figure 2.27: The σ value of a simple Gaussian fit for the 3 different sub-detectors of Tile as
a function of |η|.
Following the failure of describing noise in Tile with a simple Gaussian PDF, and also
following the Tile non-Gaussian tails (figure 2.5) observed, a double Gaussian PDF is tested.
A first step is to try to fit noise in Tile with this new PDF. Results are shown in figure 2.28
where the two PDF’s: simple Gaussian (red line) and double Gaussian (blue line) are used to
fit random triggered data in Tile. Results are presented for each Tile sub-detector obtaining
information from all Tile cells in a 400 events sample of reference run. As illustrated in
figure 2.28 a double Gaussian PDF provides a more adequate description of data compared
to the simple Gaussian one but nevertheless, some points starting from |E/σ| > 4 form tails
which are not contained to the fit, resulting to a final result which is not sufficient in order
to obtain a good parametrisation.
A more refined fit using a double Gaussian PDF was then used. The goal was to construct
a model which would take into consideration the fluctuating η behavior of noise in Tile (figure
1.16). There the double Gaussian parametrisation was applied for each |η| bin of 0.1. Some
characteristic examples of these fits are shown in figure 2.29. To check the quality of this fit







which implies the existence of a topocluster seed is calculated and plotted as a function of
the different |η| bins for data (blue triangle points) and for double gaussian fit (red circle
points). In the calculation of data integral over/under-flows are taken into consideration. In
a reasonable description, one would expect the two different quantities to give similar results.
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Figure 2.28: Fitting energy distribution in 3 different Tile sub detectors with a simple Gaus-
sian (red line) and a double Gaussian (blue line) distribution. Scale in y-axis is logarithmic.
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Looking in more details 2.30, it is obvious that the two quantities do not give similar results
for all |η| bins and as expected, the shape of η dependence follows the one described in figure
1.16.
Nevertheless, a new parametrisation was tested using as an input the fit values of these
double Gaussian distributions fitted in 16 different |η| bins. Results are shown in figure 2.31
in a sample of 900 events of the reference run. The RMS values of those plots are shown in
table 2.6.
The number of clusters is shown in table 2.7. Focusing on the results presented in table
2.6, an improvement of ∼ 20% is observed in the RMS for Tile when comparing the toy
Monte Carlo of simple and double Gaussian PDF, in 16 η bins. A factor of 12 which was
the difference between real data in Tile and the simple Gaussian toy Monte Carlo, it is
reduced to ∼ 2 when comparing real data with the double Gaussian model. Similar are
the results, when examining RMS values for the whole Calo: RMS of the double Gaussian
model is increased 54% with respect to the RMS simple Gaussian model and the difference
between real data and Gaussian parameterizations is reduced to a factor of 1.8 for the double
Gaussian with respect to ∼3 which is the case for the simple Gaussian model.
Tile Whole Calo
Data histogram RMS 0.88 GeV 1.05 GeV
Simple Gaussian
model RMS 0.07 GeV 0.31 GeV
Double Gaussian
model RMS 0.37 GeV 0.57 GeV
Table 2.6: Resolution of EmissX distribution for data, toy monte carlo of simple Gaussian and
toy monte carlo of double Gaussian (RMS of plots in figure 2.31).
# clusters / event
Data 30.8
Simple Gaussian model 11.8
Double Gaussian model 20.1
Table 2.7: Number of celles with |E| > 4·σnoise (topoclusters seeds) for data, toy monte carlo
of simple Gaussian and toy monte carlo of double Gaussian.
The correction achieved is also reflected in the number of clusters per event observed
(table 2.7). Starting from 11.8 clusters per event, a result obtained by the simple Gaussian
model, 20.1 events per cluster are observed when applying the double Gaussian model. An
improvement of almost a factor of 2 which is not still sufficient to explain the 30.8 clusters
per event observed in data, is finally accomplished. As mentioned in previous section, several
studies are being performed within the Tile community and the goal is to find and adequate
parametrization of noise in order to avoid such problems observed in topoclusters and to fully
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Figure 2.29: Fitting noise Energy distribution in Tile using a double Gaussian pdf for dif-
ferent bins of |η|. (a): 0.1 < |η| < 0.2, (b): 0.4 < |η| < 0.5, (c): 0.8 < |η| < 0.9, (d):
1.1 < |η| < 1.2, (e): 1.2 < |η| < 1.3, (f): 1.4 < |η| < 1.5 .
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Figure 2.30: Average number of cells per event with |E| > 4· σnoise (topo-cluster seeds) for
data (blue triangles) and double Gaussian model (red circles) as a function of eta.
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Figure 2.31: EmissX distribution for TILE calorimeter (left) and whole calorimeter (right),
superposed with fits of simple Gaussian and double Gaussian model.
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understand the non-Gaussian tails. One improvement which is being tested is a cell-by-cell
fit given that the effect is not φ symmetrical.
Apart from understanding the noise in Tile, which will allow a realistic and accurate
description of it, the way topoclusters are taking into account this noise, is an aspect that
should be re-addressed. As described in section 1.3.4, topoclusters noise suppression method,
select cells with the assumption that their energy is |E| > nσnoise. This assumption implies
that noise follows a symmetrical Gaussian distribution and therefore, a new non-Gaussia
behavior of potential noise should be taken into consideration by topoclusters and perform
a respective cut in order to select cells. For the double Gaussian model, a possible solution
would be that the topoclusters choose an “effective” σnoise which would be calculated from
the two σnoise values, which characterize the double Gaussian distribution.
2.10 Effect of finding correct time phase in LAr recon-
struction for cosmics
To distinguish cells with signal and cells without, a specific noise threshold was initially
chosen of niter=3 (eq. 2.5, see section 2.3). Results concerning
∑
ET variable, obtained
with this threshold are illustrated in figures 2.32 for all different LAr sub-detectors and in
figure 2.33 for the whole ATLAS calorimeter, superimposed with the respective distribution
when altering the threshold to niter=4. niter=3 was the default value before of the data
reprocessing at the period of Christmas 2008 (see section 2.2), while it was changed to
niter=4 for the reproccessing. The reason of this modification is shown in figures 2.32 and
2.33, where one could say that a significant shift, which is observed for the niter=3 case (before
reprocessing), it is corrected when changing this threshold to niter=4 (after reprocessing).
The mean values of the
∑
ET distributions are contained in table 2.8. The offset is mainly
significant in LAr EMB and EMEC where shifts of 11.4 GeV and 3.3 GeV are respectively
observed. An overall shift of 17.8 GeV (Figure 2.33) is corrected. The noise suppression
method used was the 6ET -base since higher number of cells are selected compared to 6ET -
topo and thus the shift effect is more visible. After this study, the later configuration of 4σ was
selected to be the default in LAr community, beginning from Christmas 2008 reprocessing.
EM Barrel EM Endcap HEC FCal Whole Calo
<
∑
ET > for niter=3 11.2 GeV 3.2 GeV 1.8 GeV 0.8 GeV 17.9 GeV
<
∑
ET > for niter=4 0.9 GeV 0.0 GeV -0.3 GeV 0.0 GeV 1.7 GeV
Table 2.8: Mean values of the
∑
ET distributions for different LAr sub-detectos and whole
calorimeter. 6ET -base is the noise suppression method used and results refer to the reference
run.
The remaining shift of the 1.7 GeV is explained in section 2.7.1 and as shown, is due to
a pedestal shift, combined with a +2 GeV bias resulting from the 4σ threshold. Changing
to 5σ (figure 2.12), the +2 GeV bias is corrected.
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ET distributions for LAr sub-detectors computed with cell based method
in random triggers of run 91639. The red circles correspond to LAr reconstruction after
reprocessing (4σ threshold), while blue triangles correspond to LAr reconstruction before re-
processing (3σ threshold). Number of underflows and overflows is indicated when non zero.
Mean    17.88
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ET distribution for ATLAS calorimeter, computed with cell based method
in random triggers of run 91639. The red circles correspond to LAr reconstruction after
reprocessing (4σ threshold), while blue triangles correspond to LAr reconstruction before re-
processing (3σ threshold).
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During normal data taking, pedestal shift will be be measured in a daily base and no
iterative procedure will be applied to find the correct time phase. The correct time will be
easily extracted since time phase will be synchronized with the known time of LHC bunch
crossing. Therefore, these problematic features will be absent when dealing with the collision
data.
2.11 Problematic cells in ATLAS calorimeters
One difficulty in ATLAS calorimeters, is to control the quality of the signal reconstruction
of the 180k cells. For the analysis of the runs taken in September-October 2008, several
front-end boards were not working resulting in a loss of ∼ 1800 cells (1% of the total number
of cells). Moreover, 1875 problematic cells were tagged per sub-detector, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.34 [38]. Depending on the problems spotted, different ”cell pathologies” are defined in
ATLAS calorimetry systems, as following [41, 42, 43, 44]:
LAr
• deadReadout: dead channel at the readout level (e.g. at the FEB level)
• deadPhys: dead channel at the detector level
• deadCalib: channel, which calibration pulse is significantly distorted, but the channel
is otherwise OK for real data
• distorted: grab-bag of assorted wave distortions (amplitude, width, shape etc...) but
not so bad that the channel can be considered as dead
• lowNoiseHG(MG,LG): a noisy channel in high gain (medium gain, low gain) which
is more than 5 standard deviations from expected noise, but not so large that this
channel should be masked.
• highNoiseHG(MG,LG): a noisy channel in high gain (medium gain, low gain) which
is quite significant and one should consider masking it (more than 10 standard devia-
tions from expected noise).
• unstable: features of these channels are unstable with respect to time.
• short: channel has a short
• peculiarCalibrationLine: a calibration which has a particular calibration-related
problem (leaks signal in other channels) only in low gain.
• sporadicBurstNoise: sporadic bursts of noise seen during cosmic runs.
• missingFEB: channels for which a FEB was missing in the readout


































































































































































































































Figure 2.34: Problematic cell flag categories for Liquid Argon sub-detectors (10 first columns)
and Tile (18 last columns). It should be noticed that one cell can enter several categories.
Filled bins indicate the categories masked to compute jet and 6ET . Flags with no bin filled
are not shown [38].
Tile
• ADC dead: Analog to Digital converter is dead, only zeros or pedestals gets out of
the ADC.
• Data corruption: Digital data is corrupted (CRC errors, bcid errors, DMU memory
parity errors, etc. have been detected), but the fraction of affected events is low and
it doesn’t justify the DB masking.
• Very large HF noise: The average of the events of the RMS of the ADC 7 samples
distribution is very large .
• No data: No data comes out of the ADC (this description applies to an entire digitizer
or above problem, otherwise it is “ADC dead”).
• Wrong DSP configuration: The online DSP configuration used to collect data was
not correct. Data is not usable.
• Channel masked: Wildcard for unspecified problems, as for the ADC’s.
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• No PMT connected: The PMT is not connected to the read-out or is dead.
• No HV: No High Voltage is applied to the PMT.
• Wrong HV: A wrong HV value is applied to the PMT.
• Large HF noise: RMS of the first sample distribution is large
• No CIS calibration: Set for channels with a long-term problem in CIS calibration,
determined based on the history of observed problems. It is suitable to be used in data
analysis to reject channels that are not reliably calibrated with CIS.
• Bad CIS calibration: Set for channels with 5.2 pF capacitor problems. Monocis
cannot be used for these channels.
• No laser calibration: The PMT doesn’t receive Laser light from Laser box.
• Bad laser calibration: PMT receives light, but it is either too low or too light and
the PMT cannot be calibrated.
• No cesium calibration: PMT doesn’t respond to Cs scan (issue of the integrator
read-out).
• Bad cesium calibration: PMT responds to Cs scan, but the response is either too
low or too high and the PMT cannot be calibrated.
• Ignored in HLT: useful for very hot or strange channels that might bias HLT decision.
This is practically the only useful online problem flag. It should contain all channels
bad due to oﬄine problems.
• General ADC masked: Wildcard to mask problems not fitting any other description
For the 6ET reconstruction, cell tagged ”high noise” in Liquid Argon detectors are masked
for all calorimeter reconstruction algorithms. In practice, the masking in LAr cells, means
that their energy is set to zero. For Tile calorimeter, cells with hardware problems (High
Voltage, Data acquisition, ...) or/and corrupted data are masked. These masked cells
represent only 0.1% of the total (206 cells), mainly located in the Tile barrel. This assesses
the very high quality of the calorimeter system over its whole coverage. More quantitative
information on the impact of those masked cells on
∑
ET variable is discussed in the following
subsection.
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2.11.1 Influence of problematic channels on
∑
ET
The influence of the masked bad cells on the
∑
ET 6ET -base distribution is presented for
randomly triggered events of the reference run (91639) in a sample of 1000 events. Figure 2.35
compares
∑
ET distribution with and without bad cells masking: the
∑
ET distributions
(i) are wider, in particular for Tile (3.1 GeV w.r.t. 1.3 GeV) and to a less extend for the
EM barrel (3.7 GeV w.r.t. 3.3 GeV), (ii ) are shifted for Tile (by almost 10 GeV), (iii) show
more tails, in particular EM barrel and Tile and (iv) some underflows appear in EM barrel.
Commenting the last point, this behavior is expected, since EM barrel is the sub-detector
which contains the biggest number of bad cells[41] due to the fact that it is the sub-detector
with the highest number of cells. A bad cell is interpreted as a “noisy” cell resulting to
unexpected high energy contributions. This is the reason why some points appear away
from the normal Gaussian distribution producing the underflows.
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ET distributions for LAr EMB/EMEC/FCal and Tile sub-detectors and the
whole calorimeter system, computed with cell based method in random triggers of run 91639
in a sample of 1000 event for the case where problematic cells are included (blue markers)
and the case where problematic cells are excluded (red markers).
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Mean   0.6098
RMS     4.817
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ET distribution for ATLAS calorimeter, computed with cell based method in
random triggers of run 91639 in a sample of 1000 event for the case where problematic cells
are included (blue markers) and the case where problematic cells are excluded (red markers).
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2.12 Calorimeter commissioning conclusion
Summarizing the study presented in this chapter, a good understanding of noise in the AT-
LAS calorimeter cells is achieved, performing a calorimeter commissioning through 6ET vari-
ables. More than 100k events taken in the period between September and October 2008
with the full partition of ATLAS detector, were examined focusing to the random trigger
stream. The importance of detecting “noisy” cells and of understanding fully the energy
reconstruction aspects (pedestal shift, iteration threshold) was highlighted.
A Gaussian behavior of noise in all LAr calorimeters is found with the exception of a
small region in presampler, which was solved later in hardware level, whereas a region of
non-Gaussian tails in Tile was presented. This study was performed during the fall 2008
single beam/cosmics data taking and it was approved by the ATLAS community as public
cosmics results[10]. This approval resulted in the plots presented in figures 2.37, 2.38 and
2.39
  (GeV)missXE
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Figure 2.37: 6ET -base (red circle markers) and 6ET -topo (blue square markers) EmissX , EmissY ,∑
ET distributions. ATLAS official approved plots.




ET distributions superimposed for 6ET -base and
6ET -topo method. Very good Gaussian shapes are presented and as a general remark one
could say that 6ET -topo shows a better resolution, a feature which is due to the fact that
a higher number of cells is selected for 6ET -base . The slight shifts with respect to the
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distributions width, observed in the mean values are addressed in section 2.7.1 and they
are corrected when applying the corrected “effective pedestal” shift, and the appropriate
iteration threshold (5σ).
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Figure 2.38: 6ET distributions both cell-(red circle markers) and topocluster-based (blue square
markers) methods. ATLAS official approved plots.
Figure 2.38 illustrates the 6ET variable used in physics analysis for 6ET -base and 6ET -
topo method. As explained in previous paragraph, 6ET -topo has a better resolution due to
the tighter noise suppression. Nevertheless, an 6ET contribution originating from noise can
reach 4-6 GeV for 6ET -topo and 8-13 GeV for 6ET -base . The tails observed in both 6ET methods
as shown in section 2.7.1 are understood and fixed. They were caused by a coherent noise
in LAr presampler originating from a HV cable in hardware level.





















Figure 2.39: The expected
∑
ET distribution obtained by a randomisation of the cell energy
with a Gaussian noise of width σnoise, superimposed on the measured cell-based 6ET distri-
bution. ATLAS official approved plots.
Finally, the 6ET distribution for 6ET -base is superimposed with a Gaussian noise model
in figure 2.39. A good agreement is shown, a fact which proves a Gaussian behavior of
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ATLAS calorimeters for the 6ET -base case (selected cells if |E/σ| > 2). The reason why the
respective plot for 6ET -topo is not shown is traced back in section 2.8 where is shown that the
non Gaussian noise in Tile generates more topocluster seeds (|E/σ| > 4) than a Gaussian
model would predict and it was decided that a better understanding of this behaviour was
needed before making this plot public.The respective plot for 6ET -topo is shown in figure 2.21.
Chapter 3
Theory
The Standard Model is a successful theory incorporating the present understanding of fun-
damental particles and their interactions. It is based on a spontaneously broken local
SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) gauge theory describing the strong, weak and electromagnetic in-
teractions. A brief descriptions of the Standard Model is given in section 3.1 including the
Higgs mechanism which describes the origin of the masses of the fundamental particles. Fur-
ther details can be found in [17]. Section 3.2 deals with the Higgs boson predicted by the
theory and limits on the Higgs boson mass from theory and experiments are discussed in
section 3.3. In sections 3.4 and 3.5, the production mechanisms and decay channels of the
Higgs boson in the Standard Model are described.
3.1 The Standard Model of particle physics
In the Standard Model (SM), three types of fundamental particles are distinguished according
to their spin:
• Fermions with spin 1
2
. The fermions f are the matter constituents and are grouped
further into doublets of leptons l and quarks q. Both lepton and quark doublets exist











Particles in the second line are of charge -1, while the neutrinos are chargeless. The
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The u (up), c (charm) and t (top) quarks are of charge 2
3
, while the d (down), s
(strange) and b (bottom) quarks are of charge −1
3
. The quarks carry a color charge
that is related to the strong interaction. They cannot exist freely, since they have to
form bound states so that the resulting state is ”colorless”. Since the existence of states
with more than three quarks is generally not considered to be proved, there are two
possible combinations: either a quark is bound with an anti-quark forming a meson or
three (anti-)quarks are forming a (anti-)baryon. These two particle types are grouped
under the name hadrons. As mentioned above the particles of the first generation are
the least heavy ones. Except the neutrinos the particles of the 2nd and 3rd generations
are unstable, thus giving the first generation the privilege to form all ordinary matter.
• Bosons with spin 1. They are the vector bosons of the gauge fields mediating the three
fundamental forces: the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong interaction. In more
details:
– The electromagnetic interaction affects all particles of non-zero electromagnetic
charge. Its associated vector boson is the photon (γ). The associated charge is
the electric charge.
– The weak interaction affects all fundamental fermions. It has three associated
vector bosons, W+, W− and Z. The associated charge is the weak charge.
– The strong interaction affects only the quarks and is carried by eight gluons (g).
The associated charge is called “color”.
The properties of the vector bosons are summarized in table 3.1.
The intermediate vector bosons
Boson Mass Electric Weak Strong Associated
(GeV) charge charge charge interaction
γ 0 0 0 0 electromagnetic
Z0 91.1876± 0.0021 0 1 0 weak
W± 80.398± 0.025 ±1 1 0
g 0 0 0 1 strong
Table 3.1: The intermediate vector bosons of the Standard Model, see [45].
• The Higgs boson with spin 0 is associated with the spontaneous breaking of the elec-
troweak gauge symmetry. It has not yet been observed experimentally and its potential
discovery in the τ+τ− decay channel is the main topic of the present document.
The Standard Model has been extended from models developed in the 1960’s by Glashow,
Winberg and Salam [46]. It is based on the gauge symmetry SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y .
SU(3)C is the group of color symmetry, described within the frame of Quantum Chromo
Dynamics (QCD), SU(2)L the one of the weak isospin symmetry and U(1)Y the one for the
hyper-charge symmetry. The symmetry SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y is broken spontaneously by the
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Higgs mechanism (SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y → U(1)Q). With the organization of the quark fields












where L and R indicate left and right chiralities. The electroweak part of the SM Lagrangien
is
LEW = i{QLγµDµQL+uRγµDµuR+dRγµDµdR+ΨLγµDµΨL+νRγµDµνR+lRγµDµlR } (3.2)
with the covariant derivative





′Y Bµ , (3.3)
where τj are the Pauli matrices in the SU(2)L space, Y is the hyper-charge, g is the coupling
constant associated with the gauge fields Wj (j = 1, 2, 3) that are related to the weak isospin
symmetry group SU(2)L and g
′ is the coupling constant associated with the gauge field B
that is related to the hypercharge symmetry group U(1)Y . The charged vector bosons W
±
are combinations of the fields W1,2:
W µ±(x) =
W µ1 ∓ iW µ2√
2
(3.4)
Also, by introducing the weak mixing angle θW
1, one can define the fields associated to the
Z boson (Zµ) and the photon (Aµ) as combinations of W µ3 and B
µ:
Zµ = cos θWW
3
µ − sin θWBµ (3.5)
Aµ = sin θWW
3
µ + cos θWBµ (3.6)
However, this theory has one severe problem: to conserve SU(2) symmetry, the weak
gauge bosons W± and Z0 have to be massless which is in contradiction to observations.
3.2 The Higgs mechanism
The solution to the problem of massive gauge bosons was provided by P.W.Higgs [1] and
others [15, 16] in the year 1964. Based on the work of Nambu [2] and Goldstone[3], they
developed a mechanism, the Higgs mechanism, in which massive gauge bosons can be ac-







described by the Lagrangien:
LH = DµΦ†DµΦ− V (3.8)
1or Weinberg angle
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where Dµ is the covariant derivative from equation 3.3 and V stands for the Higgs field
potential:
V = µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2 . (3.9)
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Higgs potential for µ2 >0 (left) and µ2 <0 (right). In the
latter case, spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs when the system moves to one of the
ground states [47].
To ensure the existence of stable ground states, the potential is bound from below by
requiring λ >0. Figure 3.1 illustrates the potential for µ2 >0 and µ2 <0. In the latter case,








with v called the vacuum expectation value of the scalar Higgs field. The SU(2)× U(1)
symmetry is spontaneously broken when one of the ground states for µ2 <0 is chosen, by
choosing a non-zero value for the Higgs potential in the vacuum state. The Lagrangian
remains invariant under local SU(2)× U(1) gauge transformations. A usual choice is to set
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with a scalar field H(x), the massive Higgs field which describes radial excitations from the
ground state changing the potential energy, and massless scalar fields ζi(x), the Goldstone
bosons, corresponding to angular excitations without potential energy change. This param-
eterization can be eliminated by a local SU(2) gauge transformation leading to the following









Introducing the field parameterization 3.14 into the Lagrangian 3.8 and using equations






















To obtain the masses for quarks and leptons, one can write the Langrangien for the
Yukawa interaction with the Higgs field:
LY U = Y dij QLi Φ dRj + Y uij QLi Φ˜uRj + Y lij LLi Φ lRj + h.c. , (3.18)
where i and j run over all generations. Concentrating on the quarks part only, the quark
mass matrix can be introduced:
Mu,dij =
Y u,dij · v√
2
(3.19)
and the respective part of the Lagrangien becomes
LM = Mdij dint.Lj dint.Rj +Muij uint.j uint.Rj + h.c. , (3.20)
introducing quadratic,kinematic terms for the quarks. The i and j are running again over
all generations.
The Glashow-Salam-Weinberg theory includes the Higgs mechanism. It predicts the W
and Z boson and their properties, like mass and decay width. In 1983, the three weak
gauge bosons have been discovered by the UA1 and UA2 experiments at CERN [48, 49, 50].
Their properties have been measured precisely at LEP in the nineties with no departure
from standard model prediction. The precise measurements allowed an estimation through
radiative correction of the top quark mass, before it was discovered at the Tevatron in 1995
with consistent properties, providing a confirmation of the Standard Model validity.
3.3 The Higgs boson mass




is not predicted by the SM and thus, has to be measured. However, several theoretical and
experimental constraints limit the possible mass range.
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3.3.1 Theoretical limits on the Higgs boson mass
Several consistency requirements of the theory set upper and lower bounds on the Higgs
mass in the SM depending on the energy scale Λ up to which the SM is valid and no new
interactions or particles appear. Values of Λ up to the Planck mass scale MPlanck = 10
19 GeV
are considered, since above this energy threshold, quantum effects of gravity become strong
and thus the description of particle interactions in terms of quantum field theory breaks
down (due to the non-renormalizability of gravity). Here, only the results are summarized
(for further details see reference [51]):
Figure 3.2: Feynman diagram of Higgs and top quark loop.
• Unitarity of the electroweak interactions, in particular of the W+W− → W+W− scat-
tering amplitude, limits the Higgs boson mass to mH <1 TeV.
• The requirement of finite self-coupling of Higgs bosons, including Higgs and top quark
loops (figure 3.2), restricts the Higgs mass with an upper bound depending on Λ.
mH <600 GeV for Λ=1 TeV and mH ≤180 GeV for Λ=MPlanck.
• To ensure the stability of the Higgs ground state, the Higgs potential (equation 3.9)
has to have a lower bound (λ(Λ) >0). This results in a low limit on the Higgs boson
mass of mH >55 GeV for Λ=1 TeV and mH ≥130 GeV for Λ=MPlanck.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the theoretical upper and lower bounds for the Standard Model
Higgs boson as a function of Λ [51]. As a result, the measurement of the Higgs boson mass
will constrain Λ. A Higgs boson mass of mH= 500 GeV for instance, implies that the SM
breaks down already at a much lower energy scale than MPlanck .
For Λ = 1 TeV, the following theoretical limitation for the mH range is obtained:
55 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 600 GeV. (3.22)
3.3.2 Experimental limits on the Higgs boson mass
A lower bound of the Higgs boson mass comes from direct Higgs boson searches at the
Large Electron Positron Collider LEP at CERN. The combined results of LEP experiments
(ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL) on the direct searches for the Higgs boson at LEP
conclude that the Standard Model Higgs boson must be heavier than mH≥114.4 GeV at
95% confidence level (C.L.) [52].
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Figure 3.3: Upper and lower theoretical bounds on the Higgs boson mass as a function of
the energy scale Λ up to which the SM is valid. A top quark mass of mtop = 175 GeV and
a QCD coupling constant αs(MZ)=0.118 are assumed. The bands indicate the theoretical
uncertainties [51].
The range of possible Higgs boson masses can be further constrained by combining the
precision measurements of electroweak observables at LEP and at the Tevatron pp¯ collider
at Fermilab, with the experiments CDF and D0. Higher order corrections to the calculation
of electroweak processes like e+e− → Z → ff¯ include Higgs loops and thus depend on the
Higgs mass. The measurements of LEP and Tevatron are combined in [53] with a precision
sufficient to constrain the Higgs boson mass. The most recent result of this calculation is
given in figure 3.4 which shows ∆χ2 = χ2−χ2min of the global least-squares fit of the Standard
Model predictions to the electroweak data as a function of the Higgs boson mass. It can
be seen that the fit to electroweak precision measurements favors a small Higgs boson mass.
The most probable Higgs mass according to the fit is mH=85
+39
−28 GeV, taking the lower Higgs
mass limit from direct searches at LEP into account the 95% confidence level upper limit
being mH≤154 GeV [53].
The latest results from direct Higgs boson searches at the Tevatron collider exclude the
Standard Model Higgs boson with a mass between
160 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 170 GeV (3.23)
at a confidence level of 95% [54] (figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min from the global least-squares fit to electroweak precision mea-
surements as a function of the Higgs boson mass mH [53].
3.4 Higgs Boson production mechanisms
At the LHC, the SM Higgs boson can be produced by the following processes:
a. Gluon fusion.
b. Vector boson fusion. This production mode is addressed in the present document.
c. Higgs production associated with a W/Z boson (Higgsstrahlung of W/Z).
d. Higgs production associated with a pair of top quarks.
The Feynman diagrams of these processes are presented in figure 3.6. The cross-sections of
these processes depend on the unknown Higgs boson mass. Figure 3.7 shows the Standard
Model Higgs boson production cross-sections for LHC at
√
s=14 TeV in the Higgs mass
range 100 GeV<mH<500 GeV . As illustrated, the gluon fusion dominates over the whole
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Figure 3.5: Observed and expected (for the background-only hypothesis (the background-only
hypothesis is defined in 4.11.2)) 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the SM cross section,
as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The limits
displayed in this figure are obtained with the Bayesian calculation [54].
mass range. The vector-boson fusion cross-section is roughly one order of magnitude smaller.
However, the two outgoing quarks in this process form two characteristic jets in the very
forward regions of the detector at high pseudorapidity values |η|, which provide a very good
signature for background suppression. This main characteristic triggers a VBF Higgs study,
an analysis presented in the following chapter.
The other production processes have much lower cross-sections. However, they can still
be exploited for specific searches. For instance, requiring two additional b quarks from the
top quark decays of the associated Higgs boson production gg, qq → ttH is essential to
suppress the background in searches for Higgs boson decays into a bb¯ pair.
Considering that the maximum Higgs boson production cross-section for low Higgs masses
is σH ∼50 pb and the total pp cross-section at the LHC σtot ∼125 mb (figure 1.21), a major
challenge of the LHC experiments becomes clear: compared to other pp reactions, the Higgs
boson signal is suppressed by ten orders of magnitude. Very detailed and accurate studies
should be performed in order to understand and reject the background processes.
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Figure 3.6: Tree-level Feynman diagrams of the Higgs boson production processes in pp col-
lisions at the LHC.
3.5 Higgs Boson decay channels
Also the branching ratios of the Standard Model Higgs boson decays depend on mH as
unknown parameter. Since the Higgs boson couples to other particles proportional to their
masses, it decays dominantly into the most massive particles accessible. Feynman diagrams
of the SM Higgs boson decays are shown in figure 3.8: the tree-level decays into a fermion
pair or a real or weak gauge boson pair and, via loops, the decays into massless photons or
gluons.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the branching-ratio calculations of the most important decay chan-
nels. A summary of the most important decays is given in the following:
• H → bb¯
Since the coupling of the Higgs boson to fermions is proportional to the fermion mass,
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Figure 3.7: Standard Model Higgs boson production cross-sections as a function of the Higgs
boson mass mH at the nominal LHC center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV [55].
the decay into a bb¯ pair has the largest branching ratio for mH≤140 GeV. However,
the discovery potential for this decay channel suffers from very large QCD background.
• H → gg
The problem of large QCD background is even more pronounced in the case of the de-
cay into a gluon pair which has the second largest branching ratio in this mass region.
The huge QCD jet production cross-sections make it practically impossible to identify
H → gg decays at the LHC.
• H → τ+τ−
The Higgs boson decay into a τ -lepton pair also suffers from high background mainly
from Z → τ+τ− decays. However, if one exploits the signatures of vector-boson
fusion Higgs production, this decay channel is one of the most promising ones for
mH≤140 GeV. The investigation of the discovery potential of the ATLAS experiment
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Figure 3.8: Feynman diagrams of the Standard Model Higgs boson decay channels.
Figure 3.9: Branching ratios of the Standard Model Higgs boson decays as a function of the
Higgs boson mass mH [56].
for this decay channel is the main subject of the present document.
• H → γγ
Another important decay channel for low Higgs masses is the decay H → γγ. Although
it has only a very small branching ratio, its discovery potential is high due to the clean
signature of two energetic photons and the high Higgs mass resolution in this channel.
• H → W+W− The branching ratio of H → W+W− rises towards the threshold for real
W -pair production. For mH∼160-180 GeV, the Higgs boson almost exclusively decays
into W+W−. Unfortunately, the best identifiable leptonic decays of W bosons involve
neutrinos, making an accurately Higgs boson mass reconstruction a real challenge.
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• H → ZZ Above mH≥190 GeV, the decay H → ZZ is the most promising Higgs dis-
covery channel. The further decay of the Z bosons into electron or muon pairs provides
the cleanest signature and an excellent Higgs mass resolution. Therefore, the decay
H → ZZ → llll is known as the “golden signature” for the Higgs boson.
• H → tt¯ The H → tt¯ decay becomes kinematically possible above mH≥350 GeV.
However, due to the high background rate in this decay channel and the branching
ratio being about ten times smaller than for H → W+W−, the decay H → tt¯ is not
considered as a Higgs boson discovery channel at LHC.
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Chapter 4
Vector Boson Fusion Higgs in the
di-tau channels
The search of the Standard Model Higgs boson decaying into a τ -pair in association with
two jets in the forward parts of the detector, which is produced by the Vector Boson Fusion
(VBF) process, is presented in this chapter. Special attention is drawn to jet studies, an
important element of the analysis, which is expected to a play a key role. All the cuts are
also presented and several cut-flows of signal and background indicate a significant potential
for a discovery at the low mass range, optimized for a Higgs boson mass of 120 GeV. The
importance of jet-veto cut study is high-lighted in addition to some cut extensions.
The largest part of the study presented in the following chapter is performed in the context
of the ATLAS “Computing System Commissioning” (CSC) effort, a test of the experiment
data processing infrastructure which was the opportunity for a major update of all physics
analyses [19].
4.1 Introduction
The search for the Higgs boson and the source of electroweak symmetry breaking is a primary
task of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). At the previous chapter, the Standard Model Higgs
boson was introduced and its phenomenology at LHC was presented, while in this chapter
the Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) H → τ+τ−decay channel will be presented in details. Vector
Boson Fusion (also called Weak Boson Fusion) is one of the four production mechanisms of
a Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson in LHC (see previous chapter 3). VBF is a purely
electroweak process described by the Feynman diagram presented in figure 4.1. Two quarks
originating from the proton beam are scattered through the exchange of two vector bosons
(W±W∓ or Z0Z0). The fusion of these bosons generates the Higgs boson
qq → qq(W±W∓, Z0Z0)→ qqH (4.1)
which is accompanied by the two scattered quarks.
The VBF topology has some very specific characteristics, which as it will be shown, allow
a good signal significance, rejecting background:
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Figure 4.1: First order Feynman diagram of a SM Higgs boson produced via VBF and de-
caying to a pair of τ+τ− leptons.
• The two scattered quarks will hadronize and produce two hard jets at the forward
regions of the calorimeter (high |η| values). These jets are often called forward jets
or VBF tagging jets. The detection of these two jets, requiring a significant η gap
in between combined with their high-pT expected, gives a reasonable starting point
selecting VBF events and rejecting potential background.
• The electroweak character of VBF, implies no color exchange between the interacting
quarks. As a consequence, light QCD-activity is expected apart from the two forward
jets and therefore no other jets are expected, unless jets are produced due to the Higgs
boson decay products. Applying several constraints as described later, this feature
allow the application of a central jet veto cut, a powerful cut which also contributes to
the background rejection.
Figure 4.2: A Higgs boson produced via VBF results to two forward jets in η, a significant
η gap in between and the Higgs boson decay products in this η gap. The schema at the right
corresponds to an (η, φ) plane.
Summarizing these two characteristics, only two hard jets are expected highly separated
in η (∆ηjj >∼ 4) and all Higgs boson decay products are expected in between these two
forward jets in terms of η. For the studied decay mode (H → τ+τ−), when removing the τ
products, no other jets are expected at final event topology. All these topology aspects are
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illustrated in figure 4.2, where VBF Higgs boson decay products and VBF tagging jets are
matched with the potential detectable objects in an (η, φ) plane.
Figure 4.3: An ATLAS event display for a H → τ+τ−→ (hadron + µ, for a Monte Carlo
generated event. Three different views are shown: (x, y) plane (upper left), (η, φ) plane
(upper right) and (r, Z) plane (bottom). Particle tracks are illustrated with the green lines,
while the yellow color represents the energy deposit in the calorimeters.
Figure 4.3 show an ATLAS event display of a H → τ+τ−Monte Calro generated event.
The two VBF tagging jets are visible in high η values, and the Higgs boson decay products
(a hadronic τ and a muon at this example) are equally visible within the η gap defined by
the two VBF tagging jets.
The analysis to be presented in following sections, has been done using state-of-the art
Monte Carlo generators, full GEANT-based simulation of the ATLAS detector with realistic
misalignments and distortions applied to the expected material in the detector, utilization of
our current reconstruction algorithms, and, where possible, incorporation of pileup interac-
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tions. This analysis requires excellent performance from every ATLAS detector subsystem;
the presence of τ decays implies final states with electrons, muons, hadronic tau decays, and
missing transverse momentum, while the Vector Boson Fusion production process introduces
jets that tend to be quite forward in the detector. Due to the small rate of signal production
and large backgrounds, particle identification must be excellent and optimized specifically
for this channel. Furthermore, triggering relies on the lowest energy lepton triggers or ex-
ceptionally challenging tau trigger signatures.
4.1.1 VBF H → τ+τ−search at the LHC: motivation
As presented in chapter 3 a SM Higgs boson, if it exists, will be mainly produced via the
mechanism of gluon-gluon fusion, since this mechanism is characterized by the highest cross-
section. Nevertheless, due to the high QCD background of LHC, such a Higgs boson will be
difficult to be detected in some channels even if their branching ratio is relatively high (see
chapter 3) e.g. H → bb¯ or H → τ+τ−. The only decay channel favoring a gluon-gluon fusion
Higgs is the H → γγ, which even if it has a low branching ratio, it is promising due to its
clean photon signature[19]. The second higher cross-section of Higgs production mechanism
occurs for the VBF (figure 3.7), which makes possible the study of the decay channels that
have a high branching ratio in the low mass region. VBF production mode represents 10
- 20% of the total SM Higgs boson production in the low mass region (115-145 GeV/c2)
and furthermore, searches for the VBF Higgs boson tend to have reasonably high signal-
to-background ratios, making them more robust to systematic uncertainties. Within the
Standard Model, the ability to observe the Higgs boson in multiple production and decay
configurations makes it possible to measure the Higgs boson coupling to fermions and vector
bosons [57]. VBF it is the only production mode that makes possible (in the level of signal-
to-background ratios) to study the Higgs boson coupling to τ leptons. In addition,the VBF
processes provide a tool for measuring the Higgs boson spin and CP properties [58, 59]. In
the context of the Minimal Supersymetric Standard Model, (MSSM), the branching ratio of
a Higgs boson decaying to photons is generally suppressed, which makes the search for Higgs
boson decaying to taus very important. The complementarity of the coupling of the light
and heavy CP-even, neutral Higgs bosons of the MSSM to taus makes it possible to cover
most or all of the mA− tanβ plane by reinterpreting the results for a Standard Model Higgs
boson decaying into taus in the context of the MSSM [60, 61].
4.1.2 Signal signature
ATLAS performance in reconstructing τ lepton was discussed in details in section 1.3.3.
In a H → τ+τ−study the decay of τ is an important analysis ingredient, since it defines
the final Higgs boson decay channel. As already mentioned, a τ decays either leptonically
(e or µ) or hadronically resulting to jets in the detector (mainly originating from pions).
According to the τ decay mode, there are 3 possible channels for the study of H → τ+τ−as
described in table 4.2. At the same table the respective branching ratios (table 4.1) are
illustrated. Even though the highest decay probability (41%) is obtained when studying the
hadron − hadron (hh) channel, this study is outside the scope of the analysis which will
follow. Several constraints, mainly due to the difficulties in triggering a hadronic τ because
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τ Decay modes Branching ratio
leptonic (e and µ) ∼ 35.2%
1-prong (τ → npi0 pi±v) ∼ 49.5%
3-prong (τ → npi0 pi±pi∓pi±v) ∼ 14.6%
Table 4.1: Tau lepton (τ) principal decay modes, where n is a multiplier factor such as
n = 0, 1, 2, ...
of the QCD jets background make the hh analysis very specific. Therefore, the attention
will be drawn to the lepton− lepton (ll) and lepton− hadron (lh) channels.
Decay channels Channel description BR
qq → qqH → qq τ±τ∓ → qq e±e∓vτvτveve ∼ 3.2%
lepton-lepton channel qq → qqH → qq τ±τ∓ → qq µ±µ∓vτvτvµvµ ∼ 3.0%
qq → qqH → qq τ±τ∓ → qq e±µ∓vτvτvevµ ∼ 6.2%
qq → qqH → qq τ±τ∓ → qq e±hadrons vτvτve ∼ 23.2%
lepton-hadron channel qq → qqH → qq τ±τ∓ → qq µ±hadrons vτvτvµ ∼ 22.6%
hadron-hadron channel qq → qqH → qq τ±τ∓ → qq hadrons hadrons vτvτ ∼ 42.3%
Table 4.2: Decay channels for the study of a SM H → τ+τ−followed by the respective
branching ratios [45]
One of the important feature of the final topologies, is the presence of neutrinos (see table
4.2): four neutrinos are present in the ll-channel and three in the lh-channel. Since neutrinos
escape the detection, the efficient reconstruction of 6ET becomes a benchmark point of the
analysis and as described later, 6ET resolution affects directly the invariant mass of the Higgs
boson mH .
4.2 Background
Every final state which is composed by two or more jets and two τ -lepton decay products
is a potential background. Monte Carlo studies show that the most important background
contributions are caused by Z + jets (irreducible background) and tt¯ production (reducible
background). Furthermore, W(W) + jets and QCD multijet events can fake signal events
and therefore, are also considered as background. A summary table with all background
cross sections is available in section 4.3.
4.2.1 Irreducible background: Z + jets
Irreducible background is a final topology which has exactly the same signature as the signal:
• Two forward jets
• High 6ET
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• Two isolated leptons (ee or eµ or µµ) for ll-channel
• One isolated lepton (e or µ) and one τ -jet for lh-channel
Figure 4.4: Feynman diagrams at tree level of the irreducible background Z plus jj (Zjj),
commonly called QCD Z plus jets processes.
The main contribution of this kind of background is coming from the QCD corrections
of the Drell-Yann process qq → (γ∗, Z)→ τ+τ− radiating 2 jets in the final state. In figure
4.4 the Feynman diagrams of these processes are illustrated :
a. qq¯ → gg(γ∗, Z)→ ggτ+τ−
b. gg → qq¯(γ∗, Z)→ qq¯τ+τ−
c. qq → qq(γ∗, Z)→ qqτ+τ−
d. qg → qg(γ∗, Z)→ qgτ+τ−
Apart from the Zjj processes, the processes Zj have to be included as well. In these cases,
there is one hard jet produced and another one softer which originates from QCD radiations:
a. qg → qZ → qτ+τ−
b. qq¯ → gZ → gτ+τ− (figure 4.5)
Similarly, processes containing more than 2 jets (Zjjj, Zjjjj, etc) could also be included.
They are all based on Feynman diagrams described in figures 4.5 and 4.4 adding CQD
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Figure 4.5: Feynman diagrams at tree level of the irreducible background QCD (Zj). The
second jet which fake a VBF event would originate from QCD radiations.
radiation which conclude to one or several soft jets. All these processes are commonly called
QCD Z plus jets.
In addition, an important contribution at the Z background is originating from its elec-
troweak (EW) production, where Z is produced via the scattering of quarks through the
exchange of a weak boson in t-channel. At the final state, a Z boson is expected and two
quarks which will hadronize producing hard jets (the decay Z → τ+τ−is assumed):
qq′ → qq′τ+τ− (4.2)
Figure 4.6: Feynman diagrams at tree level of the irreducible background EW Z plus jj (EW
Z plus jets).
Examples of Feynman diagrams describing the EW Zjj are shown in figure 4.6. This
background is more difficult to reject since it is characterized by the same event topology
aspects with the one of VBF Higgs boson.
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In summary, the Z + jets background suppression depends mainly on the production
mode (EW or QCD) and on Z decay channel. The Z boson decays into a lepton pair (ee, µµ
or ττ , each with a branching ratio of ∼3.4%), into νν pairs (20.0%) or into hadrons (69.91%).
Decays of the Z boson into neutrinos or hadrons do not contribute to the background, since
no charged leptons are present in these cases, a principal requirement of ll- or lh-channel. The
decays into electrons or muons have no neutrinos in the final state and can thus be suppressed
very efficiently by requiring a certain amount of missing transverse energy. Conclusively, only
Z → τ+τ− events significantly contribute to the background.
Concerning the production mode, the event topology in the QCD production mode differs
from vector-boson fusion Higgs production mainly because of different jet kinematics. As a
consequence, adequate jet kinematic cuts have been proposed providing a good suppression
of these backgrounds, as described in section 4.6. The most challenging background is the
EW Z + jets, however, since its cross-section (1.7 pb) is more than 1000 times smaller than
the one of QCD Z production (2.03 nb), QCD Z + jets remains the main background source
which affects signal topology.
4.2.2 Reducible background: tt¯ , W(W) + jets, QCD
The reducible background is characterized by the same signature as signal, but contrary to
the irreducible background described in previous section, it occurs after the misidentifica-
tion of some particles or additional jets. Therefore, such a background may originate from
any process which contain 2 jets or more, one isolated lepton (electron or muon), missing
transverse energy and a light jet originating from a light quark or a b-quark which will be
misidentified as a hadronic tau jet (section 1.3.3).
tt¯
The most important reducible background is the top-pair (tt¯ ) production. Feynman
diagrams in a tree level of this process are presented in figure 4.7 considering qq¯ → tt¯ (figure
4.7a) and gg → tt¯ (figures 4.7b, 4.7c, 4.7d) production modes. The relative importance of
both amplitudes (gluon-gluon and quark-antiquark scattering) depends on the center of mass
energy of the collision and nature of the beams: at the LHC the gluon scattering process
dominates (∼90% of the cases)[19]. Each top quark decays into a W boson and a b-quark
with a branching ratio of almost 100%. The two b-jets originating from the b-quarks can give
a similar signature as the VBF jets and the electrons, muons or τ leptons, decay products
of W boson, can be misidentified as Higgs decay products. The W boson may decay into
leptonic final states (e, µ, τ plus neutrinos) with a branching ration of 32.4% or to hadrons
with a branching ratio of 67.6%[45] resulting to both leptons and jets in the final state faking
VBF Higgs boson signal events. An efficient b-jet veto (section 1.3.6) would thus provide a
good rejection of tt¯ background and similarly a good hadronic tau-id (section 1.3.3) would
prevent the misidentification of a jet originating from W or b-quark, as a tau jet. The most
challenging aspect of this background is that the leptonic decay of W involves neutrinos,
resulting in missing transverse energy. A cut in 6ET will have thus, no effect in rejecting
this background contrary to Z → l+l− events. Nevertheless, due to different kinematics
tt¯ event topology adequate cuts (section 4.6) a reasonable rejection is achieved, but because
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Figure 4.7: Feynman diagrams at tree level of tt¯ background.Both qq¯ → tt¯ and gg → tt¯ are
taken into consideration.
of its high production cross-section (833±100 pb1), tt¯ remains one of the main background
sources.
W(W) + jets
An other potential background can originate from the production of one or two W bosons
with additional jets, contributing mainly to lh-channel. An example of two characteristic
Feynman diagrams is given in figure 4.8 where in the W+jets case (figure 4.8,left) a third
jet is produced via radiative corrections and in the WW+jets case (figure 4.8,right), a third
originates from one of the W boson decay products. Considering then, a lepton W decay, a
signature similar to the signal is being produced. A very effective cut against this kind of
background is provided by the transverse mass mT (section 4.6) of the lepton and 6ET .
As shown in figure 4.8, the production of a WW pair can also provide a signature which is
quite similar to the signal, considering one leptonic decay and one hadronic decay respectively
for the two W bosons. However, the cross-section of this process is ∼20 times lower than the
one for the Z boson production and this background can thus be neglected for this study.
QCD
In a proton-proton collider such as LHC, the cross-section for multijet production is
1calculated up to NLO order including NLL soft gluon resummation [62]. Uncertainty reflects the theo-
retical error obtained from varying the renormalisation scale by a factor of two [19] [63].
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Figure 4.8: Feynman diagrams of W + jets production by W radiation (left) and WW + jets
production by triple electroweak boson interaction (right).
very high1. Nevertheless, since no isolated leptons are present in these events, they can be
suppressed requiring the two τ -decay products in the final state: either two isolated leptons
(ee, µµ or eµ), either one isolated lepton (e or µ) and a hadronic τ . In this category, potential
background is caused by events containing misidentified leptons or leptons from b meson
decays,as a result, an excellent performance of electrons, muons and τ -jets identification
algorithms could efficiently suppress this background. The remaining bb¯ containing real
leptons from b decays can be reasonably suppressed by requiring that the leptons are isolated.
In the scope of the present analysis, QCD background was neglected.
4.3 Monte Carlo samples - Detector simulation
In the following section, a description of all different Monte Carlo (MC) samples used in
VBF analysis, is given. Different event generators have been used to simulate the signal
and background processes incorporating all state of the art updates and NLO corrections.
The simulated signal and background data samples and the corresponding cross-sections are
summarized in tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. All datasets have been produced in the frame of
the central ATLAS Monte Carlo production with the Athena software framework2 [64].
The events generated by the Monte Carlo generators are then passed through the detailed
simulation of the ATLAS detector based on the GEANT4 [65] package for the description
of the detector response. In case of the tt¯ background, the detailed detector simulation has
been replaced by the parameterized and thus faster simulation of the detector response using
ATLFAST [66] package. This was the only possibility to obtain a sufficient number of events
needed for statistically significant analysis results.
4.3.1 Monte Carlo generators
A brief description of each of the used Monte Carlo generators is presented in the following:
1at the order of mb, see figure 1.21
2Athena release 12.0.6. All MC samples production was performed in the frame of ATLAS CSC report
[19]
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Lepton Filter Cross Integrated
k-Factor Efficiency Section Events Luminosity
(%) (fb) (fb−1)
H → ττ → ll
mH = 105 GeV 1.05 53 26 26 000 1000
mH = 110 GeV 1.04 54 25 27 250 1090
mH = 115 GeV 1.00 57 24 28 250 1180
mH = 120 GeV 1.05 57 22 86 750 3940
mH = 125 GeV 1.04 58 19 25 250 1330
mH = 130 GeV 1.05 57 16 25 750 1610
mH = 135 GeV 1.05 58 13 27 000 2080
H → ττ → lh
mH = 105 GeV 1.05 46 180 67 500 380
mH = 110 GeV 1.04 47 173 84 750 490
mH = 115 GeV 1.00 47 160 28 250 180
mH = 120 GeV 1.05 47 145 132 250 910
mH = 125 GeV 1.04 48 127 86 500 680
mH = 130 GeV 1.05 48 108 26 500 250
mH = 135 GeV 1.04 48 87 85 250 980
Table 4.3: Signal Monte Carlo data samples used for this study considering the ll-channel
and the lh-channel. All signal datasets include a lepton filter (see text for details). The
cross-sections include the filter efficiency and are scaled to the next-to-leading order with
the specified k-factor described in second column (branching ratios also included). The last
column shows the integrated luminosity the generated numbers of events correspond to.
• Pythia [67]
A general-purpose generator for hadronic interactions in leading order with parton
showering for initial and final state QCD radiation, which leads to relatively soft jets.
No spin correlations are taken into account.
• Herwig [68]
A leading order general-purpose generator with a different parton showering compared
to Pythia. Herwig is particularly sophisticated in treating the decays of unstable
particles with full spin correlation. The Jimmy program [69] is used to simulate the
underlying event. Most of the signal samples have been simulated with Herwig.
• ALPGEN [70]
A leading order generator with a different method to match the jets from the parton-
showering model to the ones from matrix-element calculations, leading to harder jets.
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VBF Filter Cross Integrated
Efficiency Section Events Luminosity
(%) (fb) (fb−1)
ALPGEN QCD samples:
Z → ττ → lh
+ 0 jets 0.3 2 750 11 250 4.1
+ 1 jets 1.0 2 450 92 250 37.7
+ 2 jets 4.0 3 100 515 500 166.0
+ 3 jets 10.6 2 500 356 000 142.0
+ 4 jets 20.7 1 380 218 750 158.0
+ ≥5 jets 29.6 730 90 000 122.0
Z → ττ → ll
+ 0 jets 0.04 320 9 850 31.0
+ 1 jets 0.13 280 161 800 574.0
+ 2 jets 0.43 330 439 900 1340.0
+ 3 jets 1.12 260 156 000 590.0
+ 4 jets 2.08 140 172 100 1230.0
+ ≥5 jets 3.30 80 48 450 599.0
Z → ττ → ee
+ 0 jets 1.0 9 060 13 750 1.5
+ 1 jets 2.8 6 450 7 500 1.2
+ 2 jets 9.9 7 420 252 250 34.0
+ 3 jets 25.8 6 110 103 250 16.9
+ 4 jets 44.8 2 990 23 250 7.8
+ ≥5 jets 64.0 1 580 14 000 8.9
Z → ττ → µµ
+ 0 jets 0.6 4 990 13 400 2.7
+ 1 jets 2.4 5 410 11 250 2.1
+ 2 jets 8.2 6 260 192 250 30.7
+ 3 jets 23.7 5 610 86 500 15.4
+ 4 jets 42.6 2 830 21 500 7.6
+ ≥5 jets 61.9 1 520 15 250 10.0
Sherpa EW samples:
Z → ττ → lh + <4 jets
No filter — 1 690 198 500 117.0
VBF filter 12.6 214 49 500 230.0
Table 4.4: Z + jets, MC data samples used for this study considering QCD and EW pro-
duction. The second column shows the VBF filter efficiency (see text for details). The
cross-sections include the filter efficiency and are scaled to the next-to-leading order with a
k-factor of 1.24 (branching ratios also included). The last column shows the integrated lumi-
nosity the generated numbers of events correspond to. The MC generators used are ALPGEN
and Sherpa, explained in the text.
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VBF Filter Cross Integrated
ALPGEN QCD samples Efficiency Section Events Luminosity
(%) (fb) (fb−1)
W → ττ → eν
+ 2 jets 8.2 77 500 94 450 1.22
+ 3 jets 20.7 56 600 95 000 1.68
+ 4 jets 28.5 29 700 98 750 3.32
+ ≥5 jets 55.1 15 300 93 500 6.11
W → ττ → µν
+ 2 jets 7.5 71 000 97 950 1.38
+ 3 jets 19.4 53 100 77 750 1.46
+ 4 jets 36.7 28 000 58 500 2.09
+ ≥5 jets 54.7 15 300 96 950 6.35
Table 4.5: W + jets, MC data samples used for this study considering QCD production using
ALPGEN as a MC generator. The second column shows the VBF filter efficiency (see text
for details). The cross-sections include the filter efficiency and are scaled to the next-to-
leading order with a k-factor of 1.15 (branching ratios also included). The last column shows
the integrated luminosity the generated numbers of events correspond to.
Special emphasis is given to final states with large jet multiplicities, based on exact
leading order evaluation of partonic matrix elements. It is also interfaced to Her-
wig/Jimmy for the hadronization and underlying event simulation. ALPGEN was
used to simulate the QCD Z+jets and W+jets background processes. In practice,
Z+0,1 jets and W+0,1 jets samples have not been used. In most of the cases, the
background contribution originating from these specific samples is negligible with the
respect to the contribution of the samples Z+n jets and W+n jets, where n ≥ 2.
• Sherpa [71]
A recent multipurpose generator for hadronic events with the matrix element generator
AMEGIC++ [72]. Sherpa also includes electroweak processes, therefore it was used to
simulate the electroweak Z → ττ background.
• MC@NLO [73]
A next-to-leading order generator for QCD processes. Like for ALPGEN, MC@NLO
was also interfaced to Herwig/Jimmy for the hadronization and underlying event
simulation. Since higher order effects are particularly important for tt¯ production,
MC@NLO was used to generate this background.
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ATLAS Cross Integrated
Detector Filter Section Events Luminosity
Simulation (fb) (×103) (fb−1)
Full Simulation 1 lepton 461×103 930 1.5
Fast Simulation — 833×103 94 300 83.0
Table 4.6: tt¯ MC data samples used for this study considering. MC@NLO was the MC
generator used for this process and therefore the cross-section is at next-to-leading order
accuracy. No filter has been applied in case of the fast detector simulation and for the
detailed simulation a lepton filter has been applied (see text for details). The last column
shows the integrated luminosity the generated numbers of events correspond to, where the
event weights from MC@NLO have been taken into consideration.
All τ -lepton decays have been simulated by Tauola Monte Carlo package [74], which is
interfaced with the generators described above.
Event Filter
In order to increase signal and background statistics in the phase space of interest, event
filters have been applied at the generator level to save CPU time by eliminating events
that would not survive the particle identification cuts (for signal) and the analysis cuts (for
background) or in general the detector acceptance limitations.
Lepton filter for signal samples:
• If Nl stands for the number of electrons plus muons with pT ≥5 GeV and |η| ≤2.7:
Nl ≥ 2 for the samples H → ττ → ll
Nl ≥ 1 for the samples H → ττ → lh
VBF filter for background Z + jets and W + jets event samples:
• IfNl stands for the number of electrons plus muons with pT ≥10 GeV and |η| ≤2.7:
Nl ≥ 2 for the samples Z → ee, µµ and Z → ττ → ll
Nl ≥ 1 for the samples Z → ττ → lh
• At least two jets (cone algorithm with size ∆R ≤0.4) within |η| ≤5.0 and
pT ≥20 GeV for the jet with the highest pT
pT ≥15 GeV for the jet with the second highest pT
• A pair of jets with an invariant mass of mjj ≥300 GeV and a pseudorapidity gap
of ∆ηjj ≥2
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Lepton filter for tt¯ :
• At least one lepton (e, µ or τ) within |η| ≤5.0
All filter efficiencies are shown in tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for the totality of the used
samples. They are thus taken into account when measuring the final cross sections after the
application of the analysis cuts (see section 4.9).
Pile-up Events
As described in the first chapter, at the LHC design luminosity of L = 1034 cm−2s−1,
23 proton-proton collisions are expected to occur every 25 ns. These collisions are inelastic
scattering events (minimum bias), which are also recorded together with the interesting
interaction in the same bunch crossing, forming the pile-up events. The additional particles
from pile-up events potentially cause difficulties in the reconstruction of the hard parton
collision processes especially to the jet reconstruction. For instance, the energy determined
for a jet from the interesting event could be higher due to energy deposits from pile-up
particles or even, the pile-up events could result in additional (low pT usually) jets in the
event.
If the pile-up originates from the same bunch crossing as the main interaction, it is called
in-time pile-up. Contrary to the in-time pile-up, the contribution originates from adjoint
bunch crossings, is called out-of-time pile-up. The latter can be the case for several detector
components with a response and read out time longer than 25 ns (LAr calorimeter or the
drift tube detectors of the muon system). Other pile-up contributions may occur from the
cavern background or from showers induced by particles from cosmic rays especially effecting
muon reconstruction and in some cases jets reconstruction.
For the VBF H → τ+τ− analysis both categories of pile-up may affect the results. A way
to eliminate out-of-time pile-up is provided by time measurements in the calorimeter. It is
though rather a complicated study, not sufficiently validated yet. In-time pile-up can cause
a higher effect considering that adds a contribution to the central calorimeter sampling and
it is visible from all ATLAS sub-detectors.
A special care was shown to pile-up studies and therefore several pile-up samples were
generated as described in table 4.7 corresponding to the initial LHC luminosity performance
L = 1033 cm−2s−1.
4.3.2 Detector Simulation
The detector response to the generated particles can be simulated by either a detailed detec-
tor simulation (so called Full Simulation)[64] or the fast detector simulation ATLFAST[66].
4.3.2.1 Full Simulation
The full simulation of the ATLAS detector response is based on a detailed and realistic
description of particle interactions with the detector material as provided by the GEANT4
simulation package[65]. A detailed description of the detector geometry and material dis-
tribution is used for the simulation, as well as for the exact map of the magnetic field, the
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Pile-up Cavern Cross
Luminosity Background Section Events
(cm−2s−1) Simulation (fb)
H → ττ → ll
mH = 120 GeV 10
33 yes 22 66 250
mH = 120 GeV 10
33 no 22 42 250
mH = 120 GeV 2×1033 no 22 44 000
H → ττ → lh
mH = 120 GeV 10
33 yes 145 89 500
mH = 120 GeV 10
33 no 145 49 500
mH = 120 GeV 2×1033 no 145 49 500
Z → ττ (VBF filter applied)
+ 2 jets 1033 no 2 500 98 250
+ 3 jets 1033 no 2 010 85 250
+ 4 jets 1033 no 1 100 36 250
+ ≥5 jets 1033 no 592 8 000
Table 4.7: Systematic samples produced for pile-up studies for signal and the most important
background Z + jets. As in simple samples, lepton and VBF filters are applied to signal and
background samples respectively.
realistic response of the read out electronics and the trigger behavior. The simulation out-
put is then processed by the same reconstruction algorithms which will be used for the real
collision data. Full simulation processes results in the best possible predictions but it is
consuming a lot of time and CPU. The full simulation of one single event, typically needs
approximately 20 minutes on a standard computer, therefore due to computing resources
limitations, only a limited number of events can be fully simulated.
4.3.2.2 ATLFAST
In order to simulate a large number of events needed for some of the background processes
(for example 100 millions of tt¯ events), the much faster detector simulation software ATL-
FAST has been used. It is based on a parameterized description of the detector performance.
The momentum vectors of the generated particles are smeared and the identification effi-
ciency is parameterized according to studies with the full detector simulation performed for
the most important physics particle objects. A homogeneous magnetic field is assumed in
the inner detector volume and a very simplified calorimeter model is used to simulate the
calorimeter response. No difference between electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter and
no longitudinal segmentation of the calorimeters is taken into account. Calorimeter granu-
larity is approximated as ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1 for |η| <3.2 and ∆η × ∆φ = 0.2 × 0.2 for
3.2< |η| <5.0. The energy of a generated shower particle is deposited in only one calorimeter
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cell and a cone cluster algorithm with a cone size of ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 = 0.4 is applied to
all cells with a deposited energy above the threshold of 1.5 GeV. The resulting clusters are
associated with the originally generated electrons, photons, jets or τ -jets.
The fast simulation of the detector takes approximately ∼0.1 s per event using only
1% of the CPU Full Simulation is consuming. Clearly, the results obtained by the fast
simulation depend on the accuracy of the parameterization of the detector response and are
not as realistic as the ones obtained from full simulation. Moreover, as mentioned already,
ATLFAST is the only way of ATLAS simulation for statistics which exceed a few million
events. Fast simulation has been used in this analysis for the top sample, after normalisation
to full simulation.
4.4 Analysis software framework: EventView
The performed analysis was made within the EventView package developped for the scope
of the VBF H → τ+τ−analysis called “HiggsToTauTau”. EventView[30] is an ATHENA
(section 1.2.5 ) physics analysis framework, designed within ATLAS community the years
2004-2005. The conceptual definition of EventView was formulated as described by its
developers [30] is summarised as follows:
An EventView is a collection of physics objects, which are coherent, exhaustive and
mutually exclusive. EventViews are not unique; for each event a user may wish to consider
the event with multiple different views. From this view, a user may wish to calculate several
quantities for instance, such as jets with a cone ∆R=0.4 and associate it with another view
of the same event where jets are reconstructed using jet algorithms of ∆R=0.7
Figure 4.9: EventView placed in the events flow from their production until the final his-
togram. The notation of RDO, ESD, AOD, Tag is referring to different types of event
collections depending on the information they contain.
A diagrammatic representation of events flow from their production until the final his-
togram is given in figure 4.9. As illustrated, EventView is the link between the particle
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collections (RDO,ESD,AOD,Tag) and the ROOT analysis. The main idea is that the frame-
work provides general tools for common analysis tasks like particle selection and overlap
removal, observable calculation, combinatorics, recalibration, systematics evaluation, and
generating ntuples. The result is that users can perform the biggest part of their analyses in
Athena by chaining and configuring a set of these tools and producing an ntuple for further
analysis in ROOT. Furthermore, the EventView framework gives the opportunity to users
to easily develop and mix their own C++ tools with the common EventView tools and share
their configurations and tools with other collaborators.
One of the most important aspects of EventView is the overlap removal. The issue is that
a single physical object might be reconstructed by several algorithms and included in multiple
particle containers. For instance, an electron can be also reconstructed as a jet in the jets
collection. This is what is meant by ”overlap”: One must take care to remove the overlap
before continuing with the analysis. The difficulty is that there is no general purpose view
of the event and therefore the correct procedure is analysis-dependent. EventView is giving
a general way of introducing the overlap removal in every physics analysis. The overlap
removal is mainly done by the so-called “Particle Inserters”, which are basic EventView
components whose use is summarized as follows:
i. retrieve a collection of particles (electron collection, muon collection, etc)
ii. loop through the collection of particles
iii. apply particle-type-specific preselection
iv. check if the preselected particles match any other particle in the EventView in some ∆R
cone
v. if preselected and no overlap, insert the particle into the EventView
This procedure allows one to specify the priority of the different particle types (e.g. if an
electron is also reconstructed as a tau and a jet, one can choose to insert either the electron,
tau, or jet into the EventView). It also guarantees that particles overlap is removed in sense
of ∆R and therefore a particle that is reconstructed as different types of particles is only
entered once at the EventView.
Following the ∆R size of every reconstructed object defined within reconstruction al-
gorithms, the ∆R thresholds used in the present VBF H → τ+τ− analysis are set as the
followings:
i. electron: No ∆R cut. All electron objects contained in the electron collection enter the
EventView.
ii. muon: ∆R=0.1. For all electrons inserted in previous step a ∆R defined as ∆R =√
(ηµ − ηei)2 + (φµ − φei)2 is calculated for every muon candidate found in the muon
collection, and if ∆R <0.1 is found an overlap between electron and muon is assumed
and thus the muon is not inserted in the EventView.
iii. hadronic τ : ∆R=0.2 (for the lh-channel).
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iv. jets: ∆R=0.4, which in coherence with the size of the jet cone chosen for the present
analysis (see following section).
Depending on the analysis, the order of entering the objects in the EventView may change
according to specific physics needs. For VBF H → τ+τ−, the order presented above was
chosen favoring the insertion firstly of electrons, then muons and then hadronic τ ’s and QCD
jets.
4.4.1 Acceptance Challenge within EventView
One of the first goals of the ATLAS group VBF H → τ+τ−was to converge in the same
numbers of cut flow cross sections, within the different analysis tools used by the collabora-
tors. This was a very important exercise in order to validate all the different ATLAS analysis
tools available at that time, comprehend the different particle identification algorithms and
event selection cuts and finally, verify that all collaborators, having used the same event
datasets for signal and background are finally measuring the same number of events after
the cuts application. The validation achieved within the scope of this PhD study, was re-
lated with the analysis software framework used which was the EventView package. It was
a long procedure demanding high interaction with all members of VBF H → τ+τ−group
who were using different analysis software tools, which nevertheless, resulted to a very good
understanding of the cuts performance (section 4.6).
4.5 Reconstruction of VBF tagging jets
As mentioned in the introduction, the jet activity of the vector boson fusion process is unique
in several ways, providing many handles to suppress backgrounds and isolate a sample of
signal events with high purity. One of the most characteristic aspects of VBF processes is
the presence of two quark-initiated jets (figure 4.2 “forward jets” or “VBF tagging jets”)
which due to the process topology, have the tendency to be produced in the forward regions
of the detector, resulting to high lη| values introducing a pseudorapidity gap in between.
Moreover, another very important jet feature of VBF process is the central jet veto. Due
to the electroweak character of Vector Boson Fusion (colorless exchange), additional QCD
radiation activity is expected to be low. As a consequence, no other jets apart from the
tagging ones, are expected1, and thus the application of a central jet veto could result to a
significant rejection of background. More details are given in section 4.10
A general remark concerning the jet multiplicities of the background processes W+jets
and Z+jets is illustrated in figure 4.10. The pT of the highest pT jet and second highest pT jet
is shown for Z+njets, for n≥0. Contributions originating from the +0 jet and +1 jet show a
low pT peak and considering that the basic requirement of VBF tagging jets is pT ≥40 GeV
and pT ≥20 GeV for the highest and second highest pT jet of the event (discussed later),
these two contributions may be neglected. Similar results are obtained for the W + 0, 1 jets
and therefore +0, 1 jets contributions for W and Z background are from now on neglected.
1not taking into consideration potential jets that might originate from the tau decay products such as
the hadronic tau jets
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Figure 4.10: Jet pT spectra of highest (a) and second highest (b) pT jets of different samples
Z(→ ττ → ll) + n jets, where n ≥0.
The pT and η spectra of the highest and second highest pT jets in signal for ll-channel
(figure 4.11), signal for lh-channel (figure 4.12) superimposed with various background sam-
ples is shown. For the pT distributions (figures 4.11a,b and 4.12a,b) no pT or η cuts are
applied. Comparing these two figures, one could observe that VBF jet kinematics are almost
identical in both channels. A peak at ∼ 60 GeV (∼ 25 GeV) is observed for the jet with the
highest (second highest) pT . In both channels, in the scope of identifying the VBF tagging
jets two pT cuts are applied:
• pT ≥ 40 GeV for the jet with the highest pT
• pT ≥ 20 GeV for the jet with the second highest pT
These two pT cuts are applied when plotting the η distributions of the two VBF tagging
jets (figures 4.11)c,d and 4.12c,d). VBF jets have the tendency to be spread in all eta
values showing a preference in pseudorapidity values: |η| ∼3, while background tagging
jets are more central (especially in tt¯ events). Comparing VBF jet η distributions for the
two different signal samples, a small difference is observed in the central region, where lh
sample gives slightly more VBF jets. The reason is that in lh-sample, some of the jets,
which originate from the τ , are misidentified as normal QCD jets. As explained in the VBF
topology, these τ jets are expected to be central.
In section 1.3.5, the main topics of jet reconstruction in ATLAS were presented. A VBF
analysis requires a jet finding efficiency in the forward region of the calorimeter, which leads
to different challenges for jet reconstruction since efficiency drops in these regions. After
number of studies within the VBF Higgs to tau tau ATLAS group [19], the most adequate
jet algorithm was found to be the TopoCluster jets with a cone size of 0.4. TopoCluster
jets compared to the Tower jets show a better performance at the forward region of the
calorimeter (figure 4.13) since Tower jets require a seed in ET whereas Topoclusters as
explained in section 1.3.4.2 require a seed in E. This is possible thanks to the better noise
suppression of topocluster algorithm with respect to Tower algorithm. A pT cut is applied
for all jets at the level of EventView and it is equal to 15 GeV.
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Figure 4.11: Jet pT spectra of highest (a) and second highest (b) pT jets in signal (ll-channel)
and various background processes, no pT or η cuts are applied. The respective plots of jet
η distribution of the highest (c) and second highest (d) pT jets are also presented. In this
case additional pT cuts are applied: pT > 40 GeV is required for the highest pT jet and
pT > 20 GeV is required for the second highest pT jet. For W+jets and Z+jets background,
the number of jets varies from 2 to 5.
4.5.1 Identification of VBF tagging jets
As shown already, successfully identifying the quark-initiated tagging jets from the VBF
process is very important for the VBF H → τ+τ−study. Typically, the VBF tagging jets
are found in opposite hemispheres, but there are two approaches to incorporating this re-
quirement in the analysis. One option is to define the tagging jets as the two highest pT jets
in the event (figures 4.11a,b and 4.12a,b), and reject the event from the signal candidates if
they are in the same hemisphere1. A second possibility is to define the first tagging jet to
be the highest pT jet in the event and the second tagging jet to be the highest pT jet in the
opposite hemisphere. In this second approach it is not required that the second tagging jet
is the second highest pT jet in the event. These two strategies were compared, and it was
1therefore require ηj1 × ηj2 <0
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Figure 4.12: Jet pT spectra of highest (a) and second highest (b) pT jets in signal (lh-hannel)
and various background processes, no pT or η cuts are applied. The respective plots of jet
η distribution of the highest (c) and second highest (d) pT jets are also presented. In this
case additional pT cuts are applied: pT > 40 GeV is required for the highest pT jet and
pT > 20 GeV is required for the second highest pT jet. For W+jets and Z+jets background,
the number of jets varies from 2 to 5.
found that the first method matched the quark-initiated tagging jets from the hard process
in a more realistic way.
After having identifying the VBF jets with the method described in the previous sec-
tion, some useful variables are plotted in following figure 4.14. Figure 4.14,a illustrates the
pseudorapidity gap (∆ηjj) between the two tagging jets. The tendency of VBF jets in signal
implied in figures 4.11c,d and 4.12c,d is confirmed with a peak of ∆ηjj at ∼4.8, while the
respective gap in background samples is smaller. For background events, the VBF filter
(section 4.3) is applied and it explains the spike at ∆ηjj =2.2. ∆ηjj is one of the discrim-
inating variables between signal and background with a threshold equals to 4.4. Similarly,
figure 4.14,b shows the invariant mass of the di-jet system (Mjj) defined by the two tagging
jets. Similarly to ∆ηjj distribution, the VBF filter applied in background is responsible for
the peak at mjj =300 GeV. A separation signal versus background is observed for the value
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Figure 4.13: Jet reconstruction efficiency for the Cone jet algorithm with ∆R= 0.4 as a
function of the generator-level jet η for the jets based on TopoClusters and Towers [19].
Mjj=600 GeV which indicates another cut will be used further in the event selection. Signal
sample used for these figure is a mH=120 GeV decaying in the ll-channel. Results are similar
in the lh-channel giving the same rejection thresholds.
4.5.2 VBF tagging jets (η, φ, pT) distributions
An interesting point regarding the VBF tagging jets is to explore their kinematics in terms of
η, φ, and pT . Results are obtained using a dataset of mH=120 GeV, where H → τ+τ−→ ll.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the highest pT jet distribution in an (η,pT ) plane for signal
and background samples. One can observe immediately the tendency of tt¯ to give central
jets, while signal sample shows a preference within the forward regions of the detector. On
the other hand, investigating the Z+jets, it is shown that the jet kinematics, in the topology
which contributes with 2 jets (figures 4.16a), are highly similar with the ones of the signal.
For the +3,+4, or +5 jets contributions, a clear difference is observed between background
and signal, resulting in the presence of the majority of jets in the central region of the
detector for the background samples. The not shown W+jets distributions are similar to
the Z+jets one.
Figure 4.17, show the respective distributions of the azimuthal separation between the




As described in section 1.2.4, the trigger in ATLAS consists of three levels, with the third
level (event filter) performing the final decision. For this analysis two different triggers have
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Figure 4.14: Pseudorapidity gap between tagging jets (a) and invariant mass of di-jet system
composed by the tagging jets (b).pT cuts applied: pT > 40 GeV for the highest pT jet and
pT > 20 GeV for the second highest pT jet and also ηj1 · ηj2 <0 is required. For W+jets and
Z+jets background, the number of jets varies from 2 to 5. The VBF filter is applied.
been used:
• Isolated electrons with pT ≥22 GeV (“e22i”).
• Isolated muons with pT ≥20 GeV (“mu20”).
The trigger efficiency for VBF H → τ+τ−(with mH=120 GeV) is 9.0% for events selected
by the electron trigger and 9.9% in the case of muons [19]. The trigger efficiencies include
detector acceptance and are normalized with respect to the production cross-section for VBF
H → τ+τ−.
4.6.2 Electron reconstruction and identification
Electron candidates are formed from a cluster of cells in the electromagnetic calorimeter
together with a matched track as described in details, in section 1.3.1. In this analysis, the
level of electron quality “Medium cuts” is used, since it provides sufficient fake rejection and
provides a higher signal efficiency. In addition to the standard electron identification, the
energy in an isolation cone of radius ∆R=0.2 around the electron, is required to contain less
than 10% of the electron’s ET . The reason for applying the isolation cut is to reject the
contamination from hadronic jets. Finally, the pT of the oﬄine reconstructed lepton is set
to satisfy the pT threshold of the corresponding trigger, which is not strictly enforced due to
slight differences between the oﬄine reconstruction and the trigger algorithms. A summary
of electron identification requirements is given in table 4.8.
4.6.3 Muon reconstruction and identification
As described in section 1.3.2, muon candidates can be seeded from either tracks in the inner
detector or in the standalone muon spectrometer. In VBF H → τ+τ−the highest quality
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Figure 4.15: (η,pT ) distribution of the jet with the highest pT in the event for a Higgs boson
(mH=120 GeV) sample, where H → τ+τ−→ ll (a) and a tt¯ sample (b). No extra cuts are
applied.
Electron ID & requirements
Electron ID: Medium isolation ET (∆R=0.2)/pT ≤0.1
pT ≥25 GeV for trigger electron (“e22i”)
pT ≥15 GeV for other electrons
Table 4.8: Summary of the identification requirements for electrons in VBF H →
τ+τ−analysis.
muon candidate is required (“Staco Muon”):
i. by extrapolating the track in the muon spectrometer to the interaction point
ii. finding a matching inner detector track, and
iii. forming a combined track if the two tracks satisfy various quality requirements.
The muon identification is composed of requirements on track quality and hit multiplicity
in several muon stations. Similarly to the electrons, we require an isolation condition that
the summed ET within a radius ∆R of 0.2 is less than 10% of the muon pT in order to
reject the contamination from jets. Finally, the pT of the oﬄine reconstructed muon is set
to satisfy the pT threshold of the corresponding trigger. A summary of muon identification
requirements is given in table 4.9.
4.6.4 τ-jet reconstruction and identification
Since, approximately 65% of tau lepton decays produce hadrons, τ -jet reconstruction and
identification plays an important role within the analysis in the di-tau decay of Higgs boson.
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Figure 4.16: (η,pT ) distribution of the jet with the highest pT in the event for Z → ττ →
ll+2jets (a), Z → ττ → ll+3jets (b), Z → ττ → ll+4jets (c), Z → ττ → ll+5jets (d). No
extra cuts are applied.
ATLAS hadronic τ ID is described in details in section 1.3.3. As already mentioned, the
majority of hadronic tau decays are composed of single-prong candidates with one charged
pion, which provides a track and a hadronic shower, and potentially associated neutral pions
that provide an additional electromagnetic sub-cluster. In addition, three-prong tau decays
are also reconstructed, but with a higher rate of fakes from QCD jets. Due to the high
momentum of the taus produced in this process, the decay products are collimated into a
narrow region.
In this analysis, the calorimeter-based algorithm was used. The calorimeter-seeded al-
gorithm uses a log-likelihood ratio that provides discriminating power from a variety of
track quality and shower shape information to discriminate between taus and jets. The
discriminating variable is designed to maintain a high tau efficiency while rejecting fake tau
candidates from jets, leaving the precise working point to be optimized in the context of a
specific analysis. The cuts on the discriminating variable and pT of the tau candidates were
optimized within the VBF H → τ+τ−analysis group [19], with respect to a simple s/√s+ b
performance measure. The background sample included Z+jets, W+jets, and tt¯ +jets, which
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Figure 4.17: (|∆φjj|,pT ) distribution between the two highest pT jets in the event for a
mH=120 GeV, where H → τ+τ−→ ll (a), tt¯ (b), Z → ττ → ll+2jets (c), Z → ττ →
ll+5jets (d). No extra cuts are applied.
comprises a background sample with a representative mixture of real and fake taus. The
jet fragmentation modeling indicates that quark-initiated jets (such as the VBF tagging jet,
for instance) are more collimated and have a 6-8 times higher fake rate than gluon-initiated
jets.
Several subsets of the final event selection criterion were evaluated, and the final opti-
mization was found to be reasonably stable and nearly independent of pT . After the opti-
mization, the calorimeter-seeded algorithm’s log-likelihood ratio was required to be greater
than 4, corresponding to an identification efficiency of 50.0±0.2% and a fake jet selection
efficiency of 1% for gluon-initiated jets and 2.5% for quark-initiated jets.
Finally, we present the hadronic tau reconstruction and identification performance in
figure 4.18(a) and the fake-jet tagging rate (b) as a function of pT , respectively. The reason
why tt¯ shows a worse performance is due to the fact that there are plenty central jets in the
final state topology faking τ ’s. A summary of the hadronic τ identification requirements is
given in table 4.10.
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Muon ID & requirements
Muon ID: Combined Muon isolation ET (∆R=0.2)/pT ≤0.1
pT ≥20 GeV for trigger muon (“mu20i”)
pT ≥10 GeV for other muons








































Figure 4.18: Reconstruction and identification efficiency of the hadronic tau (a) and the
jet-fake rejection efficiency (b) as a function of pT , respectively [19].
4.6.5 b-jet veto
In the ll-channel, the largest background contribution comes from tt¯ (+jets)→ lvblvb (+jets).
By introducing a veto on b-tagged jets (section 1.3.6) it is possible to reduce this background.
A likelihood ratio approach is used to estimate the probability that a jet originated from a
b-quark and in this analysis, a cut of >1.0 on the output value of this b-jet identification
algorithm (b-tag weight) is applied to separate b-jets from light quark jets.
This cut is reasonably efficient and the tt¯ background can be reduced by a factor ∼2-3.
Figure 4.19 demonstrates the efficiency of the b-jet veto as a function of the leading VBF
tagging jet pT for the signal and tt¯ background. A significant rejection (∼70%) is achieved
for the tt¯ background, while approximately 90% of the signal events survive the b-jet veto.
To be noted that the b-jet veto is only applied in the ll-channel.
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Hadronic τ ID & requirements
Muon ID: Calorimeter-seeded
pT ≥30 GeV
Track multiplicity : 1 or 3 tracks
|charge|=1
Log Likelihood Ratio ≥ 4
Electron Veto:
minimum TRT HT/LT ≤0.2 if |ητ | ≤1.7 and LT ≥10
EHADT /pT ≥0.002 in matched electron object
Table 4.10: Selection criteria and requirements for the hadronic τ identification from the




















Figure 4.19: Efficiency of the b-jet veto as a function of the leading VBF tagging jet pT for
the signal and tt¯ background [19].
4.6.6 Missing transverse energy (6ET) reconstruction
Due to the presence of leptons τ , significant missing transverse energy (6ET ) is expected
in H → τ+τ−events because neutrinos are always associated with the τ decays. There is
one neutrino found in hadronic τ decay final state and two in the leptonic τ decay. Details
regarding 6ET reconstruction are given in section 1.3.4 and in particular inH → τ+τ−analysis,
the performance of the 6ET algorithm plays an important role in this analysis because 6ET is
used in the mass reconstruction of the τ pair (section 4.7). Finallly, the 6ET resolution
is what limits the mττ resolution, which implies the need of a perfect understanding of
6ET resolution. By requiring a large 6ET , it is possible to reduce many backgrounds that do
not contain neutrinos. The rejection power of 6ET variable is illustrated in figure 4.20, where
6ET variable is plotted for signal (mH=120 GeV, H → τ+τ−→ ll), and background (tt¯ ,
Z → ll + jets) samples. The only requirements asked for this plot are the existence of VBF
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tt
Figure 4.20: 6ET distribution for signal (mH=120 GeV, H → τ+τ−→ ll), and background (tt¯ ,
Z → e+e− + jets) samples. The existence of two VBF tagging jets in opposite hemispheres
satisfying the respective pT cuts and the existence of two exactly isolated leptons (e or µ) of
opposite charge, are required.
tagging jets in opposite hemispheres satisfying the respective pT cuts, plus the existence of
two exactly isolated leptons (e or µ) of opposite charge. As expected, 6ET variable shows
a significant rejection power against Z → l+l− since no neutrinos are expected, while the
respective rejection power is poor against tt¯ . The reason is the lepton filter applied at the
level of tt¯ generation.
6ET≥ 30 GeV for the lh-channel and 6ET≥ 40 GeV for the ll-channel, is finally required.
4.7 Reconstruction of the Higgs Mass
Although there are several neutrinos in the event, it is possible to reconstruct the τ+τ−
invariant mass (mττ ) by making the approximation that the decay products of the τ are
collinear with the τ in the laboratory frame. This is a good approximation since mH >>
2mτ (mτ=1.777 GeV [45]) and hence the τ ’s are highly boosted. Therefore, the direction
of the emitted neutrinos can be assumed to be the same as the direction of the visible τ -
decay products (electrons, muons or τ -jets). The splitting up of the total missing transverse
energy into the two neutrino contributions from the two τ decays and the collinearity of
the neutrinos with the visible τ decay producs, is illustrated in figure 4.21 for the ll-channel
(µ−e+ decay).
The momenta fractions χ1 and χ2 carried by the visible τ -lepton decay products with
respect to the initial τ -lepton momenta are defined as:
χ1 =
−→p 1
−→p τ1 , χ2 =
−→p 2
−→p τ2 (4.3)
where −→p τ1(2) represents the momenta of the τ -leptons and −→p 1,(2) the momenta of the visible
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Figure 4.21: Sketch of the collinear approximation and the reconstruction of the invariant
mass of the di-tau system (mττ). Due to the strong boost of τ leptons, it can be assumed that
visible and non-visible (neutrinos) τ -decay products are emitted in the flight direction of the
decaying τ . This direction can be extracted by the direction of the visible τ -decay products (in
this example: µ− and e+). The measured missing transverse energy ( 6ET ) is then separated
into the two neutrino direction contributions (ντ + ν¯µ and ν¯τ + νe) from the two τ decays.
This allows for the complete reconstruction of the τ -lepton four-momenta and thus of the
Higgs boson mass. The x− y plane is perpendicular to the beam direction z.
τ -lepton decay products (electron, muon or τ -jet). Similarly moving to transverse (x,y)

























x,(y) are the x and y momenta components of the neutrinos originating from the τ1(2)
lepton.
Since the missing transverse energy expected to originate from the neutrinos, one can


















































y )− p1y(p2x + Emissx )
(4.11)
Therefore, one can easily calculate the momentum fractions χ1 and χ2 of the visible τ -decay
products using equations 4.10 and 4.11.
Moving to mττ calculation, if the τ rest mass is neglected and the collinear approximation
is imposed, one can write:
mττ =
√
2pτ1pτ2(1− cos∆φττ ) (4.12)





where m12 is the invariant mass of the system of the visible τ decay products.
Figure 4.22 illustrates the χ1, versus χ2 distributions for several samples of signal and
background. To be noted that resolution effects in 6ET may lead to unphysical solutions
with either χ1(2) < 0 or χ1(2) > 1. Only pT - η cuts are applied for VBF tagging jets and
exactely 2 leptons are required for 4.22(a), 4.22(b) and 4.22(c) while exactly one lepton
is required for 4.22(d), to reproduce these distributions. It is important to notice, that
distributions are highly similar for signal (ll-channel) and Z → ττ → ll case. The same
number of neutrinos in the event final state(4 neutrinos are expected: 2 ντ and 2 νl) results
to similar 6ET distribution in both samples (see figure 4.20 as well) and as a consequence
similar χ1(2) momenta transfer to the visible τ decay products is expected. To conclude, a
cut of 0≤ χl1(l2) ≤0.75 is demanded for the ll-channel and a respective cut of 0≤ χl ≤0.75
and 0≤ χh ≤1.0 is required for the lh-channel. The tighter cut on 0≤ χl1(l2) ≤0.75 has been
found to provide a better background rejection in the ll-channel [19].
If the two τ ’s are back-to-back, then the equations 4.8 and 4.9 are linearly-dependent and
one cannot solve to find the χ1(2). This is the reason why an extra cut of cos∆φττ ≥-0.9 is
required. Equation 4.13 shows explicitly that potential cuts on χ1(2) will impose constraints
on the reconstructed mass for a given event, which results in an asymmetric distribution for
mττ .
4.8 Cut factorization method
Due to the lack of sufficiently large Monte Carlo generated samples for the background a cut
factorization method was used to estimate the background rate at the end of the analysis.
For this method, cuts are grouped into four categories:
• Categories I. - II. : cuts that are approximately uncorrelated:
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Figure 4.22: Distributions for χ1, versus χ2 for: signal events (mH=120 GeV H → τ+τ−→
ll)(a), tt¯ events (b), Z → ττ → ll+4jets events (c) and W → µν+3jets events (d). pT - η
cuts are applied for VBF tagging jets and exactely 2 leptons are required for (a), (b) and (c)
while exactly one lepton is required for (d).
– Category I : cuts related to the τ decays from the Higgs boson candidate (trigger,
lepton ID, hadronic tau ID, 6ET , the collinear approximation, and the transverse
mass). The rejection power of this group of cuts is mainly dominated by detector
performance issues.
– Category II : cuts related to the VBF tagging jets (forward jets, jet separation,
and dijet mass). In this case the rejection is dominated by the jet kinematic
properties.
• Category III : contains cuts related to both the τ decay products and the VBF tagging
jets (centrality, central jet veto, and mass window cut).
• Category IV : consists of the fundamental selection cuts, which are related to leptons
and jets (dilepton veto, jet multiplicity and forward jets without centrality).
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First, the background cut efficiency is determined for each of the two first uncorrelated cate-
gories (I and II) individually. Then, the efficiencies of each cut of category III is determined
separately with respect to the set of cuts of category IV. Finally, the product of all efficiencies
gives the total background cut efficiency.
4.9 Summary of cut flow
4.9.1 ll-channel
The event selection for ll-channel is summarized below, including some kinematic require-
ments specific to the ll-channel, which result to the respective cuts:
• Trigger: electron trigger “e22i” or muon trigger “mu20”.
• Trigger lepton: at least one lepton must have a reconstructed pT greater or equal to
the corresponding trigger requirement.
• Dilepton: exactly two identified leptons with opposite charge.
• Missing ET : EmissT ≥40 GeV.
• Collinear approximation: 0≤ χl1,l2 ≤0.75 and cos∆φττ ≥-0.9.
• Jet multiplicity: at least one jet with pT ≥40 GeV and at least one additional jet with
pT ≥20 GeV.
• VBF tagging jets: in opposite hemispheres ηj1×ηj2 ≤0, with τ centrality min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤
ηlep1,2 ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2) for the two highest pT jets.
• b-jet veto: the event is rejected if either tag jet has b-tag weight greater than 1.
• Jet kinematics: ∆ηjj ≥4.4 and dijet mass mjj ≥700 GeV for two VBF tagging jets.
• Central jet veto: the event is rejected if there are any additional jets with pT ≥20 GeV
in |η| ≤3.2. Further details are given in following section 4.10.
• Mass window: mH−15 GeV≤mττ≤mH+15 GeV around the test mass mH .
Table 4.11 summarizes the cross-section for signal and background events after applying
each of the cuts described above.
4.9.2 lh-channel
The respective event selection for lh-channel is summarized below, including some kinematic
requirements specific to the lh-channel, which result to the following cuts:
• Trigger: electron trigger “e22i” or muon trigger “mu20”.
• Trigger lepton: at least one lepton must have a reconstructed pT greater or equal to
the corresponding trigger requirement.
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• Dilepton veto: exactly one identified lepton (ensures this sample is disjoint from the
ll-channel).
• Hadronic τ : exactly one identified hadronic τ with opposite charge of the lepton (e or
µ).
• Missing ET : EmissT ≥30 GeV.
• Collinear approximation: 0≤ χl ≤0.75, 0≤ χh ≤1 and cos∆φττ ≥-0.9.
   (GeV)Tm














 lh→-τ+τ →VBF H(120)
 + jets-τ+τ →Z
tt
 + jetsνµ →W
Figure 4.23: mT distribution in lh-channel for signal events (mH=120 GeV, H → τ+τ−→
lh), tt¯ events, Z → ττ+jets events and W → µν+jets events. pT - η cuts are applied for
VBF tagging jets and the presence of exactly one isolated leptons is also required.
• Transverse mass (mT ): in order to further suppress the W+ jets and tt¯ backgrounds
(see figure 4.23), the following cut on the transverse mass of the lepton and EmissT is
required: mT ≤30 GeV,





T (1− cos∆φ) . (4.14)
plepT denotes the transverse momentum of the lepton in the lh-channel and ∆φ is the
angle between the lepton and EmissT in the transverse plane.
• Jet multiplicity: at least one jet with pT ≥40 GeV and at least one additional jet with
pT ≥20 GeV.
• VBF tagging jets: in opposite hemispheres ηj1×ηj2 ≤0, with τ centrality min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤
ηlep1,2 ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2) for the two highest pT jets.
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• b-jet veto: the event is rejected if either tag jet has b-tag weight greater than 1.
• Jet kinematics: ∆ηjj ≥4.4 and dijet mass mjj ≥700 GeV for two VBF tagging jets.
• Central jet veto: the event is rejected if there are any additional jets with pT ≥20 GeV
in |η| ≤3.2. Further details are given in following section 4.10.
• Mass window: mH−15 GeV≤mττ≤mH+15 GeV around the test mass mH .
Table 4.12 summarizes the cross-section for signal and background events after applying
each of the cuts described above.
Z → ττ Z → ττ Z → ll W → lν
signal +n jets +n jets tt¯ tt¯ +n jets +n jets
Cut ll-chan. QCD(n≥1) EW(n≥1) Full Fast (n≥1) (n≥1)
(fb) (fb) (fb) (fb) (fb) (fb) (fb)
None 309.1 168.4×103 1693 833×103 - 768.6×103 8649×103
Trig. 57.2(1) 51.5(1)×103 230(1) 209.8(2)×103 - 633.8(4)×103 4411(9)×103
l pT 49.5(1) 42.7(1)×103 190(1) 179.1(2)×103 - 588.0(4)×103 3815(9)×103
N lep. 5.46(3) 42.5(5)×103 19.2(4) 21.7(1)×103 - 369.9(5)×103 2.5(2)×103
6ET 3.17(3) 744(18) 9.9(3) 16847(99) - 2683(67) 1148(176)
Coll. 2.15(2) 454(14) 6.2(2) 1817(33) Atlfast 104(12) 46(21)
N jets 1.77(2) 262(8) 5.8(2) 1722(32) 1699(4) 73(8) 14(6)
VBF 1.34(2) 39(2) 2.0(1) 294(13) 324(1) 10(3) 1.2(2)*
b-jet 1.16(2) 30(2) 1.5(1) 89(7) 90.3(9) 9(3) 1.0(2)*
Jets 0.63(1) 2.71(5) 0.57(5) 11.8(3)* 26.7(5) 0.66(3)* 0.19(4)*
CJV 0.56(1) 1.24(3) 0.43(4) 1.9(1)* 2.6(1) 0.27(1)* 0.10(2)*
m win. 0.45(1) 0.23(1) 0.04(1) 0.10(2)* 0.06(2) 0.058(3)* 0.01(1)*
Table 4.11: Signal (mH=120 GeV) and background cross sections for for the ll-channel.
An asterisk is used to indicate cross sections estimated from the cut factorization method
described in section 4.8. Fast simulation data is used for tt¯ after collinear approximation
cut.
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Z → ττ Z → ττ Z → ll W → lν
signal +n jets +n jets tt¯ tt¯ +n jets +n jets
Cut lh-chan. QCD(n≥1) EW(n≥1) Full Fast (n≥1) (n≥1)
(fb) (fb) (fb) (fb) (fb) (fb) (fb)
None 309.1 168.4×103 1693 833×103 - 768.6×103 8649×103
Trig. 57.2(1) 51.5(1)×103 230(1) 209.8(2)×103 - 633.8(4)×103 4411(9)×103
l pT 49.5(1) 42.7(1)×103 190(1) 179.1(2)×103 - 588.0(4)×103 3815(9)×103
N lep 43.4(1) 38.4(1)×103 171(1) 156.4(2)×103 - 216.5(4)×103 3811(9)×103
Hadr.τ 8.02(7) 3062(42) 19.3(4) 5224(56) - 20250(156) 32537(1012)
6ET 4.96(5) 850(20) 12.1(3) 4251(50) - 468(26) 21001(801)
Coll. 3.34(5) 514(15) 7.8(2) 606(19) - 17(3) 324(46)
mT 2.46(4) 415(13) 6.5(2) 176(10) Atlfast 11(2) 67(18)
N jets 2.02(4) 235(7) 6.0(2) 162(9) 167(1) 8(1) 49(11)
VBF 1.52(3) 40(3) 2.3(1) 32(4) 26.1(4) 1.3(6) 2.9(3)*
Jets 0.82(2) 2.7(1) 0.72(6) 1.8(1)* 3.6(1) 0.10(1)* 0.7(1)*
CJV 0.72(2) 1.2(1) 0.49(5) 0.25(4)* 0.43(5) 0.047(6)* 0.43(6)*
m win. 0.61(2) 0.11(2) 0.04(1) 0.012(5)* 0.03(1) 0.08(1)* 0.020(6)*
Table 4.12: Signal (mH=120 GeV) and background cross sections for for the lh-channel.
An asterisk is used to indicate cross sections estimated from the cut factorization method
described in section 4.8. Fast simulation data is used for tt¯ after mT cut.
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4.10 Central jet veto cut study
Number of jets
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Figure 4.24: (a) Jet multiplicity distribution for the signal, Z+jets, and tt¯ background after
requiring the cuts up to the N-jets level in the list of cuts for the ll-channel (see table 4.11).
(b) pT distribution of central jet which vetos the event due to CJV for signal and background
in lh-channel. Jet and lepton cuts are applied (see table 4.12) apart from the hadronic τ one.
Only jets with pT ≥20 GeV are taken into consideration.
4.10.1 Definition
The central jet veto is an important cut of VBF H → τ+τ−analysis and an optimization
study is presented in the following section. The idea of rejecting an event when extra jets
are found, summarizes the description of this cut and apart from VBF H → τ+τ−analysis,
central jet veto cut is also used in the Z → ll analysis, in other VBF H decay channels such
as W+W−, γγ or in some SUSY studies, which have clean leptonic signatures without no
jet contamination. In a p − p collider like LHC, QCD jets will contaminate every physical
signature, and considering as well, the additional jets caused by the pileup from minimum
bias interactions occurring close in time to the triggered event, one realizes how challenging
is the application of such a cut.
As already mentioned, the central jet veto cut (CVJ) rejects an event if a third jet is
found1 within an η range of |η| ≤3.2, having a pT ≥20 GeV. If only two jets (the VBF
tagging jets) are found in the event CJV performs no rejection. Figure 4.24(a) shows the
jet multiplicity distribution for the signal and backgrounds after requiring two VBF tagging
jets in opposite hemispheres and after having applied all the lepton related cuts (ll-channel).
As expected, a clear peak for a number of two jets is observed for signal, while the fraction
of signal events with three or more jets is small. On the other hand, backgrounds such as
tt¯ and Z+jets show a higher jet multiplicity implying a higher possibility to be rejected by
CJV. Figure 4.24(b) shows the pT distribution of the 3
rd jet of the event if pT ≥20 GeV,
1apart from the two VBF tagging jets
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which rejects the event. As expected the pT of the 3
rd in signal, Z and W show similar
behavior while in tt¯ , it is more energetic.
4.10.2 CJV alternatives
Figure 4.25: Three different η3rdjet examined regions for the CJV application. Brown colored
region denotes the range of interest.
The first goal of the CJV study was to optimize the pT cut threshold of 20 GeV in ad-
dition to the optimization of the η range of searching the third jet. As illustrated in figure
4.25, three different choices of η range were studied:
A. |η3rdjet| ≤3.2, which was the default region used within the VBF H → τ+τ−group1
B. min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2). Similarly to the centrality cut defined in section
4.6, the η range of finding a 3rd jet is not fixed like in the previous case, but it varies
depending on the ∆ηjj rapidity gap of the two VBF tagging jets
2.
C. no constraints in η3rdjet. 3
rd jet can be found anywhere in the detector under the ATLAS
hardware limitation: |η| <5.
1so-called as “default”
2Since a ∆ηjj >4.4 is applied, η range cannot be lower than 4.4.
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The jet identification pT threshold was changed to 10 GeV and for each one of the three
cases defined above, the CJV cut efficiency is calculated for signal and background using
different cut values in the pT of the 3
rd jet. In the following, the term “efficiency” is used
with the interpretation as the number of events passing the CJV cut divided by the total
number of events before the cut. Since it is the most dominant background, Z → ττ+jets
was used to evaluate εbackground and results to be presented are for lh-channel. CJV behavior
is quite similar in ll-channel and therefore, it is not presented in this document.All the cuts
are applied up to CJV (table 4.12) modifying some of the respective thresholds in order to
gain statistics. In more details, these more loose cuts are defined as follows:
• VBF tagging jets: at least one jet with pT ≥30 GeV and at least one additional jet
with pT ≥15 GeV.
• Missing ET : EmissT ≥20 GeV.
• Transverse mass: mT ≤50 GeV,
All the other cuts are applied with the same thresholds as described in section 4.9.2. Results
are then validated with the default cut flow values and it was found that the CJV cut
efficiencies were behaving the same.
4.10.3 CJV cut efficiency results
Figure 4.26 shows the results are obtained for the CJV cut efficiency obtained by considering
the three different η3rdjet constraints described in previous section. Each group of the three
colored points corresponds to the same pT of 3rdjet cut starting from 10 GeV increasing with
a step of 5 GeV each time. Table 4.13 contains the detailed results of the CJV cut efficiency
for signal and background until the pT cut of 35 GeV. A higher pT cut would be meaningless
since CJV cut becomes inefficient. Values contained in the table are represented in the figure
4.26 and the goal was to manage to increase εsignal while decreasing or keeping at the same
low level the εbackground. As a result, a better performance of CJV cut is achieved if the
η3rdjet lies between the η of the two VBF tagging jets, for every pT cut, while searching a
3rd with no η restrictions makes the cut less effective. Focusing on the pT cut of 20 GeV, a
5% of improvement is achieved for εsignal while εbackground stays practically stable. Following
the optimized pT cut of VBF H → τ+τ−group, which is 20 GeV, a reference to this specific
pT threshold will be done from now on, when comparing all the possible CJV cut methods.
Several |η3rdjet| thresholds were tested to compete the default one of |η3rdjet| ≤3.2. Figure
4.27 shows the η distribution of central jet for signal and background in lh-channel. Only jets
with pT ≥20 GeV within |η| ≤3.2 are taken into consideration since these are the jets, which
cause the rejection of the event considering the default CJV cut. As observed, the central
jet, which is the third jet in the event, shows a preference towards the central region of the
detector and the effect is even more visible for the tt¯ background which is highly rejected
by the CJV cut. On the other hand, a very similar distribution is observed for signal and
Z → ττ+jets background.
The |η3rdjet| range, which was found to give the most optimal results was |η3rdjet| ≤2.8.
A higher value than 3.2 was having a poor performance since the CJV was approximately
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Figure 4.26: Central Jet Veto cut efficiency for three different cases of η3rdjet constraints (see
text for details). H → τ+τ−→ lh is the signal sample used, while Z → ττ+jets is used for
background.
similar to the case already tested of no constraints in η (figure 4.26, blue triangle markers).
Results obtained by the method |η3rdjet| ≤2.8 are presented in figure 4.28, superimposed
with the results obtained by the default method and the min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2)
method. As observed, even if |η3rdjet| ≤2.8 presents a better performance for the |η3rdjet| ≤
ηfix case it is slightly less efficient with the respect to the min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2)
case. The difference is more visible in the pT cut thresholds of 10 GeV and 15 GeV,
while for pT =20 GeV, CJV cut efficiency for signal and background is 0.905±0.018 and
0.526±0.045, while 0.91±0.02 and 0.54±0.05 are the respective efficiencies for min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤
η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2) method. As a conclusion, one could say a clear improvement is seen if
modifying the |η3rdjet| ≤3.2 to |η3rdjet| ≤2.8.
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signal
pT cut |η3rdjet| ≤3.2 min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet |η3rdjet| <5
(GeV) ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2)
10 0.56 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0.03
15 0.76 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.03
20 0.86 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.02
25 0.93 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02
30 0.97 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01
35 0.98 ± 0.01 0.996 ± 0.004 0.97 ± 0.01
background
pT cut |η3rdjet| ≤3.2 min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet |η3rdjet| <5
(GeV) ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2)
10 0.26 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.04 0.21 ± 0.04
15 0.38 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.05 0.37 ± 0.05
20 0.53 ± 0.05 0.54 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.05
25 0.65 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.04 0.61 ± 0.05
30 0.78 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.04 0.74 ± 0.04
35 0.79 ± 0.04 0.81 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 0.04
Table 4.13: Central Jet Veto cut efficiency for H → τ+τ−→ lh signal and Z → ττ+jets
samples. Three different cases of η3rdjet constraints (see text for details) are considered.
ηcentral jet 














 lh→-τ+τ →VBF H(120)
 + jets+τ-τ →Z
tt
Figure 4.27: η distribution of central jet which vetos the event due to CJV for signal and
background in lh-channel. Jet and lepton cuts are applied (see table 4.12) apart from the
hadronic τ one. Only jets with pT ≥20 GeV are taken into consideration with |η| ≤3.2.
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)jet2η,jet1η max(≤ jetrd3η ≤) jet2η,jet1ηmin(
Figure 4.28: Central Jet Veto cut efficiency for the default η scenario (red markers),
|η3rdjet| ≤2.8 (blue markers) and min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2) (green markers).
H → τ+τ−→ lh is the signal sample used, while Z → ττ+jets is used for background.
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4.10.4 Splitting effect of jets
Observing the CJV cut efficiency plots and the tables 4.13 one could see a ratio of ∼15% of
signal events rejected by the CJV cut, while a minor effect was expected. Investigating this
Figure 4.29: (η,φ) event display illustrating a H → τ+τ−→ τ(hadron) + e event rejected by
the CJV cut. The red circles correspond to the VBF tagging jets, the brown circle to a 3rd
jet with a pT greater than 20 GeV, the green circle to a hadronic τ and the purple circle to
an electron. Open boxes correspond to the ET distribution of the topological clusters
feature an (η,φ) event display was produced (figure 4.29) illustrating a signal event rejected
by the CJV cut. An effect of the presence of the 3rd vetoing jet, very “close” to the VBF
tagging jet is observed and performing the similar study for all the rejected signal events, the
conclusion of approximatively 60% of signal events were presenting a similar behavior. This
Figure 4.30: ∆R distribution between the VBF tagging jet and the 3rd potential vetoing jet
for a signal event. Vertical lines correspond to potential extra cuts: ∆R=0.8, ∆R=1.0 and
∆R=1.2.
was the motivation for investigating the ∆R1 variable, defining the (η,φ) distance, between
the VBF tagging jet and the 3rd potential vetoing jet (figure 4.30). Since the cone size of
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∆R ∼0.55. A reasonable amount of central jets are found thus close to the VBF tagging
ones and affect the CJV cut signal efficiency. This is explained due to the fact that the VBF
jets can be highly energetic and thus expand outside a jet cone of ∆R=0.4. Therefore, the
jet algorithm “splits” the one jet into two, producing a secondary jet which might cause the
rejection of a signal event when applying the CJV cut.
A potential solution to the splitting effect of jets could be an extra condition within
the CJV cut to exclude these jets. Three possible conditions corresponding to ∆R >0.8,
∆R >1.0 and ∆R >1.2 (see vertical lines of figure 4.30) for |η3rdjet| ≤2.8 and |η3rdjet| ≤3.2
are examined and results are presented in figure 4.31. A slightly better performance of CJV
cut efficiency is achieved with the additional condition of ∆R >1.0 compared to the ∆R >0.8
and ∆R >1.2 and thus it is chosen to be used for further optimisation.
signalε
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Figure 4.31: CJV cut efficiency for |η3rdjet| ≤2.8 (a) and |η3rdjet| ≤3.2 (b). The event
rejection is performed only if central jet fulfills the following conditions: ∆R >1.2 (blue
markers), ∆R >1.0 (green markers) and ∆R >0.8 (red markers). The default cut efficiency
(without the ∆R cut) is provided for |η3rdjet| ≤2.8 (black markers), as a reference.
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Figure 4.32 shows the comparison between the default CJV cut efficiency and the CJV
cut efficiency adding the ∆R cut presented below. For the pT cut of 20 GeV, an increase of
signalε



















R∆ 3.2 , ≤| 
jetrd3
η|
Figure 4.32: CJV cut efficiency for the default η scenario (black markers) and for the default
CJV cut in addition to a ∆R=1.0 condition (green markers).
5% in CJV cut εsignal is presented, while εbackground remains stable (at 0.53 ± 0.05, see table
4.13).
A possible solution, apart from incorporating the ∆R >1.0 condition in the CJV cut,
would be the use of the other jet cone size used in ATLAS, which is ∆Rcone=0.7. In that case,
splitting effects illustrated in figure 4.29 would be probably less visible. Figure 4.33(a) shows
the comparison of the default CJV cut efficiency for the two different sizes of ∆Rcone jets.
For the pT cut of 20 GeV, a very similar εsignal is observed, while a 30% of better background
rejection is shown for jets ∆Rcone=0.7. However, overall analysis optimisation has shown
that ∆Rcone=0.4 was better, since changing the jet size also has an impact on VBF tagging
variable, like mjj, which more than compensate the change in CJV efficiency. To validate the
additional ∆R >1.0 cut for jets with a ∆Rcone=0.4, figure 4.33(b) was reproduced illustrating
the default CJV cut efficiency for ∆Rcone=0.7 jets superimposed with the CJV cut efficiency
for ∆Rcone=0.4 adding the condition of ∆R >1.0. The additional ∆R >1.0 cut has a slightly
better performance than increasing the jet cone size, and in addition it has no impact on the
VBF jet taggging efficiency.
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Figure 4.33: (a) CJV cut efficiency using cone 0.4 jets (black markers) cone 0.7 jets (green
markers). (b) CJV cut efficiency for the default η scenario plus a ∆R cut equal to 0.1,
using cone 0.4 jets (black markers) and using cone 0.7 jets without applying ∆R cut (green
markers).
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Including both improvements in the baseline CJV cut 4.34 was produced. The cut ef-
signalε












1  (Default)cutR∆ 3.2 ,NO ≤| jetrd3η|
=1
cutR∆ 3.2 , ≤| jetrd3η|
=1cutR∆), jet2η,jet1η max(≤ jetrd3η ≤) jet2η,jet1ηmin(
Figure 4.34: Central Jet Veto cut efficiency for the default η scenario (open markers),
|η3rdjet| ≤3.2 plus the ∆R cut (green markers) and min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2) plus
the ∆R cut (red markers).
ficiency is presented for the baseline method (open triangles) the baseline method adding
the ∆R cut (green triangles) and the min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1) method adding the
∆R cut (red squares). A 12% of cut efficiency in signal is achieved in total for a similar
background rejection. Considering the low cross sections presented in previous section, such
an improvement can contribute to a better signal significance.
To conclude, figure 4.35 is shown. It refers to a default CJV cut efficiency graph, which
summarizes three different event cases:
• signal and Z → ττ+jets as background
• signal and tt¯ as background
• signal and Z → ττ+jets as background, considering pile-up contribution for a L=1033cm−2s−1
The same “construction” rules were kept for construction this graph and each point
corresponds to a pT cut starting from the value of 10 GeV with a step of 5 GeV. To help
the reader, lines are connecting the points which belong the the same data groups. As
a result, 3 main of curves are produced which consist of two lines corresponding to the
min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1) method (red line) and the default method (black line).
The first group of points (right-handed side) corresponds to the CJV cut efficiency where
background is represented by tt¯ (triangle markers). As expected, a very good cut efficiency
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Figure 4.35: Central Jet Veto cut efficiency for signal and background with and without
pileup. Also shown is the case for tt¯ only background. Two methods are illustrated: CJV
default method (black markers), min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ η3rdjet ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2) (red markers).
is achieved against this background, rejecting a significant part of tt¯ events, while εsignal
remains at the level of ∼90%.
The curve in the middle corresponds to the CJV cut efficiency considering Z → ττ+jets
as background. It is obvious that compared to the tt¯ events CJV becomes less efficient, since
Z → ττ+jets topology is very similar to the VBF H → τ+τ−signal topology. Moving to
the final curve at the left-handed part of the graph, efficiency becomes even poorer due to
the pile-up events. Pile-up (section 4.3) contribution results in a presence of additional low
pT jets. As a result, this jets will cause the drop of εsignal vetoing a significant number of
signal events: from ∼0.85, εsignal drops to ∼0.71 for a pT cut of 20 GeV. A special attention
should be thus drawn to the pile-up events when using CJV cut and even in more general
jet related cuts. A possible solution to minimize this effect, would be the validation of jets
through the tracks.
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4.10.5 Cluster veto cut
Cluster veto cut is a similar approach to the CJV cut, described in previous section and it is
based on a similar idea. Instead of searching for a reconstructed 3rd jet which might veto the
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.36: (η,φ) event display illustrating a H → τ+τ−→ τ(hadron) + e event rejected
by the CJV cut (a) and a respective event display of the background sample Z → ττ →
τ(hadron) +µ+2 jets, which passed the CJV cut (b). The red circles correspond to the VBF
tagging jets, the brown circle to a 3rd jet with a pT greater than 20 GeV, the green circle to a
hadronic τ , the purple circle to an electron and the blue to a muon. Open boxes correspond
to the ET distribution of the topological clusters. Only clusters with ET ≥ 500 MeV are
selected.
event, an ET sum of topoclusters is proposed as a replacement of the 3
rd pT cut. The idea
is to find the optimal ET cut which will allow a better cut efficiency. Figure 4.36 presents
an (η,φ) event display illustrating a H → τ+τ−→ τ(hadron) + e event rejected by the CJV
cut (figure 4.36 (a)) and a background event of the sample Z → ττ → τ(hadron) +µ+2jets,
which was passing the CJV cut(figure 4.36 (b)). It is clear that for the background event,
there is a higher cluster activity, which gives the motivation of performing a cluster veto
study.
A first step is to remove the clusters associated to the expected final objects of the event.
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Considering the size of the reconstructed objects and the splitting effect of VBF tagging jets
for a 0.4 jet cone, presented in previous section, the ∆R thresholds presented in table 4.14
were chosen to ensure the full removal of the clusters which correspond either to the Higgs






VBF tagging jets 1.0
Table 4.14: ∆R thresholds for removing clusters which belong to reconstructed objects: e, µ,
τ and VBF tagging jets.
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Figure 4.37: clusters ET for signal (a) and background (b). Only clusters with ET ≥ 500 MeV
are selected.
The new tested variable consists of the sum of ET of remaining clusters per event. An
additional cut of cluster ET ≥500 MeV is asked to avoid a possible bias from noise fluctua-
tions. The sum of ET for signal and background is illustrated in figure 4.37, after applying
one the following η requirements:
• min(ηj1 , ηj2)≤ ηclusters ≤max(ηj1 , ηj2)
• ηclusters ≤3.2
• ηclusters ≤2.8
• and finally, sum up all available clusters without any η restriction.
The requirement ηclusters ≤2.8 has the best performance, which is however worse than
the standard central jet veto (figure 4.35). This is most likely due to the impact of the
underlying event.
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Figure 4.38: Cluster ET Veto cut efficiency for signal and background. Four different methods
are represented (see text for details).
4.11 Mass determination and signal significance
4.11.1 Higgs boson mass
For a Higgs boson mass of mH=120 GeV figure 4.39 was reproduced showing the expected
number of events for a luminosity of 30 fb−1 after applying all the cuts presented in section 4.6
for ll-channel (figure 4.39(a)) and lh-channel (figure 4.39(b)). The different colors correspond
to the different event data sets. A clear signal excess is observed for a luminosity of 30 fb−1
but is is to be noted that pile-up contribution has not been taken into consideration. Due
to the Z resonance at ∼90 GeV, the mH resolution is an essential ingredient of the analysis.
Its correct calibration on data will be a key part of the future analysis, the commissioning
study on random trigger event shown in chapter 2 being a first valuable step.
For the different mass bins presented in section 4.3, mH the resolution was extracted
and presented in figure 4.40 for both ll- and lh-channel. For the default mass value of
mH=120 GeV, a resolution of 11.5 GeV is achieved for the ll-channel and 13.2 GeV is the
respective one for the lh-channel. In general, ll-channel shows a slightly worse performance
with the respect to the lh because of the higher amount of 6ET expected in the full leptonic
decay mode. The same argument can justify the fact that moving to higher masses of mH
the resolution becomes worse.
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Figure 4.39: mττ distribution after applying all the described cuts for ll-channel (a) and
lh-channel (b). Red color represents the signal, blue stands for Z background and green for
W , tt¯ and QCD background.These results do not include the impact of pileup [19].
4.11.2 Signal significance
In order to investigate the existence of a new particle such as the Higgs boson, a statistical
hypothesis test is performed. Let B be the notation for the background-only hypothesis with
no Higgs boson and S the hypothesis which assumes the presence of the Higgs boson as well.
Discovery of Higgs boson means that the B hypothesis has to be rejected at a high level of
confidence. Typically, a 5σ significance is required to claim discovery.
The probability p for rejecting the background-only hypothesis B, it is the probability of





where where N is the number of selected events in the experiment and ρB(n) is the






with Ib being the expected number of background events. The signal significance Z is
defined as the number of standard deviations at which a Gaussian distribution centered
to zero (µ=0) and standard deviation σ = 1 gives an one-sided tail area equal to the p
probability. Therefore, the significance Z is presented in the integral limit of the probability
p:
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2 dx = 1− A(Z) (4.17)
where A(Z) is the cumulative distribution of the normalized Gaussian function. A signal
significance of Z = 5 corresponds to a p-value of 2.87·10−7. In the limit of relatively large
background event numbers such as the case of the present study, the PDF ρB(n) can be
approximated by a Gaussian pdf with mean µ=Ib and a standard deviation of σ =
√
Ib. So













where Is is the number of signal events.
This is the formula used to calculate the signal significance in present study, counting
the remaining events for signal and background after the application of all cuts.
This calculation was done for all the different possible mH bins available and the results
are presented in table 4.15 and figure 4.41.
Last column of table 4.15 contains the expected signal significance after the combination
of ll- and lh-channel, which is the the quadratic sum of the two decay channels signal
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mH ll-channel lh-channel combined
105 2.20 2.85 3.80
110 2.46 3.45 4.46
115 2.86 4.18 5.32
120 2.80 4.23 5.36
125 2.67 3.97 5.08
130 2.42 3.54 4.62
135 2.17 3.38 4.35
140 2.14 2.66 3.55
Table 4.15: Expected signal significance for ll- , lh- and combined channel. The event count-
ing method was used.
significance. An excess above 5σ is found for the mass range mH ∼(115,125) GeV, which
implies a discovery of a Higgs boson for L = 30 fb−1. The significance decreases at lower
mass due to the larger contribution of the Z background, and at larger mass due to the lower
signal cross section. However one should note that the analysis has not been re-optimised in
other mass points, hence some improvement would still be possible.
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Figure 4.41: Signal significance as a function of mass.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider is designed to explore a wide range of
new phenomena in particle physics with proton-proton collisions at energies up to 14 TeV.
One of the ATLAS primary objectives is the discovery of the Higgs boson. Experimental
and theoretical bounds constrain the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson mass to the range
114.4 GeV≤mH≤185 GeV.
One of the most promising discovery channels, especially in the lower mass range, is the
vector-boson fusion (VBF) production of the Higgs boson with the subsequent decay into a
τ -lepton pair (H → τ+τ−). The decay modes where both τ leptons decay leptonically (e
or µ) and where one τ lepton decays leptonically and the other one hadronically have been
studied. The VBF production mechanism provides a set of special characteristics which
allow the rejection of large background expected in LHC, such as tt¯ production and Z → ττ ,
processes, which are characterized by a cross section ten orders of magnitude greater than
the one of the VBF Higgs boson. As a result, very detailed and accurate studies should be
performed in order to understand and reject the background.
The VBF topology consists of two highly energetic jets in the forward regions of the
detector providing a characteristic signature for Higgs detection in this production process,
with two jets in high |η| values. A cut-based analysis was used focusing on the central jet
veto (CJV) cut optimization: Since VBF is a purely electroweak process, little QCD activity
is expected and thus no central jets are expected for signal events. This allows the CJV cut
application to further suppress background processes.
Combining the results of the ll-channel and lh-channel, an excess above 5σ of signal
significance is found for the mass range mH∼ (115,125) GeV, which implies a discovery of a
Higgs boson for L = 30 fb−1. A maximum signal significance of 5.4σ is achieved for a Higgs
mass of 120 GeV. Nevertheless, the effect of pile-up is not taken into consideration.
Figure 5.1 shows the SM Higgs boson signal significance for the different decay channels
studied in ATLAS and their combination, for a luminosity of L=10 fb−1, which corresponds to
the first 2 years of LHC operation. A 5σ discovery is achieved for a mH above mH≥∼127 GeV
with the biggest contribution originating from the H → γγ decay channel. The studied
decay channel H → τ+τ−, even though it contributes slightly in the whole mass range
mH∼(110,200) GeV, it provides the most important contribution at the low mass range
mH∼(110,125) GeV.
Figure 5.2 shows the signal significance as a function of luminosity (L) and as a function
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Figure 5.1: SM Higgs boson signal significance for different decay channels and combined,
for a luminosity of L = 10 fb−1 [75].
of mH , with 0 fb
−1 <L<10 fb−1 corresponding to the first year of a full LHC operation.
One can see that a 5σ discovery is expected at the mass region of 140 GeV<mH<180 GeV
Figure 5.2: SM Higgs boson signal significance (in color) as a function of luminosity and the
mH , combining different decay channels [76].
with a luminosity of L=2 fb−1, if Higgs boson exists. Concerning the H → τ+τ−similarly
to the conclusion of figure 5.1, its contribution becomes significant at the low mass range
but a luminosity greater than L > 10 fb−1 is needed to reach the 5σ threshold postponing a
possible discovery in this mass region, to the late years of LHC operation.
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Finally, an important issue of the present VBF H → τ+τ− analysis is the presence of
missing transverse energy (6ET ) due to the neutrinos originating from the τ decays. 6ET res-
olution is of high importance since it affects directly the resolution of the Higgs boson mass
in the H → τ+τ−decay (a final Higgs boson mass resolution of ∼10 GeV is achieved). The
reason is that 6ET participates in the the reconstruction of the mττ , using the approxima-
tion that all τ decay products (visible and non-visible) are collinear to the direction of the
primary τ . This was the initial boost for performing a commissioning analysis of ATLAS
calorimeters studying 6ET variables.
The most dominant contribution of 6ET originates from calorimeter and thus an under-
standing and a control of calorimeter cells behavior will result to a more realistic 6ET recon-
struction. The first step towards an understanding of 6ET reconstruction was done within the
scope of the present analysis by measuring 6ET contribution of electronics noise in random
triggered data obtained during the single-beam/cosmic data-taking period of fall 2008.
A Gaussian behavior of noise in all LAr calorimeters was found, whereas a region of non-
Gaussian tails in Tile calorimeters was high-lighted. Several aspects which may affect the
final 6ET reconstruction were addressed and understood, such as the influence of calibration
parameters in energy reconstruction, the influence of bad cells (“noisy”) and the influence
of non-Gaussian tails of Tile calorimeters, especially when measuring 6ET using topoclusters.
For the latter, a new noise model was tested using a double Gaussian parameterization and
it resulted to more realistic results closer to the real data. This double Gaussian parameter-
ization is now implemented in the official ATLAS software releases.
To conclude, this analysis resulted to a better understanding and to a more realistic
modeling of noise in ATLAS calorimeters, providing at the same time a useful calorimeter
commissioning tool, which allowed the observation and the correction of several unexpected
features, preparing the experiment for the real data. Part of the results obtained by this
study, are already officially approved by the ATLAS collaboration [10].
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The subject of this thesis is the evaluation of the discovery potential of the ATLAS detector
at the Large Hadron Collider for the Standard Model Higgs boson in vector boson fusion
(VBF) production and a subsequent decay into a τ -lepton pair (H → τ+τ−). This is one
of the most promising discovery channels in the low mass range, which is the mass range
favored from precision measurements of the electroweak interaction. The decay modes where
both τ leptons decay leptonically and where one τ lepton decays leptonically and the other
one hadronically were studied.
The characteristic vector boson fusion topology, which consists of two jets in the forward
regions of the detector and the Higgs boson decay products in the central region, provides
a unique signature allowing the suppression of background. In addition, since vector boson
fusion is a purely electroweak process, no QCD activity is expected and thus no central jets
are expected for signal events. This allows the central jet veto cut application to further
reject background processes. A cut-oriented analysis was used, focusing on the central jet
veto cut optimization.
The main objective was to investigate the Higgs boson ATLAS discovery potential with
an integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1 in the mass range 115 GeV≤mH≤140 GeV, for an LHC
energy at the center of mass
√
s=14 TeV. After the application of all cuts, an excess above
5σ of signal significance was found for the mass range 115 GeV≤mH≤125 GeV.
In H → τ+τ−decay channel, transverse missing energy (6ET ) resolution is of high im-
portance since it affects directly the resolution of the Higgs boson mass. This was the
initial motivation for performing and presenting in this thesis a calorimetric commissioning
study based on 6ET quantities, focused on the electronics noise 6ET contribution, measured
with cosmics data of the period fall 2008. A Gaussian behavior of noise in all liquid argon
calorimeters was found, whereas a region of non-Gaussian tails in scintillating tile calorime-
ter was high-lighted. For the latter, a new noise model was tested using a double Gaussian
parameterization resulting in a more realistic description. Finally, this analysis provided a
useful calorimeter commissioning tool, which allowed the observation and the correction of
several features in the ATLAS calorimeter behavior.





Le but de cette the`se est d’e´valuer le potentiel de de´couverte par le de´tecteur ATLAS au
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) du boson de Higgs du mode`le standard. Le mode de production
e´tudie´ est de´fini par la fusion de bosons vecteurs (VBF) suivie de la de´sinte´gration en une
paire de leptons τ (H → τ+τ−). C’est l’un des canaux de de´couverte les plus prometteurs
pour un boson de Higgs de basse masse, qui est favorise´ par les mesures de pre´cision dans
le secteur e´lectro-faible. Deux modes de de´sinte´gration ont e´te´ e´tudie´s: celui ou` les deux
leptons τ se de´sinte`grent en lepton et celui ou` un lepton τ se de´sinte`gre en lepton et l’autre
en hadron.
La topologie caracte´ristique de fusion de bosons vecteurs, qui est constitue´e des deux
jets vers l’avant du de´tecteur et des produits de de´sinte´gration de boson de Higgs dans la
re´gion centrale, fournit une signature unique permettant la suppression du bruit de fond. En
outre, puisque la fusion des bosons vecteurs est un processus purement e´lectro-faible, aucune
activite´ de QCD n’est pre´vue et donc aucun jet central n’est attendu pour des e´ve´nements
de signal. Ceci permet l’application de la coupure de “central jet veto” pour encore re´duire
le bruit de fond. Une analyse base´e sur des coupures a e´te´ utilise´e, se concentrant sur
l’optimisation de la coupure de “central jet veto”.
L’objectif principal e´tait d’e´tudier le potentiel de de´couverte du boson de Higgs avec AT-
LAS, sous une luminosite´ inte´gre´e de 30 fb−1 dans la gamme de masse 115 GeV≤mH≤140 GeV,
pour une e´nergie au centre de la masse
√
s=14 TeV. Apre`s l’application des coupures, un
exce`s au-dessus de 5σ de signal significance a e´te´ trouve´ pour la gamme de masse 115 GeV≤
mH≤125 GeV.
Dans le canal de de´sinte´gration H → τ+τ−, la re´solution de l’e´nergie transverse man-
quante ( 6ET ) est importante puisqu’elle affecte directement la re´solution sur la masse du boson
de Higgs. Cela a e´te´ la motivation initiale pour re´aliser et pre´senter dans cette the`se une e´tude
de “commissioning” calorime´trique base´ sur les quantite´s 6ET , plus particulie`rement sur la
contribution du bruit de l’e´lectronique, mesure´e dans des e´ve´nements cosmiques enregistre´s
pendant l’automne 2008. Un comportement gaussien de bruit dans tous les calorime`tres de
l’argon liquide a e´te´ trouve´, tandis qu’un comportement non-gaussien dans une partie du
calorime`tre a` tuile scintillante a e´te´ observe´. Pour ce dernier, un nouveau mode`le de bruit
a e´te´ examine´ utilisant une parame´trisation de double gaussienne ayant pour re´sultat une
description plus re´aliste. En conclusion, cette analyse a fourni un outil de “commissioning”
du calorime`tre, qui a permis l’observation et la correction de plusieurs effets dans le com-
portement des calorime`tres d’ATLAS.





Το θε´μα αυτη´ς της διατριβη´ς ε´ιναι η αξιολο´γηση της δυνατο´τητας ανακα´λυψης του μpiοζον´ιου
Higgs, το οpiο´ιο piαρα´γεται με το μηχανισμο´ συ´ντηξης διανυσματικω´ν μpiοζον´ιων (Vector Boson
Fusion, VBF), στον ανιχνευτη´ ATLAS του μεγα´λου εpiιταχυντη´ αδρον´ιων (LHC), piου βρ´ισκεται
στη Γενευ´η. Το κανα´λι δια´σpiασης του μpiοζον´ιου Higgs piου μελετη´θηκε ε´ιναι αυτο´ piου
αpiοτελε´ιται αpiο´ δυ´ο λεpiτο´νια τ (H → τ+τ−). Προ´κειται για ε´να αpiο´ τα piιο ελpiιδοφο´ρα
κανα´λια ανακα´λυψης στο φα´σμα των χαμηλω´ν μαζω´ν, piου ευνοε´ιται αpiο´ τις μετρη´σεις ακριβε´ιας
στην ηχλεκτροασθενη´ κλ´ιμακα. Οι τρο´piοι δια´σpiασης ο´piου και τα δυ´ο λεpiτο´νια τ διασpiω´νται
λεpiτονικα´ η´ ο´piου το ε´να λεpiτο´νιο τ διασpiα´ται λεpiτονικα´ και το α´λλο αδρονικα´ μελετη´θηκαν
στην piαρου´σα διατριβη´.
Η χαρακτηριστικη´ τοpiολογ´ια της συ´ντηξης διανυσματικω´ν μpiοζον´ιων, piου αpiοτελε´ιται αpiο´
δυ´ο jets στις εμpiρο´σθιες piεριοχε´ς του ανιχνευτη´ και αpiο τα piρο¨ιο´ντα δια´σpiασης του μpiο-
ζον´ιου Higgs στο κεντρικο´ τμη´μα του ανιχνευτη´, piαρε´χει μ´ια ιδια´ιτερη μορφολογ´ια ση´ματος
piου εpiιτρε´piει την αpiο´ρριψη του υpiοβα´θρου. Εpiισης, η συγκεκριμε´νη διεργασ´ια ε´χει χαρακτη´ρα
ηλεκτροασθενη´ και συνεpiω´ς δεν αναμε´νεται QCD δραστηριο´τητα, piου θα ε´ιχε ως συνε´piεια τη
δημιουργ´ια κεντρικω´ν jet. Αυτο´ δ´ινει τη δυνατο´τητα στην εφαρμογη´ ενο´ς cut piου αpiορρ´ιpiτει
ενα γεγονο´ς φυσικη´ς αν ανιχνευθε´ι κεντρικο´ jet (central jet veto cut). Μι´α ανα´λυση βασισμε´νη
σε cuts χρησιμοpiοιη´θηκε, εστια´ζοντας στη βελτιστοpiο´ιηση του central jet veto cut.
Ο κυ´ριος στο´χος η´ταν να διερευνηθε´ι αν ε´ιναι ευφικτη´ μ´ια ανακα´λυψη του μpiοζον´ιου Higgs
σε φωτεινο´τητα 30 fb−1, για ενα φα´σμα μαζω´ν 115 GeV≤ mH≤140 GeV και ενε´ργεια κε´ντρου
μα´ζας
√
s=14 TeV. Μετα´ αpiο´ την εφαρμογη´ ο´λων των cuts, βρεθηκε μια piεριοχη´ εpiα´νω αpiο τα
5σ στη καμpiυ´λη του signal significance για μα´ζες 115 GeV≤ mH≤125 GeV, υpiοδηλω´νοντας
τη δυνατο´τητα ανακα´λυψης, εφο´σων η μα´ζα του ανη´κει σε αυτο´ το φα´σμα μαζ´ων.
Στο κανα´λι διασpiασης H → τ+τ−, η ανα´λυση του εγκα´ρσιου ελλε´ιματος ενε´ργειας (missing
transverse energy, 6ET ) ε´ιναι ιδια´ιτερα σημαντικη´ γιατ´ι αντανακλα´ την ανα´λυση της μα´ζας του
μpiοζον´ιου Higgs. Αυτο´ η´ταν το αρχικο´ κ´ινητρο για την εκτε´λεση μ´ιας μελε´της λειτουργ´ιας
του θερμιδο´μετρου (calorimeter commissioning) του ATLAS εστια´ζοντας σε piοσο´τητες 6ET .
Πιο συγκεκριμε´να, η ανα´λυση εφαρμο´στηκε στο θο´ρυβο των ηλεκτρονικω´ν, piου μετρη´θηκε σε
piραγματικα´ δεδομε´να, piροερχο´μενα αpiο´ την κοσμικη´ ακτινοβολ´ια (φθινο´piωρο 2008). Τα θερ-
μιδομετρα υγρου´ αργου´ βρε´θηκε να piαρουσια´ζουν μια συμpiεριφορα´ γκαουσσιανη´, ενω τα TILE
(σpiινθηρηστε´ς) θερμιδο´μετρα ε´δειξαν μ´ια μη γκαουσσιανη´ συμpiεριφορα´. Για το τελευτα´ιο, ε´να
νε´ο μοντε´λο piαραμετροpiο´ιησης του θορυ´βου μελετη´θηκε, βασισμε´νο σε μ´ια κατανο´μη διpiλη´ς
γκαουσσιανη´ς, το οpiο´ιο ε´δειξε μ´ια piιο ρεαλιστικη´ piεριγραφη´ του θορυ´βου. Κλε´ινοντας, αυτη´
η ανα´λυση εδωσε τη δυνατο´τητα να piαρατηρηθου´ν και να διορθωθου´ν μ´ια σειρα´ piροβλημα´των
του θερμιδο´μετρου του ATLAS.
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1 mot d’origine grecque “θε´ση”, qui veut dire position, opinion, avis
